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1
INTRODUCTION

India-Israel relations took on a new dimension after Prime Minister Narendra

Modi’s visit to Jerusalem in July 2017. Bilateral relations are on a strong footing,

with strengthened cooperation in the defence sector, apart from robust people-

to-people links. Israel, for instance, accounted for nearly 15 per cent of foreign

tourist arrivals (FTA) from West Asia during 2017-21, at more than 200,000

visitors cumulatively for that period.1 India-Israel bilateral trade, from around

US$ 500 million in 1995, peaked to around US$ 6.7 billion in 2011-12 but

dropped to US$ 4.6 billion in 2020-21, in the wake of the pandemic. In

2021-22, bilateral trade increased to US$ 6897.42 million, a growth of nearly

50 per cent. The bilateral trade, though, is more often described as made up

of ‘diamonds and defence’, as these components are the defining characteristics

of the relationship. Trade in HS Classification code 71, relating to natural or

cultured pearls and/or precious stones, for instance, during the last five years

accounted for 36.7 per cent of total trade (US$ 9491.7 million out of a total

cumulative trade of US$ 25,824 million during this period).2

As for the volume of defence trade, A.K. Antony, the then Defence Minister,

informed the Upper House of Parliament (Rajya Sabha) in May 2007 that

‘defence purchases’ from Israel during 2002-2007 were over $5 billion.3 Prior

to this, in August 2005, Deputy Defence Minister B.K. Handique told the

Rajya Sabha that ‘the total value of the purchase contracts’ with Israel during
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2002-2005, for the purchase of ‘military hardware, equipment and

ammunition’, was Rs. 11,882.54 crores.’4 These amount to, perhaps, the two

occasions when the Government of India informed the Parliament of the

financial value of India-Israel defence cooperation.

In recent times, as during 2016-20, India accounted for 43 per cent of

Israel’s total arms exports, with Azerbaijan a distant second, accounting for 17

per cent.5 Israel was the eighth-largest arms exporter globally during this period,

accounting for 3 per cent of global arms exports, after the US, Russia, France,

Germany, China, the United Kingdom and Spain. During 2017-21, India’s

share in Israel’s global exports fell to 37 per cent, followed by Azerbaijan (13

per cent) and Vietnam (11 per cent), respectively.6 Missiles and sensors

overwhelmingly make up the bulk of defence exports from Israel. Since 2000,

for instance, Israel has exported more than $13 billion worth of defence

equipment, as per the Stockholm Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) Trend

Indicator Values (TIVs). Out of these, missiles and sensors make up 58 per

cent of the volume.7

Russia, meanwhile, was India’s biggest arms supplier during 2017-21,

accounting for 46 per cent of the country’s imports.8 During the previous five

year period, 2012-16, India’s arms imports from Russia stood at nearly 70 per

cent of its total arms imports.9 France (18 per cent) and Israel (13 per cent),

other than Russia, made up the top three arms suppliers to India during 2016-

20.10 While India imported 18 per cent of its arms from France during this

period, French exports to India accounted for 21 per cent of that country’s

total arms exports, ahead of Egypt and Qatar, at 20 and 18 per cent,

respectively.11 During 2017-21, French arms exports to India increased

dramatically, accounting for 27 per cent of India’s total imports, with the

United States accounting for 12 per cent of India’s arms imports, displacing

Israel at the third position.12

Strengthened Partnership Post-2014

Prior to 2014, India’s relations with Israel in particular and its approach towards

the West Asian region in general, has been characterized as a ‘fine balance’,

‘the delicate balance’, and ‘straddling fault lines’.13 In the September 10, 2003

Delhi Statement on Friendship and Cooperation, signed when Prime Minister
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Ariel Sharon visited India—the first ever visit by an Israeli Prime Minister—

India and Israel had pledged to enhance the frequency of political and business

interactions.14

While there was significant political traffic, with cabinet ministers and

state chief ministers visiting Israel prior to 2017, high-level political interaction

was missing. The term ‘strategic partner’ was also conspicuously absent in

major bilateral documents like the September 2003 Joint Statement. Senior

Indian cabinet ministers on their part, highlighted the need to not advertise

their close defence and security relationship.

To be sure, India’s high-level political interactions not just with Israel, but

with other significant countries in West Asia like Saudi Arabia and Iran, were

infrequent prior to 2014. India’s West Asia policy, wading through the regional

geopolitical hotspots though, continued to expand the scope for the pursuit

of its national interests. India, for instance, engaged multiple regional players,

even if these countries had inimical or non-existent relations bilaterally between

themselves.

The Modi government built on the foundations of the robust India-Israel

defence and security engagement. Prime Minister Modi assumed office in

mid-2014, in the wake of the significant electoral victory achieved by the

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-led coalition. The BJP has been at the forefront

of advocating stronger ties between India and Israel and its leaders have

repeatedly expressed appreciation for Israel’s muscular counter-terrorism and

national security policies. Earlier in May 2006, as Chief Minister of Gujarat,

Modi paid a successful visit to Israel, to attend a conference on agriculture

technology.

Prime Minister Modi met Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on the

sidelines of the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) in New York on

September 28, 2014, the only second occasion when the Prime Ministers of

India and Israel had met in the preceding eleven years. Netanyahu extended

an invitation to Modi to visit Israel during this New York meeting. External

Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj in May 2015 – at a press briefing to highlight

the achievements of the Modi government after a year in office, formally

indicated that the Prime Minister would visit Israel, even though no specific

dates had been agreed upon.15
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Modi’s meeting at the UNGA with Netanyahu was in the aftermath of

‘Operation Protective Edge’, the Israeli military action in the Gaza Strip, which

began in July 2014. There was an unprecedented demand from the opposition

in the Indian parliament for resolution critical of Israeli military action. The

Government initially even refused to accept the demand for a discussion, with

Swaraj stating that the ‘subject refers discourteously to a friendly foreign

country’.16

The discussion in the Rajya Sabha (Upper House), however, did eventually

take place on July 21, 2014. During the discussion, the BJP Members of

Parliament opposed demands from the opposition for a resolution critical of

Israeli actions.17 To the demands by the members of the Left parties that India

should stop arms purchases from Israel, Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj asked

them why they had not raised a similar demand in 2008 or 2012 (probably

referring to Israel’s prior large-scale military actions ‘Cast Lead’ and ‘Pillar of

Defence’).

Given the Modi government’s spirited rebuttal of the opposition

demands—coupled with the oft-expressed support for Israeli national security

policies by BJP leaders, the opposition alleged that the Government was moving

away from India’s longstanding policy vis-a-vis their support to the Palestinians.

While the Government rubbished the charges, reports in the media

subsequently also speculated about the possibility of ‘tectonic shift’ in India’s

voting patterns as regards Israel-related resolutions at international fora under

the Modi government.18

In the aftermath of Operation Protective Edge (the 2014 Israeli military

operation in Gaza), President Pranab Mukherjee visited Israel and Palestine in

October 2015. A series of MoUs relating to cooperation between the

educational institutions of both countries were agreed upon. In February of

that year, Israeli Defence Minister Moshe Yaalon visited Bengaluru (for Aero

India 2015) and New Delhi. This was the first ever visit by an Israeli Defence

Minister to India. It is noteworthy that no Indian Defence Minister has yet

visited Israel. Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj visited both Jerusalem and

Ramallah in January 2016.

During Prime Minister Modi’s July 2017 historic visit, the bilateral

relationship was formally termed as a ‘Strategic Partnership’.19 Cooperation
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in the agriculture sector was strengthened, with the three-year Work Plan in

Agriculture extended till 2020 (which has since been extended further), and

the India-Israel Industrial R&D and Innovation Fund (I4F) was set up. Both

sides pledged to invest $40 million in this Fund over five years ($4 million per

year by each country) to promote joint R&D projects. The first round of

project winners were announced in July 2018. These and subsequent successful

project proposals related to novel treatments for glaucoma, as well as fields as

diverse as agriculture, energy, water and Information and Communication

Technology (ICT).

In the defence sector, joint development of products, including transfer

of technology (ToT), was stressed, in the light of India’s ‘Make in India’

initiative. Both sides agreed on a Framework for Cooperation in the Area of

Cyber Security. Space cooperation was strengthened, with the Indian Space

Research Organisation (ISRO) and the Israel Space Agency (ISA) signing

agreements on projects relating to atomic clocks, geo-synchronous earth orbit

(GEO)-low earth orbit (LEO) optical links and electric propulsion for small

satellites.

While Prime Minister Modi visited Ramallah in a ‘stand-alone’ visit eight

months later in February 2018, analysts found it significant that he did not go

to Palestine during his path-breaking Israel visit. India’s Israel policy, therefore,

was termed as being ‘de-hyphenated’ from India’s policy positions vis-à-vis

Palestine.20 During Prime Minister Netanyahu’s January 2018 visit, a MoU

on cooperation in the energy sector, was agreed upon. Both countries

committed to explore opportunities in third countries – on aspects like

agriculture, education, health care, solar energy and water, among others.21

Both sides emphasized on the need for sustainable and long-term cooperation

in the defence sector. The two Prime Ministers visited an innovation hub, the

International Centre for Entrepreneurship and Technology, iCreate, in

Ahmedabad. This hub was established in 2012 by the Gujarat government to

foster innovation.

External Affairs Minister (EAM) S. Jaishankar’s October 2021 visit—only

the fourth foreign ministerial visit to Israel after the establishment of full

diplomatic ties in 1992—showcased the intent of both countries to further

strengthen the relationship which entered its fourth decade in January 2022,
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with emphasis on sustainability and ‘Green’ growth. A significant development

that came out of the EAM’s visit was the decision to resume discussions on a

Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and complete the negotiations by 2022.22

As seen in the sections above, India-Israel relations have traversed a dynamic

path. With the re-established intent to finish negotiations on an FTA—as

mutually agreed during EAM Jaishankar’s October 2021 visit, bilateral trade

can be expected to grow from the current levels of around $5 billion. Defence

cooperation, meanwhile, continues to be the strongest pillar of the relationship.

The next chapter examines the defence cooperation between India and Israel

in its varied dimensions.
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2
DEFENCE COOPERATION

India-Israel defence and security cooperation has witnessed tremendous growth,

after full diplomatic ties were established in January 1992. Even during the

period when full diplomatic relations were not established, India sought Israeli

security assistance. This was most prominent during the 1965 and 1971 India-

Pakistan conflicts. The equipment supplied by Israel for these wars, like 160

mm mortars, also saw action two decades later, during the 1999 Kargil War.1

Post-1992, defence and security cooperation have constituted the key pillar of

the India-Israel strategic partnership. India has procured cutting-edge

equipment from Israel to plug critical security needs and help in the

modernization of its armed forces. The inability of the Indian defence industry

to cater to these requirements also necessitated that India seek such equipment

from overseas.

Israel, on its part, exhibited political will to provide niche equipment to

India, unencumbered by restrictions on such transfers by Israel’s close ally, the

United States (US). The US, for instance, prevented Israel from going ahead

with the 1998 contract with China for airborne early warning and control

aircraft (AWACS). Due to US pressure, the contract was terminated in 2000,

with Israel even having to pay damages for not fulfilling the terms of the

contract. The US put pressure on Israel over fears that such niche capabilities

could aid Beijing’s efforts to forcefully take over Taiwan.
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During Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s July 2017 visit to Israel—the

first Indian prime ministerial visit in 25 years, both countries formally

acknowledged their ‘strategic partnership’. This chapter places the defence

aspects of the India-Israel strategic partnership in historical and contemporary

perspective.

Contours of Cooperation

After the establishment of diplomatic ties in 1992, India has gradually increased

the volume of defence purchases from Israel, beginning in 1996-1997 with

the procurement of the Searcher unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) – with the

initial contract dating back to 1996, and Super Dvora patrol boats. India’s

defence ties with Israel were strengthened in the aftermath of the Kargil conflict.

India secured key equipment like ammunition for its artillery guns. India has

since procured a wide range of equipment, from assault rifles to the Phalcon

airborne warning and control systems (AWACS), fire-control radars, missiles,

among a host of other equipment.2 The following sections delineate key aspects

of the bilateral defence cooperation, primarily focusing on procurement and

joint development programmes related to three broad areas – surveillance

capabilities; missiles; and niche equipment encompassing assault weapons to

aircraft parts.

Surveillance Platforms and Equipment

India has procured key equipment like UAVs, AWACS and radars to plug

deficiencies in the surveillance capabilities of its armed forces. India has used

the Israeli-made UAVs for significantly enhancing its security operations along

its coastline as well as for internal security purposes. India procured more

than 150 Searcher and Heron UAVs, made by Israel Aerospace Industries

(IAI). The latter is a medium-altitude long-endurance (MALE) UAV—capable

of flying non-stop for more than 50 hours, while the former can fly up to 18

hours. The Western Naval Command commissioned its first UAV squadron

made up of Israeli-procured UAVs in January 2011 at Porbandar, Gujarat,

five years after the first UAV squadron was commissioned at Kochi.3

The then Chief of Naval Staff, Admiral Arun Prakash, inaugurating the

Kochi squadron, stated that the Israeli UAVs were being inducted after three
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years of flying trials and that the Indian Navy was ‘now amongst the pioneers

in the esoteric art of UAV operation at sea’.4 Admiral Prakash emphasized

that the Israeli assets would enhance the country’s ‘maritime domain awareness

manifold’. A third UAV squadron made up of Searchers and Herons was set

up along the Tamil Nadu coast in 2012.5 In 2019, India reportedly signed a

$500 million contract with the IAI for 50 additional Heron UAVs.6

Apart from the Herons and the Searchers, the IAI also has in its stable, the

Heron-Turbo Prop (TP) unmanned combat aerial system (UAS). It is described

as an advanced multi-role, long range, MALE UAV for ‘strategic missions’,

equipped with satellite communication systems, automatic take-off and

landing, an endurance of more than 30 hours and capable of carrying a variety

of lethal and surveillance payloads.7 As against the Heron, which has a payload

weight of about 500 kg, the Heron-TP is advertised to carry multiple payloads

five times that weight. The maximum payload weight of the Searcher tactical

UAV, meanwhile, is about 100 kg. The Israeli Air Force is the only Air Force

currently operating the Heron-TP system.

Reports in mid-2018 noted that India had decided to procure at least ten

Heron-TP drones, at a cost of $400 million, to enhance the country’s ‘cross-

border military strike’ capability.8 Pertinently, this alluded to possible usage of

the drone across India’s western front. Reports in 2021, however, noted that

India will lease four Heron-TPs for use in the eastern sector, given the changed

security situation along the China border. The leased Heron-TPs are reportedly

non-lethal, to be used solely for surveillance purposes.9 By December 2021,

these drones have reportedly been deployed on the border.10

The leasing of the Heron-TPs was the second such procurement decision

to make use of the leasing provisions of the Defence Acquisition Procedure

2020. Two General Atomic MQ-9B Sea Guardian drones have been leased by

the Indian Navy. The IAI on its part is a veteran in leasing arrangements, with

its drones leased to countries like Canada, Australia and Spain.11

India will have one of the few armed forces in the world to use the Heron-

TP, apart from Israel. Reports in August 2021 also noted that the Indian

armed forces will undertake a massive modernization exercise involving the

Israeli UAV’s in its arsenal, amounting to over Rs 5000 crores. The programme
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seeks to even arm previously-procured Herons as well as improve their

surveillance capabilities.12

Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), along with Dynamatic

Technologies Limited (DTL), signed a strategic partnership agreement with

the IAI at the Defence Expo 2020, for marketing, manufacture and sale of

UAVs.13 HAL also signed an MoU with Elbit Systems for exploring the

feasibility of joint development and production of 2000 kg vertical take-off

and landing (VTOL) UAVs for both maritime and land-based operations for

domestic as well as international customers.

The March 2004 deal with Elta for three Phalcon AWACS worth $1.1

billion, has been one of the largest defence deals that India has concluded

with Israel. The first and second AWACS aircraft were delivered in May 2009

and March 2010, while the third was delivered in mid-2011. The Rajya Sabha

had been informed in May 2010 that procurement of additional AWACS

aircraft was on the anvil.14

India, though, is increasingly focusing on indigenous procurement of such

assets. India has two indigenous airborne early warning and control (AEW&C)

systems mounted on Embraer aircraft—Netra, in its inventory.15 The first of

the aircraft was handed to the IAF in February 2017.16 The Netra aircraft took

part in the Balakot surgical strikes in February 2019.17

Meanwhile, reports in December 2020 noted that India intends to spend

more than Rs 10,000 crores to equip its Air Force with six additional AWACS

aircraft. The DRDO would acquire six Airbus aircraft from the Air India fleet

(319/320/321), and equip them with indigenously developed active

electronically scanned array (AESA) radars.18 The original Request for Proposal

(RfP) for six AWACS was issued in 2014 but uncertainty over choice of the

aircraft to mount the radar, among other issues, delayed the decision.19 In

September 2021, the Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS) finally approved

the Acceptance of Necessity (AoN) for the DRDO to issue the Request for

Proposal (RfP) to procure the aircraft.20

Apart from UAVs and AWACS, India has bought a whole range of radars

from Israel for its aircrafts, ships and land forces. One of the earliest radars

that India bought was the ground surveillance/battlefield surveillance radar
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(BFSR) EL/M-2140 in 1998, with the ability to detect tanks/vehicles/troops

up to a range of 40 km.21 The range of the Israeli radars was subsequently

expanded to enable beyond line-of-sight (LOS) detection.22 A large number

of Elta’s air search radars for use on frontline warships like frigates, destroyers

and aircraft carriers have been procured. The EL/M-2221 fire control radar

was bought for use along with the Barak-I surface-to-air missile (SAM) system,

a point defence system installed on many warships.

Combat aircraft radars for purposes of modernization of aircraft like the

Jaguars began to be procured from 1999 onwards. While the initial combat

radars were ‘mechanically steered array’ (MSA) radars, Elta subsequently

provided AESA radars (with the first Jaguar fitted with the radar flying in

2018), making the Jaguar the first combat aircraft in India’s inventory to be

fitted with these advanced radars.23

Multi-mode radars, co-developed with Elta, have been integrated into the

Light Combat Aircraft (LCA).24 The EL/M-2052 AESA radars replaced Elta’s

manual EL/M-2032 radars in the LCA, as indeed in aircrafts such as Jaguar

(in 2018 as noted above) and on Mirages in India’s inventory.25 The LCA’s

Helmet-Mounted Display and Sight (HMDS) is also provided by the Israeli

company, Elbit.

The contract with Rafael Advanced Defence Systems for two aerostat radars

was entered into in 2002, at a cost of around Rs 676 crores ($145 million), to

meet the requirements of low-level surveillance. The radars, positioned at a

height of around 14,000 feet, can detect low-flying aircraft at a distance of

250 km. These were commissioned in 2007 and 2008, respectively.26

The country’s first indigenous aerostat radar, Akashdeep, launched in 2010,

was developed by the Aerial Delivery Research Development Establishment

(ADRDE). The maiden flight of an improved version, Nakshatra, was

conducted in October 2015 about 22 months after the project began in January

2014.27 However, within a year, the project was closed due to difficulties with

the indigenously-designed laminated fabric material that made up the balloon

housing the radar.28 ADRDE officials however insisted that the Army did not

provide funds to carry out additional user trials and therefore, the project was

shelved.29 Reports in February 2016 noted that the IAF was looking to acquire

at least six aerostat radars to meet its operational requirements.30
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Missiles

The Rs 2,600 crore contract for the joint development of long-range surface-

to-air missile (LRSAM) for the Indian Navy (IN) was signed in January 2006.

The system, with a range of 70 km, is used for ensuring point and area defence

against a variety of threats, including aircrafts and missiles. The DRDO handed

over the first batch of five LRSAM missiles to the Indian Navy in 2017.31 The

initial test firing of the missile was conducted off the coast of Chennai in

December 2015.32 In January 2019, INS Chennai and INS Kolkata successfully

conducted the Joint Target Coordination (JTC) firing of the LRSAM system.33

The final production batch was handed over to the IN in February 2021. The

missile’s indigenous content includes its dual-pulse rocket motor.34 The IAI

provides the Multi-Function Surveillance and Threat Alert Radar (MF-STAR).

The Rs 10,000 crores contract for the joint development of medium-

range SAM (MRSAM) for the IAF was concluded in 2009. India and Israel

signed a MoU worth $1.6 billion for MRSAMs for use by the Indian Army in

April 2017. The first test of the system was done in December 2020.35 The

Indo-Israel joint venture, Kalyani Rafael Advanced Systems (KRAS), produces

MRSAM missile kits for integration by the public sector Bharat Dynamics

Limited (BDL). The IAF has also procured the Spyder low-level quick reaction

surface-to-air missile (LLQRM) systems equipped with Python and Derby

missiles for protection against aerial targets, including aircraft, cruise missiles

and UAVs.

The contract for the procurement of Barak-1 missiles for Indian Navy

warships was signed in October 2014 with Rafael Advanced Defence Systems

Ltd., at a cost of Rs 875.49 crores.36 The Barak protects a wide range of ships,

including destroyers and frigates. In September 2013, reports flagged shortages

of missiles and the efforts to replenish them were facing difficulties, because

of an anti-corruption probe by the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI)

against individuals who had allegedly received kickbacks for the October 2000

deal. The IAI was placed on the MoD blacklist in 2006, because of the CBI

investigation. This impacted the procurement of missiles for the warships.

Due to ‘paucity of evidence’, the CBI closed the case, paving the way for the

Indian Navy to buy the missiles from IAI. By December 2013, India placed

an order for nearly Rs. 880 crores ($150 million) to buy 262 missiles.37 While
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a special court accepted the closure report of the CBI in January 2017, it was

not until April 2018, however, that Rafael was taken off the MoD’s blacklist.38

The orders for Spike anti-tank guided missiles (ATGMs) are a unique

example of the dynamics associated with the India-Israel defence partnership.

The December 2020 orders—as well as orders for more than 200 Spike missiles

in the aftermath of the Balakot strikes in February 2019, signified operational

imperatives guiding procurement decisions, amidst lack of viable, domestic

alternatives.

These orders came despite the Government announcing in late 2017—

just ahead of Prime Minister Netanyahu’s visit in January 2018—that it was

not proceeding with importing the systems for the Indian armed forces,

ostensibly in favour of inducting indigenous systems like the Nag.39 Reports

in January 2018 flagged that the Army had an ominous shortage of ATGMs

in its inventory—to the tune of nearly 70,000 ATGMs.40 When this report

was brought to the attention of the Government in the Lok Sabha, Minister

of State for Defence, Subhash Bhamre affirmed that the Government was

taking appropriate measures to maintain ‘desire(d) level of operational

preparedness commensurate to the threat perception in a dynamic strategic

scenario’.41

In October 2014, India’s Defence Acquisition Council (DAC), headed by

the Defence Minister, gave the go-ahead for procuring 8,000 Spike ATGM,

valued at over $500 million. The Acceptance of Necessity (AoN) for the missiles

was given earlier in June 2009 for procuring 8356 missiles and 321 launchers

under ‘Buy and Make’ category of the Defence Procurement Procedure with

transfer of technology (ToT) to Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL). The Spike

missile was preferred over other competitors like the US-made Javelin ATGM.

The Javelin offer by the US was a component of the Defence Trade and

Technology Initiative (DTTI) for co-development and manufacture.42 The

Request for Proposal (RfP) for the missiles was issued in April 2010.

The Spike saga unfolded in the backdrop of the huge requirement for

third-generation ATGMs in the Indian armed forces, which had in its inventory

second-generation ATGMs like the ‘wire-guided’ Russian-made Konkurs-M

and the French Milan systems. The Government’s auditor, the CAG, in 2010,

also expressed concern over the Army continuing with its procurement of
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second- generation ATGMs like Milan, despite the availability of third-

generation ATGMs globally.43

Delays in development of indigenous ATGMs like the Nag, further added

to the woes of the armed forces. The testing of the missile began as far back as

the 1990s. In user trials specifically in desert conditions, problems with the

missile’s imaging infra-red (IIR) seeker guidance system were detected.44 After

modifications, orders for over 400 missiles were placed by the Army in 2010.

Even as reports in 2015 indicated that the Spike deal was facing delays

due to issues over price negotiations, India did go ahead with finalizing the

contract and the stage was set for inducting the Israeli systems.45 The Spike

RfP, issued in 2010, was, however, retracted on December 20, 2017. Defence

Minister Nirmala Sitharaman informed Parliament that the decision was taken

to encourage ‘indigenous’ development of the ATGM by the DRDO.46

With reports noting that the Nag missile was ready for induction—the

final user trials were conducted in October 2020, cutting-edge and cheaper

technologies for use in man-portable ATGMs are being developed by

indigenous start-ups like Tonbo Imaging Private Limited. While systems like

the Nag (and the Spike) use costlier, cooled IIR seekers, Tonbo developed

uncooled IIR seekers, which were also lightweight and better suited for man-

portable ATGMs.47

Assault Weapons, Ammunition, Niche Aircraft Parts

Apart from the significant cooperation relating to UAVs, AWACS, radars and

missiles, India and Israel have cooperated in the field of assault weapons,

ammunition, niche aircraft parts, among other critical equipment. The HAL

has longstanding cooperation with Israeli firms and their subsidiaries like the

IAI and Elbit Systems. HAL’s Korwa plant, entered into a MoU with Elbit

subsidiary Elop Electro-Optics Industries Limited in 2003 to manufacture

Head-Up Displays (HUD) for IAF aircraft. Over 500 such displays have been

integrated into various IAF platforms like Su-30MKI, Jaguar and MiG-27M.48

At the Aero India 2021, HAL entered into an agreement for digital

overhead HUDs (used widely in transport aircraft) with the same company.

IAI and HAL also have an agreement for the supply of main deck cargo doors

for Boeing 737 aircraft. In joint development programmes, electronic warfare
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(EW) suites have been co-developed in association with Elisra, for the Light

Combat Aircraft (LCA), Tejas. Elisra was also involved in co-developing the

Dual Colour Missile Approach Warning System (DCMAWS) for the Su-30

MKI aircraft.

Artillery ammunition was developed by three ordnance factories

(Ambajhari, Kanpur, and Chandrapur) in association with Israel Weapons

Industries (IWI).49 For India’s Special Forces, 5.56 mm Tavor assault rifles,

were bought in 2005 at a cost of $18 million.50 Israeli Smart, Precise Impact,

Cost-Effective (SPICE) guided ammunition kits were used in the February

2019 Balakot air strikes by the Indian Air Force (IAF) inside Pakistan-occupied

Kashmir (PoK). Reports in December 2020 noted that India ordered additional

SPICE kits for $200 million, along with Spike ATGMs.51

The Indian Army also uses the Negev NG-7 light machine gun (LMG);

an order over 16,000 such guns was placed in 2020 to combat the increasing

ceasefire violations by Pakistan at the Line of Control. In November 2021,

SSS Defence—a division of the manufacturing firm, Stumpp, Schuele and

Somappa Springs Private Limited Ltd, edged out an Israeli firm to upgrade

limited numbers of AK-47 rifles of the Jaipur-based Southwestern Command.52

SSS Defence, in fact, is only the second private sector small arms manufacturer

to win orders from the MoD, after PLR Systems, in which, incidentally, the

Israel Weapons Industries (IWI) has a stake.53

Institutional Interactions and Military Exercises

Robust interactions among the defence forces is an essential component of

the India-Israel strategic interaction. The India-Israel Joint Committee on

Defence Cooperation met for the first time in September 2002. As part of

defence diplomacy, while there has been a constant stream of visits of Indian

Naval ships to Haifa, as many as ten heads of defence forces from each side

have visited the other country in the past 25 years (See Appendix).

Joint working groups (JWGs) on defence cooperation, helmed by the

respective MoDs, as well as consultations by the Foreign Ministries, are an

essential feature of such institutionalized cooperation. The 16th round of

Foreign Office Consultations, for instance, were held in December 2020, in

virtual mode, where the entire gamut of the bilateral relations were reviewed,
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including issues relating to defence and security, water, counter-terrorism,

cyber security, science and technology and innovation cooperation.54 At the

15th India-Israel Joint Working Group (JWG) on defence, held in Tel Aviv in

October 2021, both countries agreed to set up a sub-working group (SWG)

on defence industry cooperation.55 A SWG on Defence Procurement,

Development and Production is functional.

Indian and Israeli forces also take part in joint exercises to learn from each

other’s best practices. The Blue Flag Exercises conducted by the Israeli Air

Force (IsAF) are an important facet of Israel’s military diplomacy. The first

Blue Flag Exercises took place in November 2013 and since then the multilateral

Exercises have acquired a quiet momentum. A 45-member Indian Air Force

(IAF) contingent, including Garud commandos, along with a C-130J special

operations aircraft, participated in these exercises for the first time in 2017.

France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland and the United States were the other

participating countries in the 2017 event.

While participation by other nations involved fighter aircraft at this event,

India sent the special operations transport aircraft. Given the presence of Garud

commandos, the C-130J was a tactical choice in order to enable them to be

exposed to best counter-terrorism practices from the Israeli experience. Another

factor that could have precluded participation of a fighter aircraft was the

need for over-flight clearance from countries in the Gulf which do not have

diplomatic relations with Israel. This factor, in the aftermath of the Abraham

Accords of September 2020, has, however, significantly diminished. The Indian

C-130J, meanwhile, reportedly had a stop-over in Egypt, on its journey to the

Uvda Air Force Base, the base conducting the Blue Flag Exercises. Even prior

to India’s first ever participation in the Blue Flag Exercises, commentators had

opined that the presence of American aircraft like the C-130J in India’s

inventory creates ‘a certain degree of commonality with IsAF platforms.’56

India’s participation in the 2021 iteration of the Blue Flag Exercises saw

the involvement of IAF’s Mirage 2000 as well as Rafale aircraft. External Affairs

Minster S. Jaishankar, who was also visiting Israel during that time, interacted

with the fighter pilots participating in these exercises from other countries.

After the event in Israel, the IAF contingent also participated in air exercises

in Egypt. In March 2021, the IAF had also participated in air exercises in the
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United Arab Emirates (UAE) for the first time. The UAE exercises saw the

participation of the US, French, Saudi Arabian, South Korean, and Bahraini

air forces.

Joint military exercises play an important role in military forces getting

familiar with the operating procedures and best practices of each country.

While India does not conduct multilateral air exercises on its soil, it is a part

of significant numbers of military exercises involving the armies, navies and

air forces across the world. For Israel, the United States and countries in Europe

continue to be the main training partners.

Commentators have also flagged the promise of naval exercises between

India and Israel, given the mutual complementarities and interests of both

countries in the waters of the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. The

Israeli Navy is a potent regional force. Israel, though a ‘brown water’ navy, is

still equipped with significant naval capabilities in the form of the German-

sourced Dolphin submarines as well as Saar-5 corvettes. Reports have also

flagged that Israel has been testing long- range missiles in the waters of the

Indian Ocean.

India and Israel, meanwhile, have had long-standing relationship in the

naval field. Apart from military diplomacy in the form of visits of Indian

naval ships at the Haifa port, India secured Israeli patrol boats (Super Dvora

Mk-11) in the 1990s. Niche Israeli equipment is an essential part of frontline

Indian naval warships, including radars and point defence missiles like the

Barak, as flagged in previous sections.

Analysts note that Israel’s interests increasingly encompass the waters of

the Indian Ocean, apart from the country’s core interests in the waters

surrounding it, like the Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea. This is due to its

on-going geo-political rivalry with countries like Iran. India-Israel interests

also converge on issues such as maritime terrorism, concerns over proliferation

of weapons of mass destruction, among others. India could also be a significant

partner of the Israeli Navy in offering logistical support to its deployed vessels.

India and Israel, going forward, could also explore opportunities for greater

engagement relating to ‘non-contentious’ areas like humanitarian assistance

and disaster relief and protection of sea lanes of communication.57
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Enablers for Defence Cooperation

India’s procurement of niche defence equipment from Israel was necessitated

by the need to more effectively address the growing regional, cross-border as

well as internal security challenges. India’s external security environment has

become more challenging in the past decades, on account of the terrorist threat

emanating from Pakistan’s safe havens, the collusion between Pakistan and

China in the strategic domain—including nuclear, missile and defence

technology cooperation—and China’s increasingly belligerent actions on the

Line of Actual Control (LAC) as well as on India’s periphery. Defence Minister

George Fernandes, for instance, in as early as 1998, had flagged Chinese

construction of electronic surveillance equipment on the Coco Islands since

1994.58

The 1999 Kargil conflict highlighted gaps in surveillance and intelligence

capabilities of the armed forces. The 26/11 terror strikes in Mumbai highlighted

gaps in coastal surveillance. Even successful cross-border strikes as in Balakot

in February 2019, as well as India’s recent border tensions with China, revealed

the need for multiple systems for greater effectiveness.59 The modernization

requirements of India’s armed forces, meanwhile, continue to be gargantuan.

Israel’s niche technological prowess, in supplying key equipment like avionics,

radars, missiles, point defence systems, among others, has gelled well with the

country’s requirements of these niche equipment.

The failure of developmental efforts of indigenous weapons systems has

led India to procure similar equipment from Israel. India’s indigenous efforts

to develop an aerial surveillance platform (ASP), for instance, suffered a setback,

when an Avro HS-748 test aircraft, crashed in January 1999. The DRDO had

initiated the ASP programme in 1985, at a cost of Rs 52.09 crores. After the

crash, Defence Minister Jaswant Singh informed Parliament that the

programme was ‘short-closed’.60

Defence Minister George Fernandes in April 2000 admitted that delays

in indigenous development of critical technologies as well as sanctions imposed

after India conducted the nuclear tests in 1998 had negatively impacted a

wide range of programmes. These included the light combat aircraft (LCA),

remotely piloted vehicle (RPV) Nishant, anti-tank missile system, Nag and

the integrated electronic warfare (EW) system for the Army.61
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Fernandes informed the Rajya Sabha in August 2000 that ‘technological

problems associated with indigenous developments’ were responsible for the

delay in the development of Nishant pilotless aircraft.62 The procurement of

the Israeli Barak point defence system was an essential requirement to protect

frontline assets of the Indian Navy, given that the indigenous Trishul system

failed in user trials. Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar, while touting the

indigenous achievements of the DRDO, in response to a query in Parliament

in 2016, did note that the import content of the indigenously developed

AEW&C system (excluding the Embraer aircraft) was still pegged at 16 per

cent.63

The CAG in 2018 pointed out that there was ‘inordinate delay’ in the

indigenous development of UAVs by the DRDO. Those that were developed

‘failed to meet the requirements of the Indian Army’. The CAG also pointed

out that delays in development of MALE UAVs ‘adversely affected the aerial

surveillance capabilities of the Indian Army’.64 The MALE UAV project was

sanctioned in February 2011 with a total cost of over Rs 1500 crores but the

2018 CAG report noted that there were ‘multiple issues’ with the development

project, including with the airframe, line replaceable units (LRU), engine and

payload.65 Reports highlighting the conclusion of a strategic partnership

agreement between the IAI, HAL and Dynamatic Technologies Limited (DTL)

in February 2020 pointed out that the Rustom-II MALE UAV being

indigenously developed by the DRDO crashed during flight trials in September

2019.66

As with the UAVs, India had to procure Israeli radars due to non-availability

of similar domestically developed products for optimum surveillance coverage

on its Western borders. The DRDO lab, the Aerial Delivery Research

Development Establishment (ADRDE), first tested an indigenous aerostat

radar (Aakashdeep) in December 2010. Audit reports have also highlighted

delays in execution of projects due to inconsistencies in monitoring of the

projects, change of requirements by the user (the armed forces) and lack of

cohesion among multiple agencies executing the projects. The CAG Report

No. 38 in 2015, for instance, highlighted the closure of several radar projects

like Rohini, Aslesha, and Revathy by the DRDO.67

Even as successive Israeli governments have nurtured strategic ties with
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India assiduously, their transfer was not vetoed by the United States, which

was involved in developing some of the niche equipment that India procured

from Israel. The US, for instance, vetoed the sale of the Phalcon AWACS to

China. Israel went back on the 1998 contract to supply AWACS to Beijing in

July 2000, on account of American pressure and had to even pay a penalty for

its decision.

The US, though, vetoed the sale of sophisticated missile defence systems

like the Arrow to India. India’s request for Arrow followed its open embrace of

President George W. Bush’s missile defence plans. The Bush administration

championed missile defence as an effective deterrent to face the threats posed

by the ‘rogue’ states like Iran, Iraq and Libya, especially so in the aftermath of

the September 2001 terror strikes in New York.

The US Department of State in July 2002 acknowledged that there was

an Israeli request for transferring the Arrow system to India but that it gives

importance to strategic stability in South Asia and to the Missile Technology

Control Regime (MTCR).68 Analysts noted that India evaluating the Arrow

was in the context of plugging gaps in its air defence architecture, and that it

preferred the system over comparative systems from Russia like the S-300.69

India did become a member of the MTCR in June 2016 and has since procured

an even more advanced version, the S-400, from the Russian Federation.

This deal continues to be under the sanctions cloud of the US, following

the passage of the Comprehensive American Sanctions and Divestment Act

(CAATSA) in July 2017, on account of Russia’s actions in Ukraine, among

other places. Apart from India, Turkiye’s decision to go in for the S-400 system,

has invited an American backlash. Ankara had to suffer consequences, including

being shut out of the F-35 programme, in which it had a significant part.

Interactions between the foreign policy and national security establishments

of both India and the US, meanwhile, are a continuing process to overcome

the disadvantages posed by CAATSA. This, even as India-US defence trade

has grown by leaps and bounds in recent times. The extent to which US

sanctions targeting Russia for its February 2022 invasion of Ukraine would

affect India-Russia defence trade, remains to be seen. Reports say that US

sanctions could hit deliveries of the S-400 as well as other key procurement
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programmes like Talwar-class frigates (which are equipped with engines made

in Ukraine).70

Israel was able to address India’s growing defence requirements given its

capabilities in such niche technology areas like UAVs and surveillance systems.

Elta’s AESA radar used in the Phalcon system, for instance, was touted as

superior to that of mechanically rotating antennas, then used widely, endowing

the system with ‘greater operational flexibility....’71

The prowess of the Israeli systems was in contrast to the capabilities of

other comparable systems that India tested in trials. Defence Minister George

Fernandes informed the Upper House of Parliament in August 2000 that ‘the

performance of the Russian A-50 AWACS, as observed during the

demonstrations, did not meet the requirements of Indian Air Force’.72 The

Defence Minister’s comments were after the A-50 was taken on lease for a

period of 30 days to test its effectiveness and suitability.73

Israeli companies have also been successful in bidding for contracts, given

India’s procurement policy framework, which privileges awarding the contract

to the lowest bidder. The relative price advantage ostensibly helps them win

the contract, which favours the lowest bidder. Elta, for instance, in 2007, was

the lowest bidder in response to a request for proposals (RfP) for medium-

power radars for the Indian Air Force in a contract worth over Rs 800 crores.

It is equally true that India did not go ahead with critical procurements like

additional Phalcon AWACS when Israel and Russia quoted higher prices.74

More recently, the Israeli firm, Elbit, quoted a cheaper price than a French

gun-maker in a government tender to supply towed artillery guns. Further,

the firm also offered to make 70 per cent of the order in India, which was

more than 50 per cent of the requirement, and offered to provide faster transfer

of technology.75 Reports, though, noted that the MoD did not finally go

ahead with the Israeli offer for artillery guns, and instead focused on the

DRDO-designed Advanced Towed Artillery Gun System (ATAGS), as well as

procurement of the Larsen and Toubro-made K9 Vajra guns, made in

collaboration with a South Korean defence firm, to fill operational gaps in the

Eastern sector.76

Israeli defence companies, meanwhile, invest substantially in research and

development (R&D) to maintain their lead in terms of innovation. The IAI,
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for instance, lays a premium on innovation and is a corporate partner in

domestic as well as global start-up accelerators like Starburst. Its US unit is

part of the New Space Consortium, consisting of Lockheed Martin, US Air

Force, NASA, MAXAR and SAIC. Seventy-five per cent of IAI’s sales ($3

billion in 2019; $4.2 billion in 2020; $4.5 billion in 2021) are to export

markets. The company’s sales in 2021 were the highest in its history. The IAI

spent over $1 billion on R&D in 2021, more than the $900 million it had

spent in 2019. The company’s profits in 2021 were $696 million, an increase

on over 15 per cent from the previous year.77 The IAI is one of Israel’s largest

industrial exporters and employers, with 16,000 employees.

The IAI’s main domestic competitor, Rafael Advanced Defence Systems

Limited, had sales of over $3 billion (as against $2.8 billion in 2020) and an

order backlog of over $7 billion. The company makes the Iron Dome point

defence system, as well as the Spike and SPICE bombs, among a plethora of

cutting-edge equipment. The company invests close to 10 per cent of its sales

on R&D.78

Israel has continued to maintain its position as one of the biggest arms

exporters in the world. During 2016-20, Israel was the eighth-largest arms

exporter in the world, behind the US, Russia, France, Germany, China, the

United Kingdom and Spain. Cutting-edge, niche equipment like missiles and

sensors overwhelmingly make up the quantum of defence exports from Israel.

Israel is also one of the world’s largest exporters of UAVs. During 2005-

2012, one study noted that Israel exported $4.6 billion worth of UAVs. At

least half of these exports were to countries in Europe, like the United Kingdom,

which procured a large number of Israeli Hermes 450 UAVs.79 By 2017, it

was estimated that Israel supplied close to 60 per cent of global UAV exports.

At least 50 countries operate Israeli-made UAVs.80 Out of the total Israeli

military exports in 2020 estimated at $8 billion, the exports of UAVs accounted

for at least $500 million, or six per cent of total sales, as per reports.81 In

October 2021, the Israel Air Force marked the 50th anniversary of operational

use of UAVs. Such long-standing use, robust R&D investments, with an

emphasis on innovation-led growth, will, no doubt, continue to enhance the

value of the Israeli defence industrial base and help promote defence exports

as well.
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Critics of the Defence Relationship

A common feature across different governments is the stress on non-disclosure

as regards India-Israel defence cooperation. Defence Minister Fernandes, in

November 2001, when asked in the Rajya Sabha if India had signed defence

deals with Israel amounting to $2 billion, stated that while India was signing

defence contracts with Israel, it was ‘not in the interest of national security’ to

give details as to the nature of those contracts.82

Defence Minister Antony told the Lok Sabha in November 2007 that:

Procurement/acquisition of items to meet defence requirements of the

armed forces is made from various indigenous as well as foreign sources

including Israel. … Divulging details in this regard would not be in the

interest of national security.83

Responding to a query from Sitaram Yechury of the CPI (M) on the purchase

of missiles from Israel, Antony insisted that ‘divulging details … would not be

in the interest of national security’.84 Anthony, again, six years later in 2013,

repeated the same national security argument when the government was asked

by Chandan Mitra if India and Israel were jointly developing anti-missile

defence systems.85

Anthony’s successor, Manohar Parrikar, in December 2014, when asked

whether the Government had signed a new defence equipment purchase with

Israel, stated that while two capital procurement contracts were signed with

Israeli vendors during the financial year, ‘divulging of details will not be in the

interest of national security’.86 As noted earlier, the Government only on two

occasions—in August 2005 and May 2007—disclosed data relating to the

estimated financial volume of the India-Israel defence relationship.

Successive government’s policy positions on not divulging details about

the nature and quantum of the India-Israel defence trade, is, no doubt, justified

on account of national security considerations. There is, however, a better

appreciation of the financial volume of India’s other critical defence

relationships, like the India-US defence relationship. The opacity surrounding

the India-Israel defence relationship, specifically on aspects relating to financial

volume, therefore, leaves space for critics to raise issues about the nature of the

relationship.
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After the Indian government cancelled the Spike ATGM deal in 2017,

just ahead of Prime Minister Netanyahu’s visit to India in January 2018, critics

of India’s defence engagement with Israel stated that the decision was a ‘huge

blow’ to the Israeli weapons industry.87 Such critics, though, discount the fact

that the Spike ATGM is currently in the inventory of the armed forces of

more than 30 countries. India, has also subsequently re-entered into contracts

with the Israeli defence company, Rafael, for the supply of the Spike ATGM,

to fulfil critical operational requirements.

During the discussion in the Indian Parliament on Israel’s 2014 military

operation in the Gaza Strip—Protective Edge—when the opposition demanded

the passing of a Resolution critical of Israel, some lawmakers demanded that

India stop its military cooperation with Israel. The Member of Parliament

from Hyderabad, Asaduddin Owaisi, as well as CPI(M)’s Sitaram Yechury

called for an end to the defence relationship with Israel.88 Foreign Minister

Sushma Swaraj, however, rejected the demand from the opposition leaders,

and instead inquired whether they had made the same demands during Israel’s

previous military incursions in the Gaza Strip. She was presumably referring

to Operation Cast Lead, when the Congress-led coalition was in power. Swaraj

insisted that the government continued to support the Palestinian cause at

international fora even as it condemned instances of cross-border rocket attacks

directed against Israeli civilian centres.89

Defence Joint Ventures

Israeli companies have set up defence joint ventures with both the Indian

state-owned as well as private sector companies to expand arenas of cooperation.

(Please see Appendix). The Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) JV with

Elbit, called HALBIT, was set up in 2007 to not just focus on maintenance of

avionics, simulators and training systems procured from the Israeli company

but also to collaborate in the design and development of such systems. HALBIT

has products encompassing the areas of simulation, avionics, and computer-

aided learning systems (CALS). State-owned Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL),

as pointed out earlier, is the lead integrator for the MRSAM and LRSAM

missile systems, along with Rafael, Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) and Larsen

and Toubro (L&T).
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India’s private sector defence companies have entered into significant joint

ventures with Israeli companies to address the requirements of the Indian

armed forces. HELA Systems Private Limited, formed by Tatas with IAI’s

subsidiary, Elta Systems Ltd (74-24 per cent share), was set up in 2004 and

has solutions in electronic warfare and homeland security, among other niche

areas. The JV had a turnover of Rs. 54.2 crores in 2020-21.90 Rafael Advanced

Defence Systems Ltd.’s proposal for a JV with the Indian company, Mahindra

and Mahindra in 2012 did not get regulatory approvals of the Foreign

Investment Promotion Board (FIPB). As part of the JV, Rafael was to invest

in the naval systems division of Mahindra and Mahindra in Pune.91

The JV between Adani Defence and Aerospace and Elbit Systems,

meanwhile, set up an advanced UAV manufacturing facility in Hyderabad.

The Adani group also signed a Letter of Award (LoA) with Elbit-ISTAR and

Alpha Design Technologies Pvt Ltd in March 2016 to work together on UAVs

for Indian requirements as well as for export opportunities.92 The Adani-Elbit

UAV Complex was inaugurated in December 2018.

The Adani-Elbit JV secured the distinction of supplying Indian-

manufactured UAVs to an unnamed Southeast Asian country. Other reports

had mentioned that the country in question was Philippines, and that the

value of the deal was over $180 million, for a range of UAVs produced by

Elbit, including Hermes 900, Hermes 450 for long-range missions and Skylark

I and III for tactical missions.93 Both Adani and Elbit agreed to set up a

Design and Development Centre at Hyderabad in February 2020 to focus on

co-developing defence technologies.94

The Adani Group has another JV with Israel Weapons Industries (IWI)

through PLR (Precise, Lethal, Reliable) Systems Limited. The company in

November 2021 secured an order from the MoD, for its Masada 9 mm pistols,

for the Indian Navy’s marine commandos (MARCOS). The Adani Group

acquired a majority stake in September 2020 in PLR Systems, which itself

was incorporated in 2013.95 PLR Systems manufactures the Tavor assault rifles,

the Galil sniper rifle, the Uzi sub-machine gun, among a host of niche products

increasingly being used by the Indian armed forces and the central armed

police forces (CAPF). The company is the first private sector entity to be

given a license by the Government to manufacture small arms and ammunition.
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Wipro Infrastructure Engineering (WIN), set up in 2013 by Wipro

Enterprises, acquired an Israeli aerospace company, HR Givon in 2016, which

manufactures metallic parts and assemblies for the aerospace industry. Wipro

Aerospace has manufacturing sites in Israel, apart from India and the US. The

IAI signed a Strategic Teaming Agreement with Wipro in July 2017—one of

the four defence-related agreements signed by the Indian private sector during

the visit of Prime Minister Modi to Israel.96

Apart from the Wipro-IAI agreement, other defence-related agreements

that were signed by the private sector companies, at the first meeting of the

India-Israel CEO Forum, included those between Mahindra Aerostructures

and Elbit Systems, Mahindra Telephonics and Shachaf Engineering for strategic

electronics, Kalyani Strategic Systems Limited and IAI for opportunities in

air defence systems, radars, among others, and Dynamatic Technologies, Elcom

Systems with the IAI for collaboration in the field of unmanned systems.97

Industry groups like the Society for Indian Defence Manufacturers

(SIDM), along with SIBAT, the Israeli MoD defence cooperation directorate,

have taken an active interest to build partnerships between Indian and Israeli

defence firms. At a MoD, SIDM, SIBAT webinar in September 2020, Indian

MoD officials flagged the country’s huge modernization requirements relating

to artillery guns, multi-role fighters, helicopters, among other equipment and

the opportunities for cooperation between Indian and Israeli defence firms. It

was pointed out during the event that at least nine Indian companies have

signed 23 MoUs with four Israeli firms—IAI, Rafael, Elbit and Elta Systems.98

Joint MoD-SIDM teams have also visited Israel to explore business

opportunities.

Indian Defence and Aerospace Exports to Israel

Though minimal, India’s defence and aerospace exports to Israel include

helicopters, airframe structures, as well as arms and ammunition. Israel showed

interest in the Lakshya pilotless aircraft and paid for demonstration flights but

did not proceed with buying the aircraft.99 A contract for one Dhruv helicopter

was signed by the HAL with IAI in November 2004. An MOU for joint

marketing of the Dhruv helicopter—integrated with IAI’s avionics, was also

signed, though not much progress was made on this front.
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HAL’s export business encompasses work packages, conversion kits, among

others, for jet aircrafts. HAL secured a contract from the IAI in 2002 for the

conversion of Boeing 737 passenger jets to cargo aircraft. This was HAL’s first

foray in the international civil aviation market.100 HAL also bagged an order

from IAI to make airframe structures for transport aircraft in 2018.101

India has exported arms and ammunition (HS Classification Code 93) to

Israel to the tune of at least US$ 200 million, even as it has imported nearly

US$ 80 million of goods under the same classification.102 The Indian private

sector is also engaging with Israeli companies and agencies to fulfill their security

requirements. Tonbo Imaging, for instance, is a niche Start-Up that began

eight years ago with Rs 220 crore of private capital and has generated revenue

of Rs 400 crore. The CEO of the company, while speaking at a seminar on

Atmanirbhar Bharat in February 2021, informed the audience that even the

Israeli external intelligence agency, the Mossad, was one of his customers.103

Earlier, in October 2016, the private sector company, Alpha Design

Technologies bagged a multi-million dollar contract from Elbit Systems to

supply VHF communication devices for exports.104 As noted earlier, the Adani-

Elbit UAV joint venture has exported UAV’s to a Southeast Asian country.

The Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan

The Ministry of Defence (MoD) is laying a lot of emphasis on defence

indigenisation, domestic procurement and defence exports. During the period

2015–2021, over 60 per cent of capital procurement contracts of the MoD by

number (190 out of 304) and 43 per cent by value (Rs 1,39,038 crore out of

Rs 3,21,376 crore) were secured by the domestic industry.105 The Government’s

Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan (ABA) aims to unlock the potential of the

domestic industry and manufacturers to meet the country’s growing

requirements. The ABA call has special significance for the defence sector, as

the country has long been dependent on imports to fulfil most of its platform

as well as niche equipment requirements.

To encourage innovation-led technology development in the defence and

aerospace sector, the iDEX—Innovation for Defence Excellence, was launched

in April 2018. Four Defence India Start-Up Challenges (DISC) have been

held so far, in which over 1,000 Start-Ups have participated. Budgetary support
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of Rs 500 crore has been earmarked for iDEX till 2025–26, for Start-Ups,

MSMEs and individual investors, through the Defence Innovation

Organisation (DIO), an umbrella organisation formed with financial

contributions from the aeronautics major, Hindustan Aeronautics Limited

(HAL) and Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL).106

In the 2021–22 defence budget, an amount of Rs 1,000 crore has been

exclusively earmarked for procurement from Start-Ups. The 2022-23 budget,

meanwhile, set aside an allocation of 25 per cent of R&D budget for the

academia, Start-Ups and the private industry. Over 80 Start-Ups are developing

more than 30 cutting-edge products. The Government aims to double the

number of products developed by Start-Ups to at least 60 by 2024. In order

to more actively involve the stakeholders in developing cutting-edge products

most suited to the requirements of the armed forces, iDEX4Fauji was also

launched in September 2020.

The Strategic Partnership (SP) model, first promulgated as part of the

Defence Procurement Procedure 2016, is an effort to energise the domestic

defence industrial ecosystem. The model seeks to encourage domestic industry

to enter into tie-ups with global original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)

to set up manufacturing and infrastructure supply chains with transfer of

technology (ToT). The Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) approved the

issue of Request for Proposal (RfP) for construction of six conventional

submarines, in June 2021, the first such project pursued under this model.

Up to forty-nine per cent foreign direct investment (FDI) is permitted

through the automatic route while investment beyond that requires

Government approval. The FDI limit was raised from 49 to 74 per cent in

August 2020. The total FDI in the defence sector till January 2021 was Rs.

4,191 crore. It is pertinent to note that a significant portion of this, Rs. 2,871

crore, was received after 2014. The Government has approved 44 FDI proposals

in the defence sector.107

The Government has introduced a separate domestic capital expenditure

(CAPEX) budget of Rs 51,930 crore in 2020–21, nearly half of the total

CAPEX budget. In 2021–22, this figure increased to Rs 71,438 crore, or 64

per cent of the total capital expenditure budget of Rs 1,11,463.21 crore.108 In

the 2022-23 defence budget, the domestic capital expenditure budget rose to
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Rs. 84,598 crore, or nearly 68 per cent of the total capital budget of about Rs

125,000 crore.109

The Policy for Indigenisation of Components and Spares used in defence

platforms, which was notified in March 2019, had actually suggested that this

domestic CAPEX be increased by 15 per cent every year. The actual increase

in 2021–22, which was close to 30 per cent, therefore, was double of that

suggested. In August 2020, a ‘positive’ list of indigenisation, of 101 items, was

released. The list included mostly major platforms like armoured fighting

vehicles (AFVs), conventional submarines, light combat helicopters (LCHs),

artillery guns and also items like radars. Going forward, the aim is to procure

such items from the domestic industry, within specific periods, while

embargoing their imports.

The second and the third lists were released in May 2021 and April 2022

respectively, comprising another 209 items including sensors, weapons and

ammunition, radars, tank engines, AEW&C systems, which will only be

sourced from the domestic industry by 2025.110 Two indigenisation lists of

sub-systems/components/assemblies were also released in December 2021 and

March 2022, respectively. The DRDO also released a list of 108 systems and

sub-systems in August 2020, which can be designed, developed and produced

exclusively by the domestic industry.111 The contract for 83 Light Combat

Aircraft (LCA), valued at over Rs 48,000 crores, is the biggest domestic

procurement contract ever. More than 500 MSMEs will be involved in

executing the project.

India has also made rapid strides in defence exports. India was listed at

the 23rd position as the global arms exporter by SIPRI in 2020, the first time

that India made it to the list. The aim is to achieve a defence exports target of

US$ 5 billion by 2025. With a strong domestic defence industry and a strong

exports profile, India aims to become an essential part of the global defence

value chain. At the same time, the aim is to reduce the country’s dependence

on defence imports. India has spent over US$ 36 billion (SIPRI TIV) on

imports during 2010–20. Over 90 per cent of imports were from Russia

(accounting for 63 per cent), the US (11 per cent), Israel (8 per cent), France

(7.5 per cent) and the UK (3 per cent). During 2015–19, India accounted for

more than 9 per cent of global arms imports. India’s cumulative arms imports
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during 2016–20, though, were 33 per cent lower than the imports during

2011-15.

The Government therefore, has taken significant policy decisions in recent

times to boost domestic defence manufacturing, facilitate defence

indigenization, reduce imports and enhance exports. There is a robust intent

and resolve on the part of the Government to make the Indian defence sector

companies ‘Vishwa Vyapi’ (world-encompassing) companies.112

Srijan Defence Indigenization Portal

Given this policy framework, what will be the impact on India’s key defence

relationships with strategic partners like Israel? It is instructive to look at the

Srijan defence indigenisation portal, which became active in August 2020.113

The portal lists items which have been procured from foreign original

equipment manufacturers (OEMs) by the DPSUs, ordnance factories and

Service headquarters. The domestic industry is encouraged to engage and

partner with the private sector in order to assist in the MoD’s indigenization

efforts. The domestic industry can either design, develop and produce these

equipment on their own or through joint ventures with the OEMs.

The Srijan portal flows from the March 2019 Policy for the Indigenisation

of Components and Spares used in Defence Platforms for DPSUs/OFBs. The

Policy document notes that the value of components imported by the DPSUs/

OFBs during 2017–18 was nearly Rs 14,000 crores. The aim is to reduce the

import bill of the DPSUs on this count. The MoD specifically pledges to

support the development of capabilities relating to engine technology, materials

technology and electronic chip technology. It will also give priority to

indigenized components for testing and evaluation and encourage their

exports.114

More than 19,000 products, imported during the period 2018–22, have

been listed for indigenization by the target year 2025–26. By July 2021, the

Indian industry had shown interest for indigenization of nearly 3,000 items.

The portal lists, as of end of January 2022, nearly 90 products worth Rs. 50

million (Rs. 5 crore) and above, which have been imported during 2020–21,

for a cumulative value of Rs. 20,000 million (Rs 2,000 crores or about US$ 270

million).115 These include components like data link transmitters, guided
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missile components and navigation instruments, imported by the Bharat

Dynamics Limited (BDL), from Israeli OEMs like Elbit Systems and the Israel

Aircraft Industries (IAI). The cumulative value of the imported components,

from 2019 onwards and projected requirement till 2023, is close to Rs 1,000

million (Rs 100 crores or about US$ 14 million).

Earlier in September 2021, at least four such parts and equipment imported

by the electronics major, Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL) and the aerospace

major, Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), from Israeli OEMs like Elbit

Systems and the IAI, were listed. These include equipment for the beyond

visual range (BVR) ‘Astra’ weapon system produced by the BDL, and display

head assembly by HAL Avionics Division, Korwa. The cumulative value of

imports of these equipment till 2025 is expected to be more than Rs. 1,300

million (Rs. 130 crore/US$ 18 million). The projected value of imports by

HAL’s Korwa unit from Israeli companies of products valued between Rs 10–

50 million (Rs 1 crore–Rs 5 crore) till 2025 is expected be nearly Rs 700

million (Rs 70 crore/US$ 9 million). The projected value of imports by HAL’s

Korwa unit, apart from BDL, BEL and the HAL, from Israeli companies of

products valued between Rs 0.5–5 million (Rs 0.05 crore–Rs 0.5 crore) up to

2025, is expected to be nearly Rs 138 million (Rs 13.8 crore/US$ 2 million).

Previously, the portal had also listed equipment and parts being imported

from Israeli OEMs related to the Akash missile system (by BDL) and electronic

and niche items by BDL and HAL. In September 2020, for instance, at least

23 products, worth over Rs 10 million (Rs 1 crore) each, were being sourced

from Israeli companies. In September 2021, this number has reduced to eight.

Items like the pressurised container system and sensor package unit for the

Akash missile system made by the BDL, printed circuit boards and voltage

control oscillators imported by the HAL, are no longer listed on the portal,

perhaps signifying success in the indigenisation of such parts. In March 2016,

Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar had informed Parliament that the

imported content in the Akash missile system—touted as an indigenous

system– was around 10 per cent.116 If the BDL was no longer importing some

parts for the Akash missile system, the imported components percentage would

have surely come down.

The Srijan defence indigenisation portal, is therefore, a significant initiative
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which brings to attention the consequences of India’s defence indigenisation

efforts for key defence relationships. Going forward, the quantum of defence

imports from Israel, of products and equipment currently being imported,

will reduce to the tune of at least Rs 9,000 million (Rs 900 crores or about

US$ 120 million), if the indigenisation efforts of the MoD in conjunction

with the Indian industry, the DPSUs and ordnance factories, fructifies.

Admittedly, this amount is not that significant in the current overall context

and volume of the Indo-Israel defence trade, but is useful to highlight, given

the MoD’s robust indigenisation efforts. The cumulative impact of the policy

measures that India is following in the defence sector to attain self-reliance

and promote indigenization, if taken to their logical conclusion, will negatively

impact the quantum of defence trade with key partners like Israel, less so in

the near term but increasingly so in the medium-to-long terms.

Table 1: Annual Import Value of Equipment and Projected Requirement
from Israeli OEMs (2017-26)

Rs 10 million (approx. US$ 130,000) and Above

DPSU Imported product Import Value of product
(Rs in Million)

AWEIL Buffer recoil mechanism 91
Barrel extension assembly 139.7
Slide assembly retracting 60.6
Cover assembly 129.4
Plate assembly with safety 158.2
Barrel machine gun 182.6
Yaw Bearing Assembly 16.47

BEL Electronic modem for ETC 701.2
MFSTAR-Antenna 497
Radio Interface Adapter for ETC 142.2
Radio Interface card 60
Monitor Sync Unit (MSU) Electronic module 45
Yaw Bearing Assembly 16.47

BDL Data link transfer for Astra launcher (Elbit systems) 330.7
RF Front end (Astra) (Elbit Systems) 361.9
Inertial measuring unit (Astra) (IAI Ltd) 703.9
Sensor package unit 1015.7
Ring laser gyro 535.2
Pressurized missile container 637.5
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DPSU Imported product Import Value of product
(Rs in Million)

HAL Display head assembly 320
Radar processer 1077.7
Transmitter 239.57
Combiner assembly 261.77
Beam Combiner 93.41
Electronic components assembly 76.87
Voltage control oscillator 60.21
Portable solid state memory 64 GB Flash Disc Code 24.57
Printed circuit board 42.1
Electronic components assembly 97.9
Electronic components assembly 15.57
Radio Frequency Interference filter 14.84
Filter box assembly 23.74
Tilt motor 13.51
Video/Audio Coder/Encoder 11.97
Night vision goggle Gen 111 735

Total import value Rs 8933.47 million
($ 120 million approx)

Note: The Srijan portal maintains a dynamic list, where the parts and/or components are de-
listed or categorized as ‘indigenized’/‘item not required’, etc. depending on the status of
indigenization. The items included in the table are those which the Srijan portal explicitly
mentions were imported from Israeli OEMs.

Source: Ministry of Defence, ‘Opportunities for Make in India Defence’, Department of Defence
Production, at https://srijandefence.gov.in/ProductList (Accessed September 2020,
September 2021 and April 2022).
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3
INTERNAL SECURITY AND BORDER

SECURITY COOPERATION

India and Israel have established significant cooperation mechanisms in border

security and internal security. Israel’s counter-terror policies and practices are

a subject of much study and appreciation, especially by those who advocate

the replication of similar ‘muscular’ policies to deal with terror threats. The

chapter highlights key aspects of cooperation between India and Israel in border

security and counter-terrorism.

Israel and Counter-terrorism

Israel’s unique counter-terrorism experience is often touted as an important

national attribute, which can be adapted to suit the requirements of other

countries in their fight against terror. Israeli analysts note that the country has

suffered more from terrorism than any other country in the world, in terms of

the size of its population. The country’s geography also imposes a unique

vulnerability on its security choices. While terrorist incidents affect a narrow

section of the population or territory in most other countries, in Israel, terrorism

is viewed as a national security problem impacting the entire territory and

population.

Till the 1973 Yom Kippur War, Israel’s main concerns related to the need

to repulse a joint conventional attack by its Arab enemies. The fledgling Israel
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Defense Force (IDF) – termed the ‘Israel Offense Force’ in reality, by the

former Vice Chief of the IDF, Gen. Israel Tal, successfully repulsed the Arab

onslaught and protected the country’s sovereignty during the 1948 War of

Independence.1 The 1948 War of Independence led to the establishment of

the ‘Green Line’, demarcating the country’s borders from its Arab neighbours.

After the 1967 war, Israel occupied East Jerusalem, Golan Heights, Sinai, and

the West Bank, territories beyond the Green Line. Israel, therefore, acquired

strategic depth and pushed Syria out of its artillery range.

After the 1973 war, most of the significant threats that Israel had to grapple

with frequently were asymmetric in nature. Organizations like the military

wing of the Hamas, the Palestinian Islamic Jihad, the Popular Resistance

Committees (PRC), among others, draw their ideological and physical

sustenance from the long-running Israel-Palestinian conflict, described as a

‘protracted’ conflict four decades ago and which still continues unabated.2

The uprising (Intifada) by the Palestinians during the 1980s and the 2000s

was a unique national security problem, initially viewed as a law-and-order

problem but increasingly dealt with by the IDF, which was called to quell the

violent protests.3 These protests were accompanied by suicide bombings and

increasing Israeli casualty figures. In the past two decades, until mid-2021,

1,377 Israeli citizens and 75 IDF soldiers, lost their lives as a result of acts of

terrorism by Palestinian groups.4 A majority of these fatalities have been due

to suicide bombings. Israel has used a plethora of offensive and defensive

kinetic measures (in terms of tactics) and active and passive defences to counter

the asymmetric terror threats. Targeting the terrorist leadership, in preventive

decapitating strikes, for instance, has been a hallmark of the Israeli counter-

terror strategy. Israel has taken out key terrorist leaders, both within the Gaza

Strip as well as in places like Dubai. In the military confrontations in the Gaza

Strip – Operation Cast Lead (2008-09), Operation Pillar of Defence (2012),

Operation Protective Edge (2014), Operation Guardian of the Walls (2021)

– Israel has invested its effort in specifically targeting terrorist leadership as

well as the terror infrastructure, beyond the Gaza Strip as well.

Israel, for instance, has carried out punitive strikes in places as far away as

Iraq and Syria against both terror infrastructure and weapons storage sites and

convoys that were allegedly supplying to groups like the Hamas and the
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Hezbollah. Israel’s military interventions in the Gaza Strip, post the 2005 dis-

engagement, have been termed as a ‘mowing the grass’ tactics, in order to

degrade enemy military capability. Israeli analysts, therefore, argue that such

wars of attrition are not meant to achieve ‘impossible political goals’, in the

face of intransigent Palestinian abilities to make compromises from their core

positions on Israeli sovereignty and territoriality.5

As for active measures, the effective Iron Dome missile system is a unique

example of the success of Israel’s efforts to counter rapidly changing terror

tactics. When the Palestinian terror groups indulged in suicide bombings,

Israel built very effective barriers to prevent the entry of the suicide bombers

into Israeli territory. When the Palestinian terror groups indulged in rocket

attacks, primarily in order to overcome effective Israeli border security tactics,

they were met with very effective measures like the Iron Dome point defence

system.

The Iron Dome system, in operation since April 2011, is very effective in

countering projectiles at ranges of 4-70 kms. Israel states that over 15,000

projectiles have been fired at population centres within the country, since

2000. The Iron Dome system had an interception rate of over 85 per cent, of

projectiles deemed to be landing over populated centres. During the 2014

military confrontation Operation Protective Edge, for instance, out of the

4,500 rockets fired at Israel, at least 700 projectiles deemed as a threat by the

system were intercepted, for an almost 85 per cent success rate.6 During

Operation Guardian of the Walls (2021), the system had a 90 per cent success

rate, successfully taking out those determined as threatening population centres,

out of the 4360 rockets fired from the Gaza Strip.7

As for defensive measures, Israel has built border perimeters across its

land borders with its neighbouring countries, including Egypt, Syria, Jordan

and ring-fenced the Palestinian territories in the Gaza Strip and the West

Bank. Israel’s borders with Egypt and Jordan are internationally recognized

while the country’s borders with Syria, Lebanon, West Bank and the Gaza

Strip are not.

As with all its borders, security considerations play an important role in

determining the country’s border management policies. Israel’s longest border,

at 240 kms, is with Egypt, with which the country has a peace treaty dating
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back to 1979. The twin challenges that Israel has faced across its border with

Egypt in recent times have been the terror threat from Sinai from radical

Islamists as well as the problem of African refugees. The terror threat has

significantly reduced, after the coming to power of the military government

of Gen. Abdel Fatah Al-Sisi in 2013.

Israel’s National Security Council (NSC) Counter-terrorism (CT) bureau

reduced the threat level in southern Sinai to Israeli tourists from Level 1 (very

high concrete threat) to Level 3 (basic concrete threat) in August 2021, the

first time it did so in 17 years.8 The threat level continues to remain high

(Level 3) for areas in northern Sinai, while in the rest of Egypt for Israeli

tourists, the categorization by the NSC is at Level 1.

The problem with the African refugees, primarily from conflict hotspots

like Eritrea and Sudan, has significantly reduced due to a combination of

executive and security steps that Israel has taken. These include strengthened

border management policies, more robust border fencing, domestic executive

measures that discourage employment opportunities for illegal migrants in

tourist places like Eilat, for instance, and even paid schemes to deport refugees

back to their home country or even other countries in Africa.

The Israel-West Bank barrier, meanwhile, has been touted as the largest

construction project in Israeli history. The Second Intifada was a big catalyst

for the barrier’s construction, in order to prevent Palestinian suicide attacks.

As noted in earlier sections, suicide attacks were responsible for nearly 40 per

cent of all Israeli casualties since 2000. During the Second Intifada (2000-

2007), 140 suicide attacks killed 542 Israeli citizens.9 After the strengthened

barrier, the number of suicide attacks drastically reduced, given that the next

14 years resulted in about 700 Israeli fatalities in total.

Palestinian terror groups, in fact, changed their tactics and increasingly

resorted to launching crude rockets on Israeli population centres. Active defence

measures like the Iron Dome have been very effective in countering such

projectiles. While defensive perimeter solutions like security barriers have been

very effective in countering terror threats, they have led to criticism relating to

the movement of Palestinians, encroaching of Palestinian land and the charge

of Israel being a ‘walled state’. The following Table lists key Israeli kinetic and
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non-kinetic counter-terror measures in its fight against the Hezbollah and the

Palestinian groups operating in the Gaza Strip.10

Israeli governments swear by the efficacy of the country’s counter-terrorism

strategy, given the drastic reduction in the fatalities of its citizens due to terrorist

attacks, as well as due to the affirmed strength of the Israeli public (termed its

‘resilience’) to terrorist attacks. The Government’s strong responses to incidents

of terror or rocket strikes on its territory are touted as essential steps to restore

deterrence. During the 2021 Gaza military action, taken in response to rocket

strikes, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu insisted that his government

will ‘take whatever action necessary to restore quiet and security to all residents

of Israel’.11 A few days earlier, Netanyahu asserted that Hamas ‘will pay a very

heavy price’ for targeting Israeli population centres with missiles.12

Table 2: Israel’s Kinetic and Non-Kinetic Responses to Terror Threats

Antagonist Nature of Response

Kinetic Non-Kinetic

Hezbollah Military invasion and occupation Air raid shelters
(1982-2000)

Large-scale use of air power Strengthening Home front command
(2006 Lebanon War);

Targeted killings Information warfare

Air strikes against weapons depots,
ammunition convoys, among others,
not just on Lebanese territory but in
places like Syria and even as far as
Iraq

Active defence systems like

‘David’s Sling’

Gaza Conflicts Large-scale use of air-land forces; Defensive perimeters with motion
post-2005 detection sensors, among other
Disengagement Targeted killings; technological solutions;

‘Mowing the grass’ tactics; Economic warfare (land, air, and sea

 Wars of attrition; blockade; Tax revenues and electricity

Active defence systems like
supply used as leverage)

‘Iron Dome’

Source: Author.
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The large-scale air strikes, as well as land incursions into Gaza in the

recent past, are viewed as imperative to degrade enemy capabilities. The Israeli

tactics do result in significant loss of Palestinian lives and damage to

infrastructure in the Gaza Strip. Israel, however, insists that the primary

responsibility lies with the militant groups in the Gaza Strip using extremely

congested civilian areas as launch pads to launch rocket and terror strikes in

Israeli population areas.

India-Israel Internal Security/Counter-terror Cooperation

A significant amount of cooperation in the field of counter-terrorism and

internal security has taken place between India and Israel, albeit, away from

the public glare. As soon as full diplomatic relations were established, Indian

leaders flagged counter-terrorism as a key area for cooperation. A month after

India and Israel established full diplomatic ties, then Defence Minister Sharad

Pawar identified this area as a key focus of cooperation,13 and Ashok Tandon,

the head of the National Security Guard (NSG), visited Israel as early as in

1995.

It is significant to point out that an Israeli delegation led by then National

Security Adviser, Uzi Dayan, was on a visit to India, when Al Qaeda attacked

New York on September 11, 2001. National Security Adviser Brajesh Mishra,

addressing the American Jewish Committee’s Annual Dinner in May 2003, a

few months after 9/11, stated that India, the US and Israel have been ‘prime

targets of terrorism’ and that all the three countries should jointly tackle the

terror threat.14

The Joint Working Group on CT, however, was only established ten years

after the establishment of full diplomatic ties, in 2002. Analysts opine that a

possible reason for why counter-terrorism (CT) cooperation was not pursued

vigorously till then, at least in the public domain, was because both countries

faced different sources of threats.15 Some analysts also flag ‘domestic political

sensitivity’ for the apparent (public) lack of emphasis on CT cooperation.16

After the November 2008 Mumbai terror strikes, in which Israeli and

Jewish citizens lost their lives, it could be argued that there was, in fact, greater

congruence between the two countries in the arena of CT cooperation. India

increasingly procured niche equipment to better equip its security forces to
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face the terror threat, even in places like Kashmir. Israeli assault weapons, for

instance, became ubiquitous equipment for Indian security forces in such

critical hotspots. Israel’s Deputy Chief of General Staff, Maj. Gen. Moshe

Kaplinsky had earlier in June 2007 visited Jammu and Kashmir, during his

visit to India.17

Both countries signed an extradition treaty, during the visit of Foreign

Minister S.M. Krishna in January 2012. The Foreign Minister’s visit was to

commemorate the 20th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic ties. A

homeland security (HLS) cooperation agreement was signed in February 2014,

when P. Chidambaram was the Union Home Minister. Institutional

interactions between the two countries relating to internal security have grown

since then.

The joint steering committee on homeland security held its first meeting

in September 2014. Four working groups, on border management, internal

security, police modernization, capacity building and cyber-crime were

established by this steering committee. Home Minister Rajnath Singh visited

Israel in November 2014, when he was given a tour of the border areas with

Yossi Cohen, the Israeli National Security Adviser. Since 2015, officer trainees

of the National Police Academy, Hyderabad compulsorily visit the Israel

National Police Academy for training.

After Singh’s visit, Government sources indicated that India intends to

get the benefit of Israel’s border management expertise, as they are ‘expert[s]

in stopping infiltration by the use of advanced surveillance systems.’ In the

wake of the attacks on the Pathankot and Uri army bases in January and

September 2016 respectively, analysts called for the Border Security Force

(BSF) to use Israeli border guarding methods and solutions to better protect

the borders.18

To be sure, India has been using Israeli equipment like the LORROS

(Long-range Reconnaissance and Observation System) since at least 2008.

Israeli UAVs have also been used extensively in areas like the Rann of Kutch.

As noted earlier, senior Israeli officers also visited Kashmir. Maj. Gen. Kaplinsky

visited Nagrota in 2007 while Israeli Army Chief Gen. Avi Mizrahi visited

Akhnoor in September 2008.19 The border guarding forces use high-tech
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surveillance devices, procured from Israel as well as manufactured domestically,

to keep vigil on the border.

Minister of State in the Union Home Ministry, Kiren Rijuju informed

the Rajya Sabha on March 2, 2016 that the Government would employ

‘technological solutions in the form of integration of Radars, Sensors, Cameras,

Communication Networks and Command and Control Solution along the

Indo-Pakistan and the Indo-Bangladesh Border’.20 Home Minister Rajnath

Singh informed the Lok Sabha in August 2016 that the Government had

decided to launch ‘on a pilot basis’ the Comprehensive Integrated Border

Management System (CIBMS). The framework will include electro-optic

sensors, radars, among other equipment, to complement human patrolling in

areas of difficult terrain on the Indo-Pakistan border.21

Reports in May 2017 noted that India had procured high-technology

border-fencing solutions from Israel. The head of the BSF, Director General

K.K. Sharma affirmed in July 2018 that the technology and methods being

used in the CIBMS were ‘from Israel’ and that the BSF border guarding

philosophy would see a change in tactics from patrolling to quick reaction

teams (QRT) and technological surveillance.22 While the BSF ran limited

pilot projects along the Indo-Pakistan and the Indo-Bangladesh border, it

would seem, Israeli-style border solutions – with a heavy emphasis on sensors

and high technology monitoring, coupled with minimal human interface,

may not be smoothly integrated into the border security mechanisms.

To be sure, such technological solutions are critical in areas where round-

the-clock human patrolling may not be feasible due to climatic or terrain

conditions. There is also the issue of upkeep and maintenance of technological

solutions, as well as proper training in order to deliver optimal results. Border

guarding officials also emphasize that a one-size-fits-all approach may not be

suitable for the border security requirements of a sub-continental-sized country

like India.23

It is to be emphasized though, that technological solutions are being sought

for an insignificant portion of the border. The Indo-Bangladesh border, for

instance, is over 4,000 kms long, of which at least 75 per cent is fenced. Even

out of the remaining 25 per cent of the border which is not fenced, guarding

the border using the sole use of technology will be limited to a miniscule
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proportion of the border. Minister of State in the Union Home Ministry,

Nityanand Rai, informed Parliament in November 2019 that just about 60

km out of the 400 km unfenced India-Bangladesh border ‘will be covered by

technological solutions’.24 The unfenced areas are being monitored through

human patrolling with the use of sophisticated equipment like hand-held

thermal imagers, night vision devices, UAVs and LORROS, among others,

some of which are procured from Israel.25
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4
HIGH-TECHNOLOGY COOPERATION

India and Israel have established long-standing and significant cooperation in

the field of science and technology, spanning the innovation, agriculture, water

and the space sectors. The following sections will briefly highlight pertinent

aspects of cooperation in these varied fields, with both sides having ambitious

plans to ramp up their strategic partnership in these sectors.

Innovation Sector Cooperation

India-Israel science and technology cooperation dates back to the May 1993

agreement between the two countries on the issue, which was the second

agreement that the two countries signed after the 1992 agreement normalizing

relations. This indicates the focus and priority given to this aspect of bilateral

cooperation, very early on at the start of their diplomatic journey. In December

of that same year, India and Israel kick-started their cooperation in the

agriculture sector, which has since become one of the most visible mainstays

of their bilateral scientific engagement.

Cooperation in the innovation sector takes place under the rubric of the

Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India and the

Israel Innovation Authority (IIA) of the Government of Israel. While the Indian

implementing agency is the Global Innovation and Technology Alliance

(GITA), the Israel implementing agency is the Israeli Industry Center for
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Research and Development. GITA is a unique public-private partnership (PPP)

with joint funding by the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and the

Technology Development Board (TDB) of the DST. GITA is involved in

bilateral R&D projects with many countries, including Canada, Finland, Italy,

Republic of Korea, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom, apart from Israel.

Israel is an essential partner in national developmental missions of the

Government of India, like Swacch Bharat, Make In India, Digital India and

National Mission for Sustainable Agriculture.1

In March 2010, a Working Programme was signed between India and

Israel for establishing science and technology cooperation and to extend

financial support for joint R&D activities. An allocation of Rs 4 crores to

support 10 projects for a period of two years was made.2 During the path-

breaking visit of Prime Minister Modi to Israel in July 2017, a Memorandum

of Understanding was signed, as part of which both countries created the $40

million India-Israel Industrial R&D and Technological Innovation Fund (I4F

Fund), with equal contributions of $4 million over a period of five years. The

programme provides funds to Indian and Israeli researchers to engage in

cutting-edge joint research in innovative areas. These areas relate to agriculture,

energy, healthcare, information and communication technologies (ICT) and

water. The first call for joint R&D proposals was issued in January 2018,

when Prime Minister Netanyahu visited India. Subsequent call for proposals

were issued in August 2018, January 2019, August 2019, January 2020, August

2020, January 2021, September 2021 and March 2022. Till mid-2021, 15

joint projects had been awarded, related to cutting-edge issues in agriculture,

irrigation, the telecom sector and medical diagnostics, among others.3

Cooperation with Israel, the ‘Start-Up’ nation, has indeed picked up in

recent times. As per the Global Innovation Index 2022, which ranks over 130

countries based on more than 80 indicators, Israel was the most innovative

economy in the West Asia and North Africa (WANA) region, followed by the

United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Turkiye. Overall, Israel was ranked as the

16th most innovative country in the world, in the list topped by Switzerland.

In 2019, Israel was among the top 10 innovative economies in the world.

Among the areas that Israel has a lead include those relating to markets and

business sophistication (on aspects like ease of getting credit, FDI net inflows,
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and university-industry collaboration), human capital, knowledge and

technology outputs (expenditure on education, tertiary education enrolment,

patents and high-technology exports).4

In terms of research and development (R&D) expenditure, Israel occupied

the first position globally, spending 5.4 per cent of its GDP on R&D activities.5

In comparison, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

(OECD) countries spend less than half of what Israel spends as a percentage

of GDP on R&D expenditure.6 Over 11 per cent of Israel’s total trade is made

up of high-tech exports, while information, communications and technology

(ICT) exports make up over 15 per cent of its total trade. Israel has the highest

per capita number of R&D centres of multi-national corporations (MNC)

on its soil.7

India, meanwhile, was placed at the 40th position in the 2022 Index—the

third time it broke into the Top 50 rankings, after its 48th position in 2020

and 46th position in 2021. In 2019, India was placed at the 62nd position.

India was the most innovative country in Central and Southern Asia, followed

by Iran. India, along with China, the United States, United Kingdom and

Germany, was, among the top five countries for scientific output, as per the

2021 Index.8 India’s ICT exports make up 14 per cent of its total trade, as per

the 2022 report, while high-tech exports are at 4.4 per cent of its total trade.

India spends just 0.7 per cent of its GDP on R&D, and holds the 53rd rank

globally.9 Analysts note that private sector investment in the R&D sector is

particularly limited in India, while all over the world, the private sector plays

a significant role in fostering innovation.10

When Prime Minister Netanyahu visited India in January 2018, he visited

the innovation hub, iCreate Centre in Ahmedabad, along with Prime Minister

Modi and inaugurated the International Centre for Entrepreneurship and

Technology. The hub was established by the Gujarat government as a

technology and start-up incubator. A MoU was signed with the Israel Institute

of Technology (IIT), Technion in 2012 to jointly incubate Start-Ups. Students

from Gujarat universities, including the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)

Gandhinagar, visit Technion every year to experience the country’s innovation

eco-system.

Israel has also opened a Consulate in the hi-tech city, Bengaluru, in 2013.
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At the time of the opening of the Consulate, Israeli officials noted that it was

important for their country to have a presence in the technology capital of

India. Karnataka is also perhaps the only state in India which has signed a

R&D MoU with Israel—the Karnataka Israel Industrial Research and

Development Programme (KIIRD). The agreement, signed in 2013, seeks to

support joint R&D projects between the state and Israeli researchers. The

programme supports projects in the areas of bio-informatics, green

technologies, nanotechnology, among others, which can be adopted for use

by the state.

While the Israel Innovation Authority is the funding and implementing

agency from the Israeli side, the Karnataka State Council for Science and

Technology is the implementing Agency and Karnataka Science and

Technology Promotion Agency in the funding agency for the state government.

Some of the programmes that have been carried out as part of the KIIRD

project include those relating to innovative devices for treatment of female

urinary continence and titanium hoses for aerospace applications.11 While

the medical device project was funded to the tune of Rs 90 lakhs, the titanium

hoses project was funded to the tune of Rs 2.5 crore.12

Israel’s innovation cooperation with not just India but with other countries

is indeed significant. The Israel Industry Center for Research and Development

(known by its Hebrew acronym, Matimop) has bilateral federal cooperation

programmes with over 25 countries and also with over 20 state governments

and municipalities in these countries, separately. As noted above, in the case

of India, at the federal level, the I4RD is the framework for cooperation in the

innovation sector while at state governmental level, the KIRD programme is

a pertinent example. At the level of the civil society also, initiatives like the

India-Israel Innovation Centre were launched in Bengaluru in October 2018.

Israel’s Cooperation with Other Countries in Innovation Sphere

Israel has bilateral R&D cooperation programmes with countries as varied as

Uruguay to Australia, Argentina, the European Union, Japan, Taiwan, among

others. The innovation sector cooperation with the United States is governed

by the Binational Industrial Research and Development (BIRD) Foundation,

established in 1977. The programme has funded over 1000 projects since
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inception and the total sales of products developed through the programmes

exceeds $10 billion. Over 30 projects are awarded each year currently, with

two specific funding cycles pertaining to energy and homeland security.13 In

2020, for instance, maximum number of projects were on issues relating to

energy, water and environment, followed by life sciences. A unique addition

to the BIRD framework is the Trilateral Industrial Development (TRIDE)

Fund, managed by Israel, the US and Jordan. This fund was established in

1996, two years after the establishment of full diplomatic relations between

Israel and Jordan through their 1994 peace treaty.

Perhaps the most significant cooperation in the innovation sphere Israel

has currently, apart from the US and the EU countries, is with the People’s

Republic of China. Both countries entered into a ‘Comprehensive Innovation

Partnership’ agreement in 2017, during the visit of Prime Minister Netanyahu.

Prior to Netanyahu’s visit, the China-Israel Innovation Development Fund

was founded in 2014 and a three-year action plan on innovation cooperation

was signed in 2015, co-terminus with the establishment of the China-Israel

Joint Committee on Innovation Cooperation.

In 2018, China-Israel bilateral trade was almost $14 billion, as against

$10 billion in 2011. Multiple rounds of negotiations have been conducted on

a free trade agreement (FTA) since 2015 and both sides hope to conclude an

agreement before the end of 2022. The Israel Innovation Authority’s

‘Innovation in Israel 2016’ report pegged the value of Chinese investments in

Israeli companies at $500 million. A 2020 RAND study states that total

Chinese investments in Israel at close to $12 billion.14

Israeli agencies have city-specific MoUs with Chinese cities like Shanghai

and Shenzhen. Both the Shenzhen and the Shanghai-Israel Programme for

Industrial R&D dates back to 2011. The first joint call for projects as part of

the China Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST)-Israel joint R&D

programme was issued in May 2012. As per the Chinese Ministry of Commerce

(MOFCOM), China has 17 offshore centres of innovation established in

Israel.15

Chinese government-backed companies have also won huge infrastructure

projects in Israel, and are currently running three out of the four ports in the

country—Haifa, Ashdod and Eilat. Israel is under pressure from the US
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regarding the security implications of Chinese companies running the sensitive

Haifa port, for instance. US administrations, beginning from Donald Trump

to Joe Biden, have highlighted these concerns regarding such projects.16 Reports

in February 2021 noted that Israel rejected a US Coast Guard request to

inspect the Haifa port, being run by the Shanghai International Port Group

(SIPG). Analysts note that the sensitivities for the US are on account of the

fact that the port operations centre is near Israel’s main naval base and the

SIPG will be in charge of the internet systems for port operations, which

could be used for information manipulation or data mining.17 The SIPG

began operations at the Haifa port in September 2021 and will be in charge of

the port for 25 years.

In order to better regulate Chinese investments in Israel, the Israeli

government created the Advisory Committee to Inspect National Security

Aspects of Foreign Investments, on the lines of the US Committee on Foreign

Investment in the United States (CFIUS) in October 2019. This committee

began functioning from January 2020.18 Analysts though note that the

Committee was created through a Cabinet decision and is not legislatively-

mandated and hence, is susceptible to government pressure to modulate its

decisions.19

Chinese investments in Israeli high-tech companies and Start-Ups create

a unique complication for Israel. At one level, these investments and exposure

allow the Chinese access to cutting-edge Israeli research and products in niche

areas like robotics, among others. Israel is one of the world’s leaders in the

export of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) also. China has emerged as a big

player in the UAV export market in recent years, with significant customers in

West Asian states. The Israel Innovation Report 2016 alludes to this fact when

it notes that growing Chinese (as well as American) presence in the international

UAV market ‘threatens Israeli leadership in the field of military robotics’.20

The 2018-19 report of the Israel Innovation Authority, meanwhile, also

highlighted China’s efforts to be a world leader in artificial technologies (AI)

by 2030 and its investments in this sector, totaling tens of billions of dollars.21

Even as Israel grapples with the implications of Chinese challenge in the

high-tech sphere, domestically, the innovation landscape in Israel is witnessing

a change. The Israel Innovation Authority draws attention to what it terms as
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the ‘maturing’ of the Israeli high-tech sector, with more companies getting

listed on the stock exchanges, the need for regulatory and funding mechanisms

to keep pace with the requirements of such companies—to undertake activities

such as mergers and acquisitions, among others. The latest report of the IIA

also flags concerns over the limited governmental support for R&D funding

in the country—with the private sector overwhelmingly funding such

activities.22

Prospects

In the above context of the ongoing India-Israel bilateral cooperation—with

programmes like the I4F proceeding apace, Israel’s on-going cooperation with

other countries—specifically China in the innovation sphere, coupled with

the wariness of the US about the growing Chinese presence and stakes in

Israel’s economy, there is even greater space for expanding the scope of

cooperation between India and Israel, bilaterally as well as in conjunction

with other countries, in the innovation sphere. India, for instance, has become

the world’s third largest start-up ecosystem in the world.

The first-ever Start-up India Innovation Week was organized in January

2022 by the Department for the Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade

(DPIIT), to showcase the breadth of entrepreneurship across India, where the

winners of the National Start-Up Awards 2021 were announced. DPIIT

Secretary Anurag Jain noted that over 60,000 start-ups have been recognized

by his Ministry till date and that over 40 Unicorns (companies with valuation

of over $1 billion) were added in the year 2021 itself, equal to the number of

unicorns created over the past nine years cumulatively.23 Over 600,000 jobs

have been created since 2016 by these start-ups.

As per the India Innovation Index 2020, among Indian states, Karnataka

occupies the top position as the most innovative state in the country, followed

by Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Kerala, Haryana, Andhra Pradesh,

Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh and Punjab.24 As noted earlier, Karnataka is the only

state government with which Israel has an on-going programme in the

innovation sphere. Other states can take a leaf out of the Karnataka handbook

and perhaps earmark specific budgets for joint funding R&D programmes

with Israeli government agencies and/or private entities. It is pertinent to note
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that this kind of cooperation exists on a large scale with many US states, even

as at the federal level, programmes like the BIRD Foundation have been in

existence for over six decades.

The government has placed a premium on innovation-led economic

growth, to make the country a $5 trillion economy in the near future. The

Office of the Principal Scientific Advisor’s draft ‘Science, Technology and

Innovation Policy 2020’ document lays out an ambitious agenda to create

and nurture a cutting-edge innovation eco-system in the country. Among other

initiatives, it envisages the creation of a Strategic Technology Board/ Fund to

promote technological self-reliance and indigenization, fostering science and

technology-led entrepreneurship, increase in R&D spending, and the creation

of a national repository for science, technology, innovation (STI). The

document calls for the creation of international knowledge centres to promote

global knowledge and talent exchange.

At the international level, the aim is to assume a more pro-active role for

agenda-setting in the global science and technology discourse, relating to

regulations and standards concerning futuristic and dual-use technologies. It

calls for customized science and technology engagement strategies at the

bilateral/multi-lateral/regional levels and for mission-oriented approach aligned

with foreign policy priorities.25 The policy document, therefore, gels well with

the importance of further enhancing the scope and range of the India-Israel

innovation cooperation.

India and Israel, on their part, can further expand science and technology

partnership, not just bilaterally at the federal and state levels, but also tri-

laterally (with countries like the United States) and at the quadrilateral level

(with countries like the UAE). India-US science and technology cooperation,

for instance, has many facets, including frameworks like the India-US S&T

Forum (IUSSTF)—established in 2000, the India-US S&T Endowment Fund

(IUSSTEF)—set up in 2009, among others. The Fund provides project support

to the tune of approximately $400,000 (Rs 2.5 crore) for joint projects in

areas like agriculture, education, water, financial inclusion, diagnostic devices,

among others. One of its recent initiatives is the Covid-19 Ignition Grants to

eleven bilateral teams launched in April 2020, which had proposed innovative
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ideas to counter the pandemic. These grants related to diagnostics monitoring,

public health and safety, communication aspects, among others.26

Significant activities as part of the IUUSTF include exchange programmes

with top US engineering and scientific institutions, as well as programmes

supported by the industry on areas like genome engineering, water research,

clean energy, solar research, among others.27 Over 400 workshops have been

held as part of the IUSSTF’s activities in the past two decades, on areas relating

to life, chemical, engineering, physical, as well as earth and atmospheric

sciences. During 2015-20, nearly half of these workshops related to the life

and medical sciences field. India’s Science and Research Engineering Board

(SERB) also supports proposals that compete for funding from the US National

Science Foundation’s (NSF) Partnerships for International Research and

Education (PIRE).

The most significant bilateral cooperation for Israel in the S&T field, as

noted in earlier sections, is with the US, through the BIRD mechanism.

Lawmakers in the US Congress have been at the forefront, recommending

trilateral cooperation between India, Israel and US in the fields of innovation

as well as national security. An amendment, for instance, was inserted in the

Intelligence Authorisation Act 2016, by US Congressmen Joe Crowley, Eliot

Engel, Ami Bera, among others, calling for a report from the Director of

National Intelligence (DNI) on the possibilities of increasing national security

cooperation between the three countries.28 Way back in May 2003, as noted

in Chapter Three, National Security Advisor Brajesh Misra had pointed out

that India, Israel and the US were victims of terrorism and called for joint

efforts on the part of the three countries to counter the problem. Interestingly,

the address was in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, at an event organized by

the American Jewish Committee.

Analysts have also called for developing an India-Israel-US defence

innovation partnership to leverage each other’s strengths and exploit the

potential of futuristic technologies for mutual benefit, specifically among the

defence innovation organisations of the three countries.29 All three governments

actively support start-ups, which aim to manufacture cutting-edge products

in the national security sphere.30 In India, the iDEX programme has funded
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Start-Ups like Tonbo Imaging, for instance, which now has an increasingly

global clientele.

The contours are emerging of quadrilateral cooperation between India,

Israel, the UAE and Israel. During the visit of Foreign Minister Jaishankar to

Israel in October 2021, the first ever (virtual) meeting between the Foreign

Ministers of the four countries took place, wherein, all sides agreed to launch

a joint economic forum. Then Israeli Foreign Minister Yair Lapid was quoted

as stating that the four sides will explore opportunities in joint infrastructure

projects, among others.31 An Israeli company, Eccopia, signed the first trilateral

joint venture in May 2021, as part of which it would produce robotic solar

cleaning technology in factories in India, for eventual use in the UAE.32 The

International Federation of Indo-Israel Chambers of Commerce, at the launch

of which this trilateral project was announced, with headquarters in Dubai,

has projected that the volume of business between the three countries could

cross $110 billion by 2030.

There has been a massive increase in the volume and scope of interactions

between the UAE and Israel in the aftermath of the Abraham Accords. The

volume of bilateral trade, for instance, has already crossed $500 million. Prime

Minister Naftali Bennet travelled to Abu Dhabi in December 2021, for the

first such visit by an Israeli prime minister. Prime Minister Netanyahu, under

whose leadership the Abraham Accords were launched, could not formally

visit the UAE.

Israel-UAE relations also survived Israel’s military operations in the Gaza

Strip—Operation Guardian of the Walls, in May 2021. Nearly 4500 rockets

were fired from the Gaza Strip towards Israeli population centres. The Iron

Dome missile defence system successfully intercepted nearly 90 per cent of

rockets whose trajectory was deemed by the system to be falling in civilian

areas. The Israel Defense Force (IDF) responded by striking nearly 1500 targets

inside the Palestinian territories and took out many Palestinians, who were

heading militant organizations in the territory.33

Israel’s military operations inside the Gaza Strip—in the aftermath of the

2005 Gaza disengagement by the Ariel Sharon government, have resulted in

the significant loss of Palestinian lives. Israel insists it needs to undertake such
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operations periodically to maintain deterrence and prevent economic

disruption and loss of lives of Israeli citizens. The fact that Israel-UAE relations

did not get much affected by the latest Israeli military action, to many Israeli

analysts, was proof that the Palestinian issue did not occupy the same level of

interest and concern as in the past. The UAE, for instance, did not take steps

like recalling its Ambassador from Tel Aviv during the conflict.34 The Israeli

government, on its part, contends that they are only responding to rocket

attacks from the Palestinian groups and that it has every right to pursue

measures for self-defence.

Given the above reality of continued Israel-UAE bonhomie irrespective

of the developments relating to the Palestinian issue, and growing Israel-UAE

economic interactions, the stage is set for enhancing trilateral cooperation

with India, who is a strategic partner for both countries. The UAE in March

2021 announced the setting up of a $10 billion investment fund for investments

specifically focused on Israeli companies and start-ups working on such issues

as energy, water, agri-tech, space and healthcare.35 The fund made its first

investment of $100 million in January 2022 in an Israeli technology firm.

India-UAE relations, meanwhile are robust and are gaining new strength.

Bilateral trade in 2021-22 stood at nearly $73 billion. Pre-Covid, in 2019-20,

the total volume of bilateral trade was nearly $60 billion. India and the UAE

signed the Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA) in

February 2022. Both the countries have an ambitious agenda to expand the

volume of bilateral trade (in goods) to $100 billion and trade in services to

over $15 billion within the next five years.

India, Israel and the US are also collaborating in 5G technology, as per

the Deputy Administrator for the US Agency for International Development

(USAID), Bonnie Glick.36 In June 2020, Senators Mark Warner and John

Cornyn moved an amendment to the National Defence Authorisation Act

2021 calling for an assessment from Defence Secretary Mark Esper on whether

the BIRD Foundation provides a model for US-India private sector

collaboration on defence technologies.37 Both the Senators are Chairmen of

the Senate India Caucus. As noted in earlier sections, the US and Israel have

indeed expanded the scope of operations of the binational BIRD Foundation
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to include Jordan as part of the TRIDE Fund, established in 1996. This fund

was mostly related to R&D activities in the civil society sphere.

While Defence Secretary Esper’s assessment is not in the public domain,

the Senator’s specific query was whether the BIRD model could assist in the

development of defence technologies in the India-US context, specifically as

it relates to the private sector. It is pertinent to point out that the BIRD

Foundation grants are not related to Israel-US defence technology development,

an area covered by their 10-year defence cooperation agreement. The current

agreement, valid from 2019-2028, provides Israel with $3.3 billion annually

in foreign military financing (FMF) and $500 million in missile defence

cooperative programmes. Israel is the largest recipient of US security assistance

under the FMF programme.38 The India-US Defence Technology and Trade

Initiative (DTTI), meanwhile, governs aspects relating to co-production and

co-development of defence technologies. As part of the DTTI, four working

groups relating to land, naval, air and aircraft carrier technology are in

operation. The first project as part of the DTTI was signed in September

2020, relating to the co-development of an air launched unmanned aerial

vehicle (UAV).39

The first meeting of the I2U2—dubbed the ‘West Asian Quad’, meanwhile,

took place in July 2022, during President Biden’s visit to Israel. Prime Minister

Modi and UAE President Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed Al Nahyan

participated virtually in the Summit. The Summit grew out of the October

2021 meeting between the foreign ministers of the four countries, which

incidentally happened when External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar was visiting

Israel.

The MEA in a statement, ahead of the Summit, noted that the grouping

will focus on cooperation on six areas—water, energy, transportation, space,

health and food security.40 A key outcome of the summit was the decision to

establish integrated food parks across India, with $2 billion of UAE investment.

The group will also establish a 300 MW wind and solar plant in Gujarat,

worth $330 million, a feasibility study for which was funded by the US Trade

and Development Agency.

The new mini-lateral is a major development that brings together these

four countries with a common geo-economic vision pertaining to enhancing
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the well-being of their peoples, shunning long-held ideological binaries that

prevented mutually beneficial cooperation. The Abraham Accords of August

2020 and the Modi government’s robust bilateral engagement with key

stakeholders in the region, have led to the creation of what promises to be a

key instrument furthering regional strategic stability and mutual economic

prosperity.

Agriculture Sector Cooperation

India-Israel cooperation in the agriculture sector dates back to the December

1993 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in this field, which was further

strengthened by the December 1996 Memorandum of Intent on Joint High-

Tech Agricultural Demonstration Project. An Executive Agreement for a

Programme of Cooperation in the agriculture sector was signed in October

1997. The Three-Year Work Plan for Cooperation in the Agriculture Sector,

meanwhile, was signed in May 2006. The agreement for the second and the

third phases was signed in May 2011 and January 2015 respectively. The

agreement for the fourth phase of cooperation for three years was signed during

the visit to Israel of Prime Minister Modi in July 2017.

MASHAV, the Israel Agency for International Development Cooperation,

is the overall agency for cooperation in this sector, while CINADCO, the

Center for International Agriculture Development Cooperation, which is part

of the Israeli Ministry of Agriculture, is the professional agency responsible

for implementation of the country’s agriculture programmes with India. The

National Horticulture Mission at the Agriculture Ministry—also termed the

Mission for Integrated Development of Horticulture (MIDH), is the nodal

agency on the Indian side. MASHAV also has a MoU with the International

Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), located outside

Hyderabad, signed in February 2007. The principal aim of this agreement is

to share know-how and technology and strengthen the capabilities of national

agricultural research institutions.

It is pertinent to note that in December 2007, the United Nations General

Assembly (UNGA) adopted a resolution initiated by Israel on ‘Agricultural

Technology for Development’. This was the first resolution adopted by the

UN on an Israeli-sponsored resolution. The resolution reaffirms the aspirations
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of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) to reduce world poverty and

hunger by half by 2015 and urges developed nations to share agricultural

knowledge and technologies with developing countries in a fair and transparent

manner.41 MASHAV’s more than 50 years of experience in assisting developing

countries in developmental projects guided the Israeli Foreign Ministry’s action

in initiating this resolution.

The first India-Israel Agriculture Project (IIAP), meanwhile, began in 2008

and has since been extended for subsequent three-year intervals, in 2011, 2015,

2017 and 2021 respectively. Nearly Rs. 254 crores have been spent on the

IIAP since inception, in 14 states of India, across four phases, till 2021, with

the maximum amount spent in Haryana, with projects being implemented in

the state in all four phases.

Table 3: India-Israel Agricultural Project: State Projects and Amount Spent

S. No. States Amount Spent Projects Implemented
(in lakhs) in Phases

1 Haryana 5143.35 Phases 1-IV
2 Punjab 3508 Phase II
3 Maharashtra 2292 Phase 1
4 Gujarat 1997.5 Phase II
5 Tamil Nadu 1898 Phase II
6 Madhya Pradesh 1637.49 Phase IV
7 Bihar 1570 Phase II
8 Uttar Pradesh 1520 Phase II
9 Rajasthan 1491 Phase II
10 Karnataka 1024.03 Phase II
11 Telangana 920 Phase II
12 Mizoram 900 Phase III
13 Andhra Pradesh 892 Phase III
14 Assam 583.58 Phase IV

Total 25376.95

Source: Adapted from Press Information Bureau, ‘Status of Centres of Excellence under Indo-Israel
Cooperation’, at https://static.pib.gov.in/WriteReadData/specificdocs/documents/2021/
may/doc202152421.pdf (Accessed October 5, 2021).

During the visit of Prime Minister Modi to Israel in July 2017, the

agriculture plan was extended till 2021. Most recently, in May 2021, the fifth

India-Israel Agriculture Project (IIAP) Work Plan was agreed upon, valid till

2023. Areas in which Israeli expertise is being imparted include water and soil

management, arid and semi-arid crop production, food and vegetable
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production, plant protection and control, farm mechanization, agriculture

training to Indian farmers, post-harvest management, water resource

management, animal husbandry and dairying, among other significant steps.

At least 25 million high quality vegetable seedlings are produced by these

centres, apart from imparting training to over 100,000 farmers in latest

technology in horticulture.42

Centres of Excellence (CoE) in agriculture have been established to

demonstrate technologies and impart training. The Gharaunda CoE in Karnal,

Haryana was the first such centre to be set up under the project. As of December

2021, as many as 30 such centres are operating in ten states of India, including

in Bihar, Gujarat, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu,

Uttar Pradesh, and West Bengal.43 These centres relate to crops, fruits and

vegetables as varied as citrus, mango, pomegranate, dates and banana-palm,

apart from activities like bee-keeping. A MoU for CoE in Animal Husbandry

and Dairy Farming was signed in April 2015, which was set up in Hisar,

Haryana. A model dairy farm was established to show-case beneficial

technologies at the State Cattle Breeding Project at Hisar. Programmes to

help in the genetic improvement of local herds through imported germplasm

were also being implemented.44

Going forward, as part of the agriculture Work Plan, both sides intend to

establish ‘Indo-Israel Villages of Excellence’ (IIVOE) to develop a model eco-

system of farming best practices. Initially, this project is expected to be started

around 13 CoE’s and will involve at least 75 villages nearby these Centres, in

eight states.45 The specific focus of this programme is to help in the building

of modern agriculture infrastructure, capacity building and help establish

market linkages.

Water Sector Cooperation

Cooperation in the water sector received high attention during the visit of

Prime Minister Modi to Israel in July 2017. India and Israel signed a ‘Strategic

Partnership in Water and Agriculture’ during that historic visit, apart from

acknowledging the ‘Strategic Partnership’ framework for the overall

relationship. Out of the seven MoUs that were signed during that visit, two of

them related to cooperation in this sector. These included a MoU on water
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utility reform in Uttar Pradesh and the national water conservation mission

of the Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation. About seven months prior

to the visit of Modi, in November 2016, another MoU was signed by the

Ministry of Water Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation to

make use of Israel’s expertise in water rejuvenation, waste water recycling and

re-use, water conservation and water resource management.

Israel is one among 14 countries with which the Ministry of Water

Resources has signed an agreement in the field of water management. The

Ministry has a Joint Working Group (JWG) to implement the mandate and

activities of the MoU. A Centre of Excellence for treatment of Brackish Water

has also been set up in Bathinda, Punjab. The original agreement with Israel

on water sector cooperation dates back to December 1993, when the Ministry

of Agriculture signed an agreement with their Israeli counterparts for

cooperation in the fields of water and soil management.46

During the visit of President Rueven Rivlin in November 2016, a MoU

on Water Resources Management and Development Cooperation was signed

to seek Israeli expertise in addressing the issue of water shortages in India,

given its established track record in water management. Israel, despite being

one of the world’s most water-stressed countries, has mastered the art of water

management and waste water recycling. Over 60 per cent of the country is

desert and the Sea of Galilee is the only freshwater source for the country.

It is important to note that Israel was facing frequent droughts till the

1990s. The government swung into action and constituted a committee in

2002, which led to the establishment of the Israel Water Authority (IWA) in

2007, an autonomous agency with responsibilities for managing the water

supply chain. The water supply eco-system is funded almost entirely by the

user’s tariffs and is efficiently run, with innovative technologies like water

desalination plants, efficient irrigation systems, waste water re-use and recycling,

use of water aquifers and interception of surface water run-offs, among others.47

Over 50 per cent of Israel’s water needs for agriculture purposes, for instance,

are met by water desalination.48 This, even as Israel has reduced the water

required for irrigation purposes by the use of efficient techniques like drip

irrigation, by at least 30 per cent.49
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Israel’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs notes that the country’s dependence on

renewable, fresh, natural water (RFNW) has witnessed a remarkable decrease,

from over 500 cubic meters (cm) per year in the 1960s to less than 100 cm per

year by 2015. This was achieved by increased use of such techniques like re-

use and recycling of water as well as building of water desalination plants.50

Israel currently generates nearly 55 per cent of its water requirements from

water desalination. The Sorek desalination plant, near Tel Aviv, is the largest

reverse osmosis facility in the world. Israeli analysts proudly note that their

country is the only one in the dry Middle East that is not suffering an acute

water shortage.51 Water shortages, in fact, analysts note, was a key contributing

factor that led to widespread unrest and fueled the mass uprising against the

Assad government.52

In the transformed regional geo-politics post the Abraham Accords, Israel’s

neighbours like Jordan are taking advantage of the country’s water prowess to

address their pressing water shortages. Amman, the UAE and Israel signed a

tri-partite agreement in November 2021, as part of which, an Emirati fund

will finance a solar power plant in Jordan, which will supply ‘green’ electricity

to Israel, which in turn, will supply desalinated water to its neighbour.53 Reports

note that currently, about 6 per cent of the country’s desalinated water is

piped to Jordan and the Palestinian territories.54

As for Israel’s ongoing cooperation in the water sector with Indian state

and federal governments, the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC)

signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Israeli water

desalination pioneer, IDE Technologies Limited, in June 2021 for preparation

of a project report for 200 million liters per day (MLD) water desalination

plant, which can be expanded to 400 MLD per day. The state’s first water

desalination plant for non-potable use is slated to become operational in 2025,

at an expected cost of Rs 1600 crores.55 Some concerns though have been

raised over the possible negative environmental impact of desalination plants

on Mumbai’s coastline.56

The IDE was also involved in building the 100 million litres per day

(MLD) Nemelli water desalination plant, off the coast of Chennai, in

association with VA Tech Wabag and Larsen and Toubro. The work began in

2010 and the plant was commissioned in February 2013. The tenders for the
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construction of two more plants, a 150 MLD capacity one and a 400 MLD

capacity one, have been awarded to Spanish and Australian firms. Both the

plants are expected to be completed in 2022 and 2024 respectively.57

The Lok Sabha was informed in November 2016 that India and Israel

had signed a MoU for cooperation in the fields of water resources management

and development, with water desalination an important and essential part of

collaboration. The Union Minister of State for Water Resources, Sanjeev

Baliyan, informed the House that the government also planned to incentivize

the use of desalination technologies to meet the country’s growing water

requirements.58

Gujarat is another Indian state intending to make use of the Israeli water

desalination technology. Then Chief Minister Vijay Rupani visited Israel in

June 2018, six months after the visit of Prime Minister Netanyahu to India,

during which he toured a waste water treatment plant. The Gujarat government,

in May 2018, promulgated a policy for treatment of waste water, building on

the 2017 ‘Gujarat State Policy for Promotion of Waste Water Recycle and

Reuse’. The policy document notes that nearly 60 per cent of the area of the

state is water-stressed, with all of the state’s perennial rivers located in the

southern part of the state. The policy aims to achieve the target of 100 per

cent of reuse of treated waste water (TWW) by 2030.59

Apart from meeting the potable and non-potable water requirements of

India’s cities, Israeli companies like the IDE have been active in setting up

desalination plants for use by industrial units of big companies. Reports noted

that such plans have been set up by big private sector players like Reliance

Industries at their Jamnagar and Kakinada units as well as by public sector

enterprises such as the Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited (NPCIL)

at Kudankulam.60

India is also making use of such innovative technologies like the Gal Mobile,

a mobile water desalination jeep, which was handed over to the country’s

border guarding force, the Border Security Force (BSF), in January 2018. The

vehicle can purify up to 20,000 litres of water per day and was showcased to

Prime Minister Modi during his historic visit to Israel in July 2017. The Israeli

Embassy, meanwhile, is perhaps the only mission to have a dedicated official
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to look after issues of water cooperation between the two countries, when

Lior Assaf was appointed as the first Water Attache.

The use of the Israeli drip irrigation technology is another step by which

Indian agriculture is aiming to reduce the quantum and volume of water use.

These techniques are being used, in varying degrees by farmers across the

country, since the time full-fledged diplomatic relations were established. Israeli

Envoy Ron Malka, noted in a 2019 Op-Ed that 32 Israeli-led water projects

were being implemented in 13 Indian states.61 The Union Jal Shakti Minister,

Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, visited the flagship Israeli water networking event,

the World Water Technology and Environmental Control Conference and

Exhibition (WATEC), in 2019 to take forward his Ministry’s ongoing

cooperation with the Israeli agencies in the critical areas of water reuse,

rejuvenation and re-cycling, waste water treatment.

The Government of India started a huge mission, the National Mission

for Clean Ganga, under the Ministry of Jal Shakti, of the Ministry of Water

Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation, in 2014. The

integrated conservation mission, the Namami Gange Programme, began with

budget earmarked for projects estimated to cost over Rs 20,000 crores. From

2014-15 till October 2021, over Rs 15,000 crore have been spent on the

projects relating to the programme, including treatment of sewerage water,

river front development and industrial affluent monitoring.62 Since the

gargantuan endeavour began, Israel has offered to share its expertise and

technical know-how.63 Israeli officials have met Uttar Pradesh officials and

political leadership over the past many years, but Israeli companies are not

involved, as yet, in specific programmes of the Ganga mission.

Israel, though, has inked a Memorandum of Understanding with the Uttar

Pradesh government regarding water management in the Bundelkand region

in August 2020, as part of the India-Israel Bundelkhand Water Project. Israeli

expertise will be used for improving agricultural practices and in adoption of

drip irrigation methods. The two-year project, which could be extended further,

aims to address the water problems of the parched area. Reports note that the

drip irrigation systems provided by the Israeli company, Netafim, are being

actively used to ameliorate the persistent drought conditions of the region.64
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Netafim is also involved in multiple projects in India, including in Andhra

Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharashtra, among other states.

Indian companies like Jain Irrigation Systems in 2007 acquired the Israeli

company, NaanDan for a 50 per cent stake, which later became 100 per cent

owned by the Indian company in 2012. NaanDan has been the pioneer in

drip irrigation systems for over 50 years and NaanDanJain has a worldwide

presence. Reports in January 2020, though, noted that the Indian owner was

looking to sell the entire company or part of it to a buyer given the large debts

they had incurred on account of their expansion projects.65

Space Cooperation

As noted in the introductory chapter, India and Israel signed three agreements

relating to space cooperation during the visit of Prime Minister Modi. These

included joint research on atomic clocks, geo-synchronous earth orbit (GEO)-

low earth orbit (LEO) optical links and electric propulsion for small satellites,

with the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). The feasibility study

on the joint work on electric propulsion for small satellites was completed in

March 2018 and a Plan of Cooperation between the two agencies, ISRO and

the Israel Space Agency (ISA), was signed in April 2020.66 The then Chairman

of ISRO, K. Sivan and the Chairman of the Israel Space Agency (ISA) Avi

Blasberger reviewed the progress of these projects in a virtual meeting in July

2021. Both agencies pledged to cooperate further and appropriately

commemorate the 30th anniversary of establishment of diplomatic relations,

through a joint event in 2022.67 Reports note that while the feasibility study

on the joint research work relating to the atomic clocks has been completed,

work on the GEO-LEO optical links was yet to be initiated, as of end-2020.68

The optical link seeks to enhance the communication capabilities between

the GEO and LEO satellites.

Both countries have a strong record of cooperation in the space sector.

India, for instance, launched the Israeli spy satellite, TechSAR satellite, with

the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) C-10, in January 2008. The satellite

was manufactured by MBT Space, a division of the Israel Aerospace Industries

(IAI), along with Elta, Tadiran Spectralink and Rafael. A key reason why Israel

found it useful to launch its satellite by the Indian space launch vehicle was to

overcome some of the drawbacks associated with its sole satellite launch station,
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at the Palmachim range. Israel has to launch satellites westwards over the

Mediterranean Sea, from Palmachim, located near Tel Aviv, to prevent debris

falling over civilian areas. Israel had also faced problems with its indigenous

Shavit launcher, and has also lost satellites like Ofek-4 in 1998 and Ofek-6 in

2006.

Prior to the launch of the Israeli Polaris satellite, ISRO’s first commercial

launch involving a foreign satellite was that of the Italian satellite, Agile, in

April 2007. Reports noted that the economics of the launch with the Indian

launcher would have been another factor that guided the Israeli decision, given

that the PSLV was nearly three to four times cheaper than the Shavit launcher.69

Prior to the TechSAR launch, ISRO and the ISA had signed another

agreement in December 2003 to launch the Tel Aviv University Ultra-Violet

Experiment (TAUVEX) satellite on board the Ge-Synchronous Satellite Launch

Vehicle (GSLV), with an initial date set for 2005. TAUVEX was a collaborative

endeavour between the TAU and the Indian Institute of Astrophysics,

Bangalore. The December 2003 MoU followed the signing of a cooperative

agreement between ISRO and the ISA in October 2002.70 The TAUVEX

launch, however, encountered delays, and the launch date slipped to 2008

and subsequently to 2009.

The satellite was integrated onto the GSLV launcher but was later

dismounted, two months ahead of the launch, in April 2010. The GSLV

mission, though, was lost on account of the failure of the rocket’s third stage

motors. Alternatively, a launch by the PSLV was considered in order to make

optimum use of the ultra-violet band telescopes of the TAUVEX.71 Israel’s

Ministry of Science and Technology, in a statement to Forbes in May 2012

noted that ‘the future mode of use of the TAUVEX instrument is still being

examined by experts in the field and will be further considered by Israel Space

Agency. We hope to have a decision on the matter soon’.72 Eventually, however,

the satellite was not launched.

The TechSAR launch, meanwhile, was particularly significant as Israel

was locked in a geo-political struggle with its primary regional nemesis, the

Islamic Republic of Iran, over rising concerns on its nuclear programme. The

satellite was intended to keep a tab on developments pertaining to the Iranian

nuclear programme, among other activities. It is pertinent to note that a few
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months after launching the Israeli spy satellite, ostensibly for use against Iran,

India successfully hosted the Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, for a

summit meeting in April 2008—attesting to the country’s long-standing

diplomatic prowess to deal with two important partners, who do not have

formal diplomatic ties but view each other as sworn enemies. The Iranian

President’s visit was viewed by US officials as an important effort by India to

convey that the country had an independent foreign policy, especially vis-à-

vis rising tensions with the US over India’s continuing relationship with Iran,

even as regional and global concerns were peaking over its nuclear intentions.73

Israel also supplied the X-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) for the

Indian satellite, RISAT-2, launched in April 2009, on a PSLV Launcher. The

satellite’s ostensible aim was to enhance the ISRO’s capability for disaster

management operations.74 Reports and analysts, though, noted that the 300

kgs radar imaging satellite, was developed on a war footing, in the aftermath

of the Mumbai terror strikes to plug gaps in the country’s surveillance

capabilities.75 RISAT-2 was India’s first radar imaging satellite, with the ability

to see through clouds and darkness. Its predecessor, the RISAT-1, was a C-band

SAR satellite, with constrained abilities, as against the X-band RISAT-2. In

February 2017, a nano-satellite from Israel was one of the record payload of

104 satellites launched by the PSLV C-37. The BGUSAT was built by the IAI

and the Ben Gurion University.76

In the changed regional geo-politics in the aftermath of the Abraham

Accords, India and Israel can be expected to further buttress their cooperation

in the space sector, with countries like the UAE as well. One of the six areas of

cooperation as part of the I2U2 framework relates to space, apart from water,

energy, transportation, health and food security. The UAE launched its National

Space Programme in 2017, as part of which the Emirates plans to land a rover

on the Moon before 2022 and even has ambitious plans to send a mission to

Mars in the next century. The country’s spacecraft, Hope, entered the Mars

orbit in 2021, becoming only the fifth space agency to achieve the feat.

The UAE has in 2018 signed an implementing agreement with the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) for cooperation on

manned space flight. A former Emirati fighter pilot became the first Arab

citizen to reach the International Space Station (ISS) in September 2019.
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Israel and the UAE entered into an agreement in October 2021 to cooperate

on Israel’s Beresheet 2 lunar landing mission, scheduled to launch in 2024.

The UAE will also benefit from data from an Israeli-French environmental

satellite, which was launched in 2017.77

The UAE does not have launch vehicles or rockets to place its satellites in

orbit. The UAE has launched its satellites from places like Japan, while its first

astronaut went into space aboard the Russian Soyuz rocket from Kazakhstan.

While ISRO can be a possible contender to launch future UAE satellites, the

Emirates can also take the benefit of India’s vast array of scientific and

communication satellites and the three countries can collaborate on joint

scientific missions and experiments.

If the UAE’s lunar mission, scheduled for late 2022, is successful, the

Emirates will be only the fourth nation to have successfully landed a lander on

the Moon, after the US, the Soviet Union, and the Peoples Republic of China.

Israel’s moon mission failed in 2019 while India’s moon mission, the

Chandrayaan 2, also failed. India’s Mangalyaan probe entered the Mars orbit

in 2014, thus becoming the first Asian country to achieve the feat.

Chandrayaan-3 is expected to be launched in 2022-23. The Israeli moon

mission, Beresheet 1, launched via the Space X Falcon rocket from the US in

February 2019, was the first non-governmental mission to attempt a lunar

landing. The lander reached the moon but crashed on the surface.
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5
THE IRAN CHALLENGE

The Iranian nuclear contentions have been the most significant regional security

issue of the past few decades. Successive Israeli prime ministers have contended

that the Iran nuclear issue was an existential threat, threatening the very

existence of the State of Israel. They have mounted a vigorous diplomatic

campaign to highlight the negative implications of Iranian nuclear progress

on regional strategic stability and for its own security and well-being. Reports

also note that Israel, in conjunction with the United States, has waged a

relentless covert campaign targeting Iranian nuclear facilities. It has also

allegedly undertaken such actions as targeting key scientists involved in the

Iranian nuclear effort. While India has always contended that a nuclear

weapons-capable/ nuclear weapons-possessing Iran was bad for regional

strategic stability, it has at the same time expressed opinion against the pursuit

of a military solution to address the issue and has instead encouraged diplomatic

efforts.

When the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) was agreed

between Iran and its P5 interlocutors—the United States, Russian Federation,

United Kingdom, People’s Republic of China and Germany, India and Israel

were on the opposite ends of the spectrum vis-à-vis the deal. While New

Delhi welcomed the deal, which was the culmination of nearly a decade’s

worth of diplomatic effort and negotiations, Israel staunchly opposed the
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agreement and charged that the agreement in fact paves the way for a nuclear-

weapons capable Iran.

India and Israel, meanwhile, during Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s

historic visit to Jerusalem in July 2017, formally cemented their strategic

partnership. Given the above, it will be amiss not to examine Israel’s and

India’s policy stances on the critical issue which has dominated regional strategic

dynamics for nearly two decades now, and the implications it has had for

India’s energy security and foreign policy choices.

The chapter will highlight Israel as well as India’s policy stances on the

Iranian nuclear programme, to place in perspective convergences and/or

divergences in each other’s positions. This, it is contended, is significant and

relevant, in the aftermath of the withdrawal from the JCPOA by the Donald

Trump administration in 2018 and the continuing uncertainties regarding

the fate of the Iran nuclear deal and subsequent impact on regional strategic

stability.

Israel and the Iranian Nuclear Contentions

Israel has viewed the Iranian nuclear contentions, when they surfaced after

the revelations about the Natanz uranium enrichment plant in August 2002

by an Iranian opposition group, as an existential threat. This was on account

of the nature of the antagonistic relationship Israel shared with the clerical

regime, as well as the Iranian government’s alleged support to forces inimical

to Israel, like the militant groups Hamas in the Gaza Strip and the Hezbollah

in Lebanon. The Hamas has been involved in military confrontations with

the Israel Defence Force (IDF), especially so after the Gaza dis-engagement in

2005—whereby Israel withdrew from the Gaza Strip, a decision taken by the

Ariel Sharon government.

Apart from the continuing conflict that Israel has with the Palestinian

groups, there have been four significant military escalations that the Palestinian

territory has witnessed after 2005—Operation Cast Lead in 2008-09;

Operation Pillar of Defence 2012; Operation Protective Edge in 2014; and

Operation Guardian of the Walls in 2021. Israel has used strong military

force to ‘restore deterrence’ in these conflicts, which were mostly in response

to Palestinian rocket attacks on Israeli population centres. This, however, has
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resulted in significant loss of Palestinian lives and destruction to the

infrastructure in the Palestinian territory. As noted in Chapter Three, Israel

contends that the primary responsibility for these conflicts lies with the

Palestinian groups, who fire rockets onto Israeli territory from extremely

congested and densely populated places in the Gaza Strip.

Israel has accused the militant groups operating from the Gaza Strip of

drawing financial and military sustenance from Tehran. Analysts note that the

Hamas, prior to the May 2021 military confrontation with Israel, had in its

possession over 100,000 rockets, mostly made in Gaza Strip itself with Iranian

know-how.1 Iran, more specifically, has historically transferred rockets to

Palestinian groups via smuggling networks through Sudan and Egypt. Reports

also note that Palestinian groups like the Palestinian Islamic Jihad and Iranian

military officials have publicly acknowledged the nature of the relationship in

the supply and use of rockets and/ or know-how.2

Israel has also taken significant actions to disrupt supply lines passing

through the Syrian Arab Republic. In December 2021, for instance, Israeli

fighter jets carried out air strikes at the Latakia container terminal.3 The Chief

of Staff of the IDF, Lt. Gen. Aviv Kohavi, told the Knesset Foreign Affairs and

Defence Committee in November 2021 that the IDF was ‘accelerating its

operational plans and readiness to deal with Iran and its military nuclear

threat’.4 This was in the aftermath of a series of airstrikes inside Syria by the

IDF. Reports note that the IDF conducted over 50 such air raids inside the

country in 2020, more than double to that conducted during the previous

year. Reports in February 2018 noted that Israel has conducted at least 100 air

raids inside Syrian territory since 2011, when the conflict in Syria started.5 In

the past two years, therefore, these numbers have almost doubled.

The Hezbollah, meanwhile, a paramilitary organization with deep roots

in Lebanese civil society, was created in the aftermath of the Israeli invasion of

Lebanon in 1982 and the subsequent occupation, which lasted till 2000. It

has been involved in major acts of terrorism targeting Israeli citizens and

properties, including in Buenos Aires, where a powerful bomb targeted the

Israeli Embassy in the Argentine capital in 1992, killing 29 people.6 Hezbollah

was also involved in the suicide truck bombings targeting the US Embassy in

Beirut in 1983, which led to the loss of lives of 241 American and 58 French
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soldiers. The Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) points out that the

Argentinian Supreme Court after the conclusion of a formal investigation in

1999 accused the Hezbollah of carrying out the attack and issued a warrant

for arrest for the head of the Hezbollah unit that carried out the attack, Imad

Mughnieh. Israel in 2003 also accused the ‘highest levels’ of the Iranian regime

of being ‘aware’ of the Hezbollah’s intention to carry out the attack in Buenous

Aires and for encouraging such an action.7 Mughnieh was killed in a bomb

blast in Beirut in February 2008, allegedly in a joint operation by the United

States and Israeli agencies.

While organizations like the Hamas and the Hezbollah are seen as

extensions of the Islamic Republic, actively working at the behest of Tehran to

hurt its interests, Israel contends that once Iran attains the capability to

manufacture nuclear weapons, it can threaten its very existence. Former Prime

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu often charged that if Iran acquired nuclear

weapons, it could give its nuclear weapons to terrorists.8 Israel has further

held that, unlike the Cold War Superpower nuclear rivalry, nuclear deterrence

will not work in the West Asian context. Prime Minister Netanyahu’s speech

at the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) in September 2012 and to

the United States Congress in March 2015 are pertinent examples of the Israeli

concerns over the Iranian nuclear programme. At the UNGA, Netanyahu

equated a nuclear-armed Iran with a nuclear-armed Al Qaeda. Netanyahu

contended that Iran cannot be deterred like the Soviet Union because ‘militant

jihadists’ behave very differently from radical Marxists.9

Israel has also held the possibility of West Asian ‘nuclear dominoes’—

other regional countries acquiring nuclear weapon capabilities, if Iran acquired

such a capability and the negative implications of such a possibility on regional

strategic stability. Saudi Arabia’s nuclear pronouncements add grist to the Israeli

contentions. Saudi officials, like Foreign Minister Adel Al Jubeir and Crown

Prince Mohammad Bin Salman, in the aftermath of the JCPOA, have insisted

that they will indeed do everything in their power to match an Iranian nuclear

capability, if it materializes.10

Analysts, however, have argued that the talk of the nuclear dominoes in

the West Asian context was overblown. Esfandiary and Tabatabai have argued

that Saudi Arabia, for instance, faces technical as well as manpower
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impediments to achieve its nuclear weapon aspirations, if any. The likelihood

of Riyadh getting a nuclear weapon from Pakistan was also remote, as the

United States was still the security guarantor for Riyadh and will have a bearing

on a Saudi decision in this regard.11 Other analysts have also pointed out

Turkiye’s technical or manpower resources to pursue a nuclear weapons

programme were also limited and that the economic situation of Egypt

precludes the possibility of them pursuing such a capability.12

While the Iranian nuclear issue was referred to the United Nations Security

Council (UNSC) in February 2006 on account of the ‘absence of confidence’

whether all activities inside Iran were for peaceful purposes, regional and

international concerns spiked when the existence of the underground Qom

uranium enrichment facility was revealed in 2008. Iran insisted that it was

not bound to declare the existence of the facility as it had not yet introduced

nuclear material into the facility. Such contentions with the IAEA over the

nature and terms of its comprehensive safeguards agreement (CSA) generated

intense international scrutiny and added to regional concerns.

Iran signed the CSA with the IAEA in 1973, which entered into force a

year later, in 1974. The IAEA had long-running contentions with the IAEA

over Iran following the terms and conditions of the CSA. These, for instance,

related to such issues as informing the nuclear regulatory body of activities

pertaining to the building of enrichment facilities, disclosure of nuclear material

or components that it had imported, among other issues. The IAEA, however,

did not share with Iran the reports on which it based these allegations. Iran

insisted that without access to such reports, it will not be in a position to

adequately address such concerns.13 The IAEA insisted that it was basing its

reports on data secured from open sources as well as national reports provided

by member states.

Iran’s activities relating to ‘possible military dimensions’ (PMD)—as

flagged in successive reports of the Director General of the International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) to the Board of Governors (BoG), were particular

fodder to the Israeli angst. The PMD sub-title was initially noted in the May

2008 report of the IAEA DG to the IAEA BoG, and since then were a regular

feature of the quarterly reports of the DG on the implementation by Iran of

its CSA. These PMD concerns related to Iran carrying out activities on
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explosives testing of detonators, import of nuclear material or parts of

centrifuges, connections between establishments involved in nuclear research

or nuclear activities with the Iranian military, among other issues.14

Iran-IAEA contentions also related to access to the IAEA inspectors to

examine military facilities where possible nuclear related activities could have

taken place. Most pertinently, these related to sites such as Parchin, where the

IAEA alleged high explosives testing could have taken place, and wanted to

rule out the possibility of nuclear material having been involved in such tests.15

Iran insisted that the IAEA was given access to sites such as Parchin previously,

and the international nuclear regulatory organization did not find any evidence

of nuclear material in the environmental sampling the IAEA did near the

site.16

Israel was deeply skeptical of the diplomatic negotiations that were pursued

to address the Iranian nuclear challenge, spearheaded by the P5+1, since 2006.

It has contended that these negotiations were in fact being used by the Iranians

to expand their nuclear programme.17 From 2006 till 2015, when the Joint

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) was agreed upon, Iran’s nuclear

accomplishments added substance to the Israeli charges. At the time of the

JCPOA, Iran had in its possession close to 20,000 centrifuges, and over 9,000

kgs of uranium hexa-flouride, out of which more than 400 kgs was enriched

up to 20 per cent purity.18

When diplomatic negotiations resulted in agreements like the Joint Plan

of Action (JPOA) in November 2013, the Lausanne Framework in April 2015

and the JCPOA in July 2015, Israel termed them as ‘historic mistakes’. This

was especially on account of the fact that Iran was given the right to continue

its uranium enrichment activities—albeit at vastly reduced levels and

constrained capabilities, and was allowed to engage in centrifuge research,

among other activities, going forward. There were no restrictions, moreover,

on such Iranian activity as missile testing or constraints on its regional

behaviour. Prime Minister Netanyahu insisted that the JCPOA in fact paved

the way for a nuclear Iran, after the terms of the deal expired, a decade after it

began to be implemented.19 Israel did not believe in the contention that the

strategic calculations of the Iranian government will change after it’s re-
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integration into the international system, following decades of severe multi-

lateral and unilateral sanctions.

Apart from the alleged support to terrorist activities and financial and

military support to terror groups, in Gaza and Lebanon particularly, Israel

pointed out that Iranian political and military leaders have been openly calling

for the destruction of the ‘Zionist regime’. This was most pertinently in a

2011 statement by former President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, who threatened

to ‘wipe’ Israel off the map of West Asia.20 While subsequently, there was

some debate about whether the Iranian President had actually said those words

or that his statements were perhaps misinterpreted, it is a fact that Iran

frequently test fires ballistic missiles, with threatening messages scribbled on

them.

In the recent past, as in December 2021, for instance, the Islamic

Revolutionary Guards Corp (IRGC) fired 16 surface-to-surface ballistic missiles

in military drills, with ranges from 350 to 2000 kms.21 Reports noted that the

missiles, as well as drones, took part in a simulated attack against a mock

target resembling Israel’s Dimona nuclear reactor. One of the missiles that was

used to attack the mock target was the Dezful medium range ballistic missile,

which was first unveiled in February 2019, on the occasion of the 40th

anniversary of the founding of the Islamic Republic.22 Analysts though note

that for any Iranian attack on Dimona to be successful, it would have to

penetrate the highly dense air defence measures protecting Israel’s sole nuclear

reactor and therefore, the Iranian exercises were more a show of capability

rather than possible intent.

Iran has also successfully attacked targets outside its territory using ballistic

missiles and/or drones. The drone attack against Saudi Arabian oil facilities in

2019 and the ballistic missile attack against an Iraqi air base hosting more

than 1,500 US soldiers in the aftermath of the killing of the IRGC Qods

Force Commander, Qassem Soleimani in January 2020, are pertinent in this

regard. Iran has also been alleged to have carried out attacks against shipping

vessels in the waters of the Persian Gulf.

Iran’s ballistic missile testing activities have been a particular issue of

contention for Israel, as well as for US administrations. Reports noted that in

the two-year period after the JCPOA, Iran tested as many as ten medium
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range ballistic missiles. The Trump administration in January 2017, when

Iran launched the 1000 km Khoramshar missile, passed sanctions against more

than 25 individuals and entities involved in the Iranian ballistic missile

programmes. Earlier in March 2016, the Obama administration had also passed

sanctions against two Iranian missile entities.

When the Trump administration exited the JCPOA in May 2018, it

specifically highlighted the fact that the JCPOA did not have any restrictions

on Iran’s ballistic missile testing activities, as well as on its regional behaviour.

It is significant to note that Iran’s P5+1 interlocutors, in a statement included

as an Annex to the July 14, 2015 United Nations Security Council (UNSC)

Resolution 2231, which recognized the Iran nuclear deal,

Called upon Iran not to undertake any activity related to ballistic missiles

designed to be capable of delivering nuclear weapons, including launches

using such ballistic missile technologies, until the date eight years after

Adoption Day or until the date on which the IAEA submits a report

confirming the Broader Conclusion, whichever is earlier.23

The statement requiring Iran to not undertake such activities, preferably till

the time the IAEA confirms the Broader Conclusion, is interesting. The IAEA

gives such a conclusion for member states when it is satisfied that all nuclear

activities inside the territory of that member state have been determined to be

only for peaceful purposes. Iran, therefore, contended that there were no

restrictions on its ballistic missile testing activities, in the text of the JCPOA.

Further, it was not doing any activities or launching missiles that are designed

to be capable of delivering nuclear weapons. Iran also contended that it had

pledged, both in the nuclear non-proliferation treaty (NPT) and in the JCPOA,

that it will not develop nuclear weapons.

Iran’s ballistic missile activities, though, generated concerns and opposition

from a significant section of the P5+1. These included the United States,

United Kingdom, France, and Germany. Iran’s space launch vehicle activities

have been a particular cause of concern. These countries termed Iran’s launch

of the Simorgh rocket in July 2017 as not consistent with Iran’s obligations

under the JCPOA.24 Even as some US officials were cited as stating that the

Simorgh launch was a ‘catastrophic failure’, others contended that such

technologies could potentially shorten Iran’s pathway to develop an inter-
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continental ballistic missile (ICBM).25 Iran’s other interlocutors, the Peoples

Republic of China and the Russian Federation, supported Iran’s contention

that it was doing these activities purely for its national security purposes. Russia

and China contend that Iran cannot be denied the benefits of peaceful uses of

space technology.26 Meanwhile, a report by the UN expert group, submitted

to the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) in February 2021, stated

that Iran had resumed cooperation with the Democratic People’s Republic of

Korea (DPRK) in the missile sphere.27

Donald Trump also highlighted concerns related to the JCPOA ‘sunset

clauses’ and the ability of the IAEA to enforce the agreement. These clauses

refer to the gradual removal or diluting of restrictions on Iran’s nuclear

activities.28 As per the JCPOA, Termination Day of the Agreement was ten

years after Adoption Day. Given that the Adoption Day was October 18,

2015—three months after the JCPOA was signed in July, the termination day

was October 2025. Among these clauses deemed as problematic to Israel

included allowing the production of advanced centrifuges, like the IR-6 and

IR-8, after ten years. The restrictions on Iran not engaging in research and

development (R&D) on uranium or plutonium metal, or on enriching

uranium beyond 3.67 per cent or on spent fuel re-processing, would have

expired 15 years after the JCPOA began to be implemented, that is, by 2030.

The IAEA’s surveillance on centrifuge motors and uranium ore concentrate

production facilities would have expired in 20 and 25 years respectively. The

IAEA’s monitoring of the Iranian nuclear activities, as well as Iran implementing

the provisions of the Additional Protocol, would have continued indefinitely.

The agreement, though, had strict restrictions on Iran, including the level up

to which it was allowed to undertake uranium enrichment, the place where it

was permitted to do so (only at Natanz), restrictions on research activities

using uranium metal, among others.29 Israel and the Trump administration,

held that such restrictions were not enough and that Iran’s nuclear behavior

was contingent on its political behavior, which may not change going forward.

As for the IAEA’s ability to police the terms of the agreement and to

detect breaches, if any, Israel insisted that the IAEA was severely constricted in

its ability to do so and was dependent on Iran allowing access to IAEA

inspectors. This, despite the fact that the JCPOA had strict process in place to
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examine places of concern, including through short-notice inspections,

environmental sampling, among other measures, available to it through Iran’s

implementation of the IAEA Additional Protocol (AP). The AP has a more

robust inspection regime, than that contained in the standard safeguards

agreements that member states sign with the IAEA to enable it to carry out its

nuclear material accountancy activities.

The then IAEA Director General, Yukiya Amano, on his part, insisted

that the distinction between the ability of his organization to inspect nuclear

material sites or military sites was a false distinction, as his organization had

the necessary mandate under the Additional Protocol to seek access to any site

that it deemed critical to carry out its activities.30 Further, under the terms of

the JCPOA, Iran could not deny access to the IAEA beyond 24 days and had

to necessarily provide the access. Israel, however, insisted that this time was

sufficient for Iran to cover up any activities it did not want the IAEA to examine.

Prime Minister Netanyahu, in a dramatic announcement in April 2018,

revealed the existence of a secret document trove of material related to the

Iranian nuclear programme.31 These documents were spirited out of the

warehouse in Tehran by Israeli agents. The material contained information

about Iranian activities, relating mostly to a 1999-2003 project called Amad.

This was detailed in various IAEA reports relating to the possible military

dimensions (PMD) of the Iranian nuclear programme, most specifically in

the November 2011 report of the IAEA Director General to the Board of

Governors. Prime Minister Netanyahu insisted that the material proved that

Iran initiated a coordinated programme whose sole purpose was to develop

nuclear weapons.32

While most of the activities detailed in the nuclear material trove were

highlighted by the US National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) 2007, the NIE

had also noted that there was no indication that these activities were

continuing.33 The NIE judged with high confidence that Iran had halted its

nuclear weapons programme in the fall of 2003. Analysts and think tanks

critical of the Iran nuclear deal, such as those at the Federation of the Defense

of Democracies (FDD) and the Institute for Science and International Security

(ISIS), though, pointed out that storing an extensive archive relating to material

on nuclear weapons research was not compatible with Iran’s commitments
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under the JCPOA and the NPT.34 Israeli analysts also pointed out that while

the IAEA reports had indeed flagged such activities by Iran, Tehran did not

admit to such activities and that the material Israel spirited out of Tehran were

proof that such activities did indeed take place.

At the same time, it is significant to note that the IAEA did give its final

assessment in December 2015 on PMD issues, without which the JCPOA

would not have begun to be implemented. The IAEA explicitly noted that

there were no credible indication of activities relating to a nuclear explosive

device in a coordinated manner after 2003 and definitely not so beyond 2009.

The Agency noted that it found no indications of Iran having conducted

activities relating to a nuclear explosive device using clandestine nuclear supply

network. The IAEA did note though that Iran conducted computer modeling

of a nuclear explosive device prior to 2004 and between 2005 and 2009.35

When the US withdrew from the JCPOA in May 2018, Israel welcomed

the decision by the Trump administration. The administration’s move flowed

from the long-standing opposition to the Iran nuclear deal by Donald Trump,

when he was even campaigning for the post of the president. While addressing

an event held by the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) in

March 2016, Trump vowed to dismantle the Iran nuclear deal.36 There were

differences though among senior members of his administration. These

included his Defence Secretary James Mattis and Secretary of State, Rex

Tillerson. Mattis acknowledged that there were some merits in the deal, even

though it was not a perfect arms control agreement, while Tillerson admitted

to ‘differences’ of views within the administration.37 Mattis even told the Senate

Armed Services Committee in April 2018 that the JCPOA verification was

‘pretty robust’ though he did admit that it was a valid question to examine

whether the intrusive verification system was sufficient.38

After assuming the office, Trump, in fact, certified that Iran was following

through with the terms and conditions of the nuclear deal and therefore,

continued to give sanction waivers. Trump gave such certifications twice, in

April and July 2017. These waivers were required to be given by the US

President as part of the Iran Nuclear Agreement Review Act (INARA), passed

by the US Congress in May 2015, a few days ahead of the Iran nuclear deal.

The Act was passed in order for the US Congress to have greater say in how
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the agreement was being implemented and these sanctions waivers were to be

given only when the US President certified that Iran was not in material breach

of the terms of the JCPOA and that it was not engaging in covert nuclear

activities. Trump, however, refused to give such certifications in October 2017

and in May 2018, eventually withdrew from the deal.

One of the major concerns of the Trump administration, and Israel, was

that the Iran nuclear deal did not adequately address what they termed as

Iran’s destabilizing regional behaviour. These included its alleged support to

proxies in places like Yemen, Gaza Strip and Lebanon. Trump, while

announcing that he will not certify that Iran was in compliance with the deal

in October 2017, insisted that Iran was not contributing to regional and

international peace and security, as required under the terms of the JCPOA.

What is pertinent to note is that the JCPOA in its Preface anticipates that the

full implementation of the deal over the course of the agreement, valid for ten

years, could lead to Iran playing a positive regional role.

Israel, of course, contended that such an anticipation of ‘good’ Iranian

regional behaviour was misplaced. Netanyahu, in his address before the US

Congress, even dismissed the contention that then Iranian President Rouhani,

who was elected on a platform of moderation in Iran’s foreign policies, was a

‘moderate’.39 He stated that Rouhani was the long-time head of the Iranian

National Security Council when the Iranian nuclear issue came into

international limelight and charged that he had deliberately misled the world

about the country’s nuclear intentions.40

Even as the Donald Trump administration and Israel accused Iran of

destabilizing regional activities—like continuing support to proxies in places

like Yemen, Syria, the Gaza Strip and Lebanon, the IAEA continued to certify

that Iran was fulfilling the requirements of the JCPOA. These included carrying

out enrichment activities only at Fordow, and only up to the level permitted,

allowing access to IAEA inspectors to inspect its facilities, among other critical

aspects. In September 2017, IAEA Director General Yukiya Amano stated

that Iran was subject to the world’s most robust nuclear verification regime.41

There were 18 nuclear facilities and 19 location outside facilities (LoF)

where the IAEA had access to conduct its activities. The IAEA Director General

Yukiya Amano told the press in March 2018—after the US President had
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stopped certifying Iranian compliance with the JCPOA and sanctions waiver

was not given six months earlier in October 2017, that the IAEA inspections

more than doubled inside Iran, to around 3,000 calendar days in the field,

from around 1500 prior to the JCPOA implementation.42

After the Trump withdrawal, however, when no sanctions waivers were

provided, Iran gradually began to ramp up its nuclear activities. In May 2019,

for instance, a year after the Trump withdrawal, President Rouhani stated that

Iran will not respect limits on enriched uranium stockpile and heavy water

reserves. Two months later, in July 2019, Iran started enriching uranium beyond

the JCPOA restrictions of 3.67 per cent. As noted earlier, Iran had committed

to the 3.67 per cent level of uranium enrichment till 2030. Iran’s uranium

stockpile exceeded the 300 kgs of uranium hexa fluoride limit in July 2019

and the heavy water reserves exceeded the 130 metric tonnes limit in November

2019.

Iran began to install new centrifuges at the Fordow fuel enrichment plant

(FFEP) in November 2019, after Rouhani asserted that Iran will not be bound

by any research and development restrictions of the JCPOA. In January 2020,

Rouhani asserted that there would be no limits on the numbers of centrifuges

or any operational restrictions on the country’s nuclear programme.43 The US

on its part designated the head of the Atomic Energy Organisation of Iran

(AEOI), Ali Akbar Salehi under terrorism sanctions legislations, specifically

Executive Order 13382, after he inaugurated new, advanced centrifuges, in

January 2020.

In September 2019, Netanyahu further alleged that Iran had covered up a

secret site near Isfahan and warned the ‘tyrants of Tehran: Israel knows what

you’re doing, Israel knows when you’re doing it and Israel knows where you’re

doing it’.44 Subsequently, when Iran began to gradually undertake activities

contravening the provisions of the JCPOA—like enriching uranium beyond

3.67 per cent, conducting research and development activities on advanced

centrifuges like the IR-8, Netanyahu charged that Iran ‘seeks to envelop Israel

… threaten Israel … destroy Israel’ and that Israel will never allow Iran to

develop nuclear weapons.45

After the Trump withdrawal, his administration officials touted the

requirement of negotiating a new deal with Iran that specifically required new
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Iranian commitments on uranium enrichment and wanted the ‘UN standard’

of no-enrichment to be re-instated. This was Brian Hook, the administration’s

points’ person on the Iran nuclear deal.46 Earlier in May 2018, Secretary of

State Mike Pompeo insisted that Iran’s nuclear ambitions cannot be separated

from its regional policies and put forth 12 demands on Iran to renegotiate the

nuclear deal. These included stopping its enrichment activities, stopping the

further launch of ballistic missiles, declaring the prior military dimensions of

its nuclear programme and verifiably abandoning such work, release of

American citizens, and ending support to regional proxies, among others. A

former Obama advisor termed the demands a ‘wish-list based on a pipedream’.47

As for the Trump administration officials and Israel insisting on the UN

standard of no enrichment, it is pertinent to note that the United Nations

Security Council (UNSC) in its resolutions 1696, 1737, and 1747 of July

2006, December 2006 and March 2007 respectively, had called on Iran to

‘suspend its uranium enrichment activities.48 UNSC Resolution 2231, which

recognized the JCPOA, meanwhile allowed for Iranian uranium enrichment,

but within severely constrained limits on quantity and levels of enrichment.

After the Biden administration came to power in January 2021, there

were expectations that Iran and the US will come to an understanding on the

modalities of US re-entry into the Iran nuclear deal. These expectations,

however, have not been fulfilled so far. Iranian Foreign Minister Javed Zarif,

in an interview with the CNN in February 2021 did warn that there was a

‘limited window of opportunity’ for the US to re-enter the nuclear deal.49 In

the Annual Threat Assessment of the US intelligence community, Director of

National Intelligence (DNI) Avril Haines in April 2021 noted that even as

Iran has exceeded the JCPOA nuclear limits, she continued ‘to assess that Iran

is not currently undertaking the key nuclear weapons-development activities

that we judge would be necessary to produce a nuclear device’.50

The DNI’s assessment was pertinently after Iran started enriching uranium

to 20 per cent purity at the Fordow fuel enrichment plant.51 Iran’s decision to

do so was in line with the new legislation passed by the Iranian parliament, in

December 2020, in the aftermath of the assassination of Iranian nuclear

scientist, Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, in November 2020. Analysts have however

pointed out that Iran started producing uranium metal, enriched to 20 per
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cent, in July 2021. This activity was definitely not in tune with the DNI’s

assessment that no nuclear-weapons development necessary to produce a

nuclear device were taking place.52 The European Union 3, in a statement,

have also termed Iran’s production of enriched uranium metal as a ‘serious

violation’ of Iran’s commitments under the JCPOA.53

In the meantime, there have been changes at the highest political levels in

Iran and Israel. President Ebrahim Raisi came to power in August 2021, while

Prime Minister Naftali Bennett assumed the office in June 2021, followed by

Yair Lapid in July 2022. Over eight rounds of talks were held between Iran

and its interlocutors during 2021, with no progress made. Reports note that it

would seem that the US and Iran were negotiating different versions of the

deal, with both sides not able to reach an understanding on the modalities of

sanctions lifting, as well as on Iran’s nuclear and regional commitments.54

US and Israeli concerns especially over Iran’s enhanced uranium enrichment

activities, are peaking. With Iran started enriching uranium to 60 per cent in

April 2021, US and Israeli officials contend that the so-called ‘break-out’ time

for Iran to have sufficient material to make a nuclear bomb, was diminishing.55

The JCPOA provisions had ensured that this break-out time was at least a

year, with limitations on the levels and quantity of uranium enrichment. Due

to US sanctions on Iran’s oil exports, meanwhile, reports note that Iran’s exports

have fallen from nearly three million barrels per day in 2018 to as low as

200,000 barrels per day by end 2021.56

Even as negotiations between Iran and its interlocutors gained momentum

in 2021, not much progress was made. Israel is alleged to have attacked the

Natanz uranium enrichment site in April 2021. The cyberattack allegedly

destroyed a power supply facility that supplied power to the centrifuges and

reports noted that the facility could be out of operation for close to ten

months.57 Prime Minister Netanyahu, while addressing a press conference

with US Defence Secretary Llyod Austin in Jerusalem in April 2021, affirmed

that Israel ‘will never allow Iran to obtain the nuclear capability to carry out

its genocidal goal of eliminating Israel’.58

Israel is also believed to have carried out attacks against a shipping vessel

in the Persian Gulf in April 2021 that was apparently being used as a command

and control vessel to back the Houthis in the war in Yemen.59 The attack
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coincided with the beginning of the first round of negotiations between Iran

and its P5+1 interlocutors in Vienna in April 2021, leading analysts to speculate

that Israel was actively trying to sabotage the prospects of the negotiations.

Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, a top Iranian nuclear scientist, was killed in the streets

of Tehran by a remote-controlled machine gun, in November 2020, in another

attack blamed on Israeli agencies.60 The Stuxnet virus, which began affecting

Iranian P-1 centrifuges beginning mid-2009, meanwhile, is widely believed

to be the result of collaboration between Israel and the US.61

These targeted attacks on key personalities and facilities, an essential part

of the hybrid warfare tactics being employed to set back Iranian capabilities in

the absence of overt military strikes, is in tune with the long-standing Israeli

policy of prevention, when it came to addressing non-conventional threats in

its regional neighbourhood. The most famous Israeli operation was against

the Iraqi nuclear reactor in in Osiraq in 1981 and against the Syrian al-Kibar

under-construction nuclear reactor, with North Korean help, in 2007. Israel’s

policy of prevention has ensured that its regional monopoly on possession of

nuclear weapons was maintained.

Lawrence Freedman argues that ‘prevention’ and ‘pre-emption’ are

‘controlling strategies’ that assumes that an adversary employs force to its

advantage and therefore cannot be allowed to do so. In contrast to ‘coercive

strategies’ such as ‘deterrence’ which assume that an adversary’s calculations

can be influenced, ‘controlling strategies’ do not consider the possibility of

influencing behaviour, once an adversary achieves such capabilities.62 The Israeli

policy of prevention while dealing with WMD threats has been criticized for

being against the norms of international behaviour, among other concerns.

Israel, however, has repeatedly undertaken such military actions, as it contends

such WMD programmes pose an existential threat if they are allowed to mature.

The Israeli clamour for punitive military strikes to set back Iran’s capabilities

grew louder under the Obama administration, given continued Iranian

intransigence in its interactions with the IAEA. Iran-IAEA interactions hit a

roadblock, for instance, during January 2011-April 2012, over issues relating

to providing IAEA inspectors access to the Parchin facility. President Obama

and his administration officials however, opposed the idea of military strikes.

Obama in March 2012 insisted that the focus on military strikes was ‘loose
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talk’.63 The ‘pressure’ component of the administration’s strategy constituted

imposing increasingly punitive economic sanctions and the maintenance of a

robust military presence in the waters of the Persian Gulf to deter any Iranian

adventurism.

After the JCPOA was negotiated in July 2015, former Israeli Defence

Minister Ehud Barak told an Israeli television channel in August 2015 that

Prime Minister Netanyahu wanted to attack the Iranian nuclear infrastructure

in 2010 and 2011 but was prevented from doing so by the then chief of the

Israel Defence Force (IDF), Gabi Ashkenazi and Cabinet ministers like Moshe

Yaalon and Yuval Steinitz.64 Ashkenazi reportedly flagged the IDF’s operational

deficiencies to carry out the task.65 It is significant to note that despite

Netanyahu’s robust advocacy of a muscular approach to counter the Iranian

nuclear concerns, he encountered opposition from his military advisors like

the IDF chief and key cabinet colleagues.

The quarterly reports of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),

meanwhile, continue to document Iran’s nuclear progress. In the report of the

IAEA Director General to the Board of Governors, on November 17, 2021,

on Iran’s implementation of the JCPOA provisions, IAEA DG Rafael Grossi

told the Board that the Agency’s ability to verify its nuclear activities have

been ‘severely undermined’ due to its decision to stop implementing the

nuclear-related provisions of the JCPOA, including the Additional Protocol.

Grossi noted that Iran was enriching uranium, at the fuel enrichment

plant (FEP) and pilot FEP (PFEP) at Natanz and the FEP at Fordow (FFEP)—

up to 5 per cent in July 2019, up to 20 per cent in January 2021 and up to 60

per cent in April 2021. The IAEA DG stated that as of November 6, 2021,

Iran’s uranium stockpile was 2313.4 kgs, out of which more than 130 kgs was

enriched beyond 20 per cent.66 Grossi also told the Board, in another report

on the status of Iran’s NPT safeguards agreement, that Iran was not forthcoming

in clarifying the origin and current status of nuclear material that could have

been used in four undeclared locations.67 The IAEA DG told reporters in

December 2021 that no other country enriches uranium to the level that Iran

was doing, except nuclear weapon-possessing countries. He, however, added

that this did not mean that Iran was producing nuclear weapon but that the

Iranian progress required a much more intensive and intrusive verification
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effort, which was not happening due to Iran not following through with its

JCPOA provisions.68

With nuclear negotiations not making much progress, Iran continues to

make progress in its nuclear capabilities. Israel’s Permanent Representative to

the IAEA, Joshua Zarka, told reporters in December 2021 that the nuclear

negotiations had reached the ‘last stretch of diplomacy’ on account of lack of

progress in negotiations.69 With the US accusing Iran of accelerating its nuclear

programme and ‘slow-walk in its diplomacy’, and negotiations in Vienna not

bearing fruit, voices from Israel are getting shrill about the implications of the

Iranian nuclear programme.70 Chairing his first Cabinet meeting in June 2021,

Prime Minister Bennett called on Iran’s interlocutors to ‘wake up’ to the perils

of returning to the JCPOA.71

Reports about Israel preparing to strike the Iranian nuclear infrastructure,

meanwhile, made appearances in Israeli media. Bennett told the United Nations

General Assembly in September 2021 that the Iranian nuclear programme

was at a ‘critical’ point and a ‘watershed’ moment. The Israeli prime minister

asserted that ‘words do not stop centrifuges from spinning’, clearly stating

that it would require actions from the international community or by Israel

on its own, to do so. In his speech, Bennett affirmed that Iran was seeking to

dominate the region, ‘under a nuclear umbrella’.72

Reports in October 2021 noted that Israel had approved a budget of $1.5

billion to prepare for an attack on Iran’s nuclear facilities.73 This, even as the

Head of the Israeli Military Intelligence, Tamir Haiman, was reported as stating

in October 2021 that Iran had a long way to go before acquiring a nuclear

bomb.74 The United States and its Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) allies

met in Riyadh in November 2021 and condemned ‘dangerous Iranian policies,

including the proliferation and direct use of advanced ballistic missiles and

Unmanned Aircraft Systems’.75 The US and the GCC accused Iran of using

these weapons systems against civilians and critical infrastructure in Saudi

Arabia, against merchant shipping targets in the Sea of Oman, among other

actions.

The US and Israel, meanwhile, signed the Jerusalem Joint Declaration on

July 14, 2022, during President Biden’s visit to Israel. The US affirmed that it

will ‘use all elements of national power’ to prevent the nuclearization of Iran.76
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From Israel, Biden went to Jeddah, the first time a US President flew directly

from Israel to Saudi Arabia. After bilateral meetings with the Saudi King and

Crown Prince, Mohammed Bin Salman, the US and Saudi Arabia issued the

Jeddah Declaration, comprehensively stating their positions on regional issues,

including Iran, apart from bilateral areas of cooperation.77 Apart from his

meetings with the Saudi leadership, the centrepiece of Biden’s interactions in

Jeddah was another mini-lateral (in addition to the I2U2 while he was in

Israel)—the GCC+3 Summit that included Iraq, Jordan and Egypt, apart

from the six GCC countries. Biden also had separate meetings with these

leaders, with all sides reiterating the importance of strengthening bilateral ties

for mutual benefit and regional good.

Biden’s successful West Asia trip is expected to negate the rhetoric of a

diminishing US regional role. US forces continue to be present in strong

numbers in West Asia, with the Fifth Fleet based out of Bahrain. Biden’s visit,

while reemphasizing US security relationships with Israel, the GCC, Jordan,

Egypt, Iraq, also focused on strengthening economic partnerships and building

mutual capacities to tackle common challenges like cyber security, climate

change, energy security, food security, among other critical issues. As Biden

noted in his remarks at the GCC+3 meeting, West Asia is ‘more united than it

has been in years.’ The US President asserted that the US will continue ‘to

remain an active, engaged partner’ and that it will ‘not walk away’ for the

‘vacuum to be filled by China, Russia or Iran’.78

A month prior to Biden’s visit to the region, on June 8, 2022, the IAEA

Board of Governor’s (BOG) passed a resolution expressing ‘profound concerns’

over safeguards issues relating to three previously undisclosed locations, among

other issues.79 After this resolution, Iran started removing cameras used for

monitoring of its nuclear activities by the IAEA, with analysts noting that a

return to the JCPOA by Iran and its interlocutors looking increasingly difficult.

Israeli Prime Ministers, from Netanyahu to Bennet and now Lapid, have

insisted that a viable military option was essential, to roll back Iran’s nuclear

capabilities. The Iranian nuclear issue, therefore, continues to have uncertain

consequences for the strategic stability of India’s extended neigbourhood.
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India and the Iranian Nuclear Contentions

Given the above unresolved nature of the Iranian contentions—which

successive Israeli Prime Ministers have asserted was an existential threat to

their country, it is pertinent to examine India’s responses to the Iranian nuclear

contentions. India, as a big Iranian oil importing country, has been uniquely

affected by the unilateral sanctions imposed by the United States and the

European Union, targeting Iran’s oil exports, among other punitive measures,

to pressure Tehran to make concessions in its nuclear programme. The following

sections will briefly delineate the key aspects relating to Indian responses to

the Iranian nuclear issue, and the consequences for India’s foreign policy practice

and energy security.

After the Iran nuclear issue was referred to the United Nations Security

Council in February 2006 by the IAEA Board of Governors—a vote in which

India voted against Iran, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh stated that India’s

vote was in line with its national interests.80 Singh added that India will pay

close attention to the country’s bilateral relationship with Iran, regional stability

and India’s own security, while dealing with the Iranian nuclear issue. Iran was

referred to the UNSC by the IAEA BoG on account of ‘Iran’s many failures

and breaches of its obligations to comply with its NPT Safeguards Agreement

and the absence of confidence that Iran’s nuclear programme is exclusively for

peaceful purposes resulting from the history of concealment …’81 The IAEA

referral followed Iran’s refusal to stop its uranium enrichment activities at the

Esfahan uranium conversion facility (UCF), which it had re-started in August

2005, after agreeing to stop such activities as part of an October 2003 agreement

with the European Union–3 countries (France, Germany and the United

Kingdom).

India consistently maintained that Iran needed to adhere to IAEA

transparency measures and cooperate fully to address issues on its nuclear

programme, especially within the framework of the IAEA.82 Strategic autonomy

as the main strand of the country’s foreign policy was very much evident, vis-

à-vis the Iran nuclear issue. This meant that India did not want to be dictated

by a third country as regards its policy choices. Critics of the government

alleged that the country’s votes at the IAEA was determined by pressure from

the US, especially with negotiations over the Indo-US nuclear deal in full

swing.
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Prior to the conclusion of the JCPOA in 2015, India voted mostly against

Iran at the IAEA on resolutions demanding Tehran cooperate more fully with

the IAEA. These includes resolutions passed overwhelmingly in September

2005, February 2006, November 2009, November 2011 and September

2012.83 After the third vote, Foreign Minister S.M. Krishna told the Rajya

Sabha that the conclusions drawn by the IAEA Director General in his report

of November 16, 2009 were ‘too difficult to ignore’.84

It is important to note that most Indian analysts and political parties

agreed about the negative implications of a nuclear weapons Iran for India’s

own security as well as for regional strategic stability. The only difference of

opinion, was on the alleged role of the United States in perhaps forcing India’s

decisions in this regard. Those espousing Leftist political views, like the

Economic and Political Weekly, for instance, highlighted the ‘global nuclear

imperium’ and the choices India was facing in terms of ‘vassalage’ in that

order.85

The Communist Party of India in a Communique in 2007 criticized the

‘rising chorus of threats’ against Iran in a crisis being ‘engineered’ by the United

States.86 Even as regional and international concerns were rising during this

period on Iran’s nuclear contentions, as examined in the previous sections

dealing with Israeli responses to the Iranian nuclear imbroglio, India’s policy

responses were sought to be bracketed as being influenced by US policy

positions. This was especially so in the aftermath of the signing of the Indo-

US nuclear deal in 2008 and the visit of President Barack Obama in November

2010 to India.87

With Iran not following through on the UNSC injunctions to stop its

uranium enrichment activities and show greater transparency in its nuclear

programme, the UNSC passed four sanctions resolutions in March 2007,

March 2008 and June 2010. These resolutions targeted Iranian individuals

and entities involved in the nuclear programme, imposed travel bans and

restrictions, froze funds, among other punitive measures. UNSC Resolution

1747 of 2007, for instance, passed an arms embargo on Iran and urged UN

Member states to exercise vigilance and restraint in the supply, sale and transfer

of equipment such as battle tanks, armoured combat vehicles, artillery systems,

combat aircraft, attack helicopters, warships or missiles.88
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The June 2010 UNSC Resolution 1929, in its preamble, for the first

time, flagged the possibility that Iran could use revenues from its energy exports

to fund its proliferation-related activities.89 Previous UNSC resolutions did

not specifically target Iranian financial institutions though they did urge

member states to exercise caution while extending credit lines or grants, other

than those for humanitarian purposes. Subsequently, the US cited Resolution

1929’s preamble to justify a slew of very restrictive financial measures targeting

Iran’s oil exports.

The June 2010 UNSC sanctions resolution was in the context of

heightened concerns regarding the Iranian nuclear programme after the

existence of the Qom enrichment facility was revealed in 2009.90 The efforts

by Brazil and Turkiye earlier in May 2010 to find fuel supplies to the Tehran

Research Reactor (TRR), in return for the transfer of 1200 kgs of Iran’s low

enriched uranium (LEU) to Turkiye, also did not succeed.91 These fuel rods

were to be provided by the Vienna Group—made up of France, Russia, the

US and the IAEA.

The May 2010 deal was not agreeable to the US or the members of the

Vienna Group, given that it was almost similar to the terms of the agreement

that the group had reached with Iran in October 2009. As part of the earlier

deal, Iran was supposed to have transferred a similar amount of uranium to

Russia, which would then have been enriched in France before being supplied

to the TRR. The October 2009 agreement was reached with the Vienna Group

as a confidence building measure (CBM) a few weeks after Iran declared the

existence of the Qom enrichment plant.

Iran though did not keep its end of the bargain as part of the October

2009 deal and did not transfer the uranium to Russia. IAEA DG Mohammed

El-Baradei in his November 2009 report to the BOG stated that Iran had in

its possession about 1,700 kgs of LEU.92 Iran, therefore, had agreed to transfer

nearly 75 per cent of its then stockpile of uranium to Russia. By May 2010

however, Iran’s production of LEU had increased to more than 2,400 kgs.93

The Vienna Group, therefore, did not agree to the terms of the Brazil-Turkiye

negotiated nuclear swap agreement of May 2010 given that Iran would be left

with more than half of its stockpile of LEU.94

The failure of the two nuclear swap deal agreements and Iran not following
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through the requirements of the UNSC sanctions resolutions, led to the

imposition of more punitive unilateral sanctions, from the US specifically as

well as from the EU. The period 2010-2015 also coincided with an increased

politicisation of IAEA safeguards application in Iran, leading to greater

uncertainty and tensions, even as Iran continued its nuclear progress. These

unilateral sanctions severely impacted India-Iran bilateral trade, specifically

India’s oil imports from Iran.

The Obama administration followed a ‘dual-track’ policy, with sanctions

and constructive engagement constituting the two tracks. As part of the punitive

measures, even as its military profile near Iran was increased—with additional

aircraft carrier battle groups, among other measures, the sanctions pressure

was also ramped up, as Iran hardened its positions in nuclear negotiations

with the IAEA. The US, for instance, in November 2011 designated Iran as a

territory of ‘primary money laundering concern’. This was only the second

time, after Myanmar in 2003, that the US Treasury Department categorized

an entire country as such.95

President Obama signed the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability

and Divestment Act (CISADA) into law in July 2010. CISADA reduced the

amount of investment energy companies could invest in Iran from the earlier

limit of US$40 million—which was as part of the 1997 Iran and Libya

Sanctions Act and the 2006 Iran Sanctions Act (after Libya was removed from

the purview of the ILSA in the aftermath of Tripoli giving up its weapons of

mass destruction programme in December 2003) to US$20 million.96 The

Act also imposed restrictions on the selling of refined petroleum products to

Iran (with a limit of US$5 million per year), as a result of which Indian

companies like Reliance had to stop their export of refined petroleum products.

Reliance confirmed to the US State Department in October 2010 that it was

no longer selling refined petroleum products to Iran.97

Other firms which were also processing Iranian oil like the French company

Total, the Japanese major Inpex and Royal Dutch Shell had to stop their

businesses in Iran. Chinese and Singaporean oil companies that did not abide

by the CISADA limits and sold over US$5 million of refined petroleum

products were slapped sanctions by the Obama administration.98 Further, the

Act imposed travel bans and asset freezes on alleged human rights violators
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and urged the president to impose sanctions on the Central Bank of Iran

(CBI).

The National Defence Authorisation Act (NDAA) of 2012 eventually

imposed direct sanctions on the CBI, striking at the heart of the Iranian

financial ecosystem.99 The CBI was charged with helping Iranian banks already

under UNSC and US sanctions (like Bank Melli) for evading US sanctions by

misrepresenting or not reporting such transactions. Any foreign financial

institution (FFI) that conducted significant financial transactions with the

CBI was threatened with ISA sanctions, which included the threat of denying

access to US EXIM Bank loans, among other provisions.

Exemptions from sanctions threats were in-built into the NDAA for

countries or financial institutions that ‘significantly’ reduced the volume of

such interactions with the CBI. This was generally meant to imply at least a

20 per cent reduction of oil imports and concomitant payment for such

imports. By end June 2012, nearly 20 countries, primarily from Europe and

Asia, got such exemptions. More than 10 European countries meanwhile

completely stopped their Iranian oil purchases when the EU ban on such

purchases kicked in from July 2012. After the EU ban, only China, India,

Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and Turkiye were importing Iranian oil, though

in reduced quantities.100

Iran’s oil exports and revenues from such exports, therefore, began to fall

drastically as a result of US and EU sanctions. India’s oil imports, for instance,

reduced from over US$10 billion in 2009-10 to about US$4 billion by 2015-

16.101 India though made up for loss in volumes from Iran by increasing its

imports from countries like Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Nigeria and even South

American countries like Venezuela. India imported about US$3 billion worth

of crude from Venezuela in 2009-10, which dramatically increased to over

US$14 billion in 2012-13.102

Even as countries like India and China were importing reduced quantities

of Iranian oil, they were facing difficulties in paying for such imports, as a

result of provisions of the 2012 Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Human

Rights Act (ITRSHRA).103 One of the critical provisions of the Act mandated

that if the FFI repatriated funds owed to Iran through the CBI, they would be

subject to sanctions. Further, the ITRSHRA mandated that the ‘significant
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exemptions’ provision of the NDAA 2012 would only be issued every 180

days if such funds are not repatriated but held in accounts within the

jurisdiction of the country where the FFI is based. This provision drastically

impacted Iran’s foreign exchange reserves, as Iran was almost solely dependent

on its oil exports for such reserves.

Given that the transfer of Iran’s oil revenues through the CBI would attract

US sanctions provisions, it led to the creation of ‘escrow’ accounts within the

countries importing Iranian oil. Iran’s oil revenues fell from a high of more

than US$100 billion in 2011 to less than a third by 2013 as a result of such

punitive secondary sanctions.104 Apart from such very tough sanctions

legislations, US administrations also used a wide number of Executive Orders

(EOs) to target the Iranian government and entities/ individuals allegedly

associated with its nuclear and military programmes. These EOs targeted the

Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), Iran Air, among others.

Apart from the US sanctions measures, EU sanctions were effective in

piling pressure on the Iranian government. The EU on January 23, 2012, for

instance, flagged the preamble of UNSC Resolution 1929 regarding the

possible connection between Iran’s oil revenues and its proliferation-related

activities and imposed restrictions on Iranian crude oil and petro-chemical

products.105 The EU gave six months before the decision came into effect. By

July 2012, nearly 10 European countries that were importing Iranian energy

had to completely stop their imports. These included Belgium, the Czech

Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Spain,

and the United Kingdom.106 The EU was sometimes more robust than the

US in applying pressure on Iran. The global financial messaging service, SWIFT

(headquartered in Belgium), for instance, prevented Iranian banks on the EU

sanctions list from accessing its services, in March 2012. The US only

authorized sanctions against such centralized financial messaging services for

provision of services to Iranian entities, as part of the ITRSHRA, signed into

law by Obama five months later in August 2012.

The EU decisions of October 2010 (Regulation 961/2010), which imposed

restrictions on providing insurance services to ships transporting Iranian oil,

negatively impacted its oil exports.107 This was especially so since most of the

protection and indemnity (P&I) insurance providers were located in London,
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an EU jurisdiction then. EU sanctions legislations also negatively affected the

routing of payments due for the Iranian oil imports. India, for instance, was

paying for the oil it imported through the Asian Clearing Union (ACU)

mechanism, prior to 2010.

The ACU was a grouping of mostly South Asian states through which

Iranian oil transactions were channelled through European banks. The EU

decision of July 2010 requiring prior authorization for such transactions

negatively impacted the ACU mechanism, as the multi-lateral clearing

mechanism did not have provisions for such authorization. This decision,

along with the November 2008 decision of the US Treasury Department

banning ‘U-turn’ transactions involving Iranian banks—denominated in US

dollars, which implied that they had to transit through the US financial hubs

in New York, severely impacted the Iranian oil payments.108

Countries importing Iranian oil had to creatively put in place new schemes

to pay for them. India and Iran, for instance, in August 2011 negotiated an

alternate payment mechanism, as part of which 45 per cent of the money

owed to Iran as a result of oil imports was being paid for in Indian rupees,

while the remaining was held in Iranian accounts in Indian banks least exposed

to the US financial system. Iranian entities could use the Iranian oil money in

such banks, as the UCO Bank, to pay for goods imported from India, like

basmati rice, among others. Given the trade imbalance between Tehran and

New Delhi however, Iranian oil money in the UCO Bank ballooned to nearly

US$3 billion by March 2015 while Indian oil companies owed nearly $9

billion to Iranian oil companies.109 This money could only be returned to

Iran in the aftermath of progress in negotiations between Iran and its

negotiators, specifically so after the 2013 Joint Plan of Action.

After the US withdrawal from the JCPOA in 2018, the Iran nuclear deal

has been plunged into uncertainty. The US refusal to give sanctions waivers

once again placed Iran’s oil importers like India in a tight corner, given that

provisions of legislations like NDAA 2012 threatening secondary sanctions

on Iran’s oil importers, among others, again kicked in. New Delhi faced pressure

to reduce its oil imports from Iran. During 2018-19, India bought over US$12

billion worth of Iranian oil, $3 billion more than during 2017-18.110 Iran,

which was the third biggest supplier of oil to India in January 2018, occupied
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the seventh position by January 2019.111 In May 2019, the Indian Ambassador

to the US, Harsh Vardhan Shringla asserted that India stopped importing

Iranian oil.112

India voted mostly in favour of IAEA resolutions censuring Iran or

requiring it to cooperate more fully with the IAEA, prior to the JCPOA. In

the aftermath of the Trump withdrawal, the IAEA Board of Governors has

passed two resolutions, in June 2020 and June 2022. Twenty-five out of the

35 members of the Board voted in favour of the 2020 resolution while 30

voted in favour on the 2022 resolution. India, however, abstained on both

these resolutions, along with Azerbaijan, Libya, Mongolia, Niger, Pakistan,

South Africa, and Thailand.113 These resolutions were passed in the light of

alleged Iranian non-cooperation in addressing issues relating to possible

undeclared nuclear activities.114

Iran, on its part, urged its European interlocutors to step up and not only

continue implementing the JCPOA but provide alternate payment mechanisms

for its oil exports. France, along with the UK and Germany, did create the

Instrument for Trade Exchanges (INSTEX), after the Trump withdrawal but

the US administration has been adamant that if such mechanisms are used for

paying for Iranian oil, they would also be subject to US secondary sanctions.115

INSTEX, with more than 15 countries as members, conducted its first

successful transaction in March 2020, which involved the transfer of medical

devices to Iran.116 Analysts though note that despite being of limited economical

worth to Iran as long as it does not include oil transactions within its permit,

the mechanism was a political message to the Trump administration of Europe’s

opposition to its unilateral policy decisions as regards the JCPOA.117

Table 1 captures the decrease in volume of India’s oil imports from Iran

since 2010, when UNSC Resolution 1929 was passed, which led to the

imposition of unilateral sanctions by the US and the EU targeting Iran’s oil

exports. India was importing nearly 9 per cent of its total energy requirements

from Iran in 2010-11, which fell below 5 per cent by the time the JCPOA was

negotiated in 2015. India’s oil imports again picked up after the JCPOA to

reach nearly 10 per cent in 2016-17 but again fell back drastically to nearly

zero, in the aftermath of the Trump withdrawal. As Table II shows, Iran’s share
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in India’s total trade fell drastically from 2.2 per cent in 2010-11 to 0.18 per

cent in 2021-22.

Table 4: India-Iran Oil Trade 2010-22 (In USD Million)

HS Classification Code: 27 (Mineral Fuels, Mineral Oils and
Products of Their Distillation; Bituminous Substances; Mineral Waxes)

Year Oil Import from Iran India’s total oil Imports Percentage Share of Iran
Oil Importsin India’s

Total Oil Imports

2010-11 9,377.88 115,929.02 8.8

2011-12 11,764.01 172,753.93 7.3

2012-13 9,716.39 181,344.63 5.66

2013-14 8,556.95 181,382.56 4.95

2014-15 7,292.13 156,399.98 4.89

2015-16 4,461.57 96,953.02 4.82

2016-17 9,006.29 103,163.16 9.56

2017-18 9,232.61 132,294.61 6.98

2018-19 12,369.07 167,871.87 7.37

2019-20 1,013.52 153,646.45 0.66

2020-21 22.80 99,703.45 0.02

2021-22 86.1 198,857.08 0.04

Source: Ministry of Commerce and Industry, ‘Export-Import Data Bank’, at https://
tradestat.commerce.gov.in/eidb/default.asp (Accessed July 25, 2022).

Table 5: India-Iran Bilateral Trade 2010-21 (In USD Million)

Year Total Bilateral Trade India’s Total Trade Percentage Share of Iran
inIndia’s Total Trade

2010-11 13421.11 619584.68 2.21

2011-12 16201.49 795283.41 2.07

2012-13 14945.53 791137.23 1.92

2013-14 15278.51 764605.09 2.03

2014-15 11737.89 758371.89 1.57

2015-16 11491.1 643298.85 1.81

2016-17 12886.12 660209.46 1.99

2017-18 13763.89 769,107.15 1.79

2018-19 17,036.65 844,156.51 2.02

2019-20 4,770.95 788,070.32 0.61

2020-21 2,106.17 686,244.36 0.31

2021-22 1,914.47 1,035,056.45 0.18

Source: Ministry of Commerce and Industry, ‘Export-Import Data Bank’, at https://
tradestat.commerce.gov.in/eidb/default.asp (Accessed July 25, 2022).
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Apart from such definitive implications for India’s energy imports, India’s

investments in Iran’s oil infrastructure also took a setback. Iran, for instance,

withdrew offers to Indian firms for the development of the Farzad-B gas field

in 2015. Indian oil companies had earlier in December 2009 signed a

Memorandum of Agreement for the development of the Farzad-B and South

Pars Phase II field.118 When the Indian Minister of State for Petroleum and

Natural Gas visited Iran in April 2016—in the aftermath of the JCPOA, India

and Iran pledged to complete an agreement regarding Farzad-B. The officials

of the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) told reporters prior to the visit of

Prime Minister Modi to Iran in May 2016 that a deal on Farzad-B was near

completion.119

In May 2021, however, Iran announced that it signed a contract worth

$1.78 billion for the development of the Farzad-B. The Oil and Natural Gas

Commission Videsh Limited (OVL) had signed a contract dating back to

2002 to develop the field, along with Oil India Limited (OIL) and Indian Oil

Corporation (IOC). While gas was discovered in 2008, due to international

sanctions and changed Iranian domestic procedures and rules regarding oil

exploration, not much progress could be made. Reports note that the Indian

consortium spent close to $400 million on the Farzad-B field.120

Another negative implication for India on account of the regional and

international tensions over Iranian nuclear programme was regarding the

Chahbahar port development, which did not see significant forward movement

during the time that Iran was under international sanctions. India had pledged

to develop the port, when Prime Minister Vajpayee visited Iran in 2001. The

port was seen as vital connectivity link to Afghanistan and Central Asia, given

Pakistan’s intransigence in not allowing trade to take place across its borders.

Developments regarding the port picked pace after the JCPOA. Prime

Minister Modi visited Tehran in May 2016 to sign a Trilateral Transport and

Transit Corridor agreement, along with Afghanistan. Agreements specifically

regarding Chahbahar included those related to the development and operation

of five berths for a period of 10 years, as well as financial support for the

construction of the Chahbahar-Zahedan railway line, among others.121 This

included a credit facility of $150 million for the development of the port. The

first consignment of Afghanistan from the port to India was sent in February
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2019. India’s developmental assistance, of 75,000 tonnes of wheat, was also

being supplied through the Chahbahar port.

The aftermath of the Trump withdrawal injected new uncertainties

regarding India’s engagement with Iran on the Chahbahar port. This was

because the US administration stopped providing sanctions waivers from doing

business with Iranian sanctioned entities. The Iran Freedom and Counter-

Proliferation Act (IFCA) 2012 had specifically prescribed sanctions against

Iran’s shipping, ship-building sector and port operators. The Act though

provided exemptions from its provisions for ‘Afghanistan reconstruction’.122

India’s Chahbahar involvement was solely to help in Afghanistan’s

reconstruction and developmental in nature. US State Department and military

officials, prior to the Taliban takeover in August 2021, had spoken positively

about the nature of India’s engagement on the port.

India Ports Global Limited (IPGL)—the Indian company operating the

Shahid Beheshti terminal at the port, has been exempt from the negative impact

of extra-territorial sanctions pertaining to operation of ports inside Iran. The

Minister of State in the Ministry of External Affairs, V. Muraleedharan, told

the Lok Sabha in November 2019 that the US ‘has shown understanding of

the importance of the Chabahar Port operations for continued humanitarian

supplies to Afghanistan and to provide Afghanistan with economic

alternatives’.123 Muraleedharan told the Lok Sabha again in February 2021

that India and Iran remained ‘engaged on the modalities of the implementation

of the Chabahar-Zahedan Railway Project’.124

The coming to power of the Taliban in Afghanistan in August 2021,

though, has injected additional complications into the nature of India’s

relationship with Kabul, and the prospects of connectivity projects like

Chahbahar. Analysts noted that India’s Chahbahar involvement is a ‘dead

investment, a dream gone sour’.125 External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar

told the Lok Sabha in December 2021, however, that Chahbahar was a

commercial transit hub and an economical and stable route for land-locked

countries in Central Asia to reach India.126 Earlier in October 2021, while

visiting Armenia, apart from three other Central Asian countries, Minister

Jaishankar proposed that the Chahbahar port be included as part of the

International North South Transport Corridor (INSTC). Russia, Iran, Belarus,

Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan are the other members of the INSCTC.
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India and Iran, along with Uzbekistan, held the second trilateral meeting

(virtually) on the joint use of the Chahbahar Port on December 14, 2021.

The participants were informed by the Indian side that after IPGL, through

its wholly owned subsidiary, India Ports Global Chabahar Free Zone

(IPGCFZ), took over the operations of the port in December 2018, the Shahid

Beheshti terminal of the port had handled shipments from over ten countries,

including Russia, Brazil, Australia, among others. The three sides reiterated

the

Important role played by Chabahar Port during humanitarian crises as

well as in enhancing regional connectivity. They also took note of the

increase in transit traffic between Central Asia and South Asia through

the Shahid Behesti Terminal, Chabahar Port and discussed further

development of transportation corridor.127

Israel-Iran Geo-Strategic Rivalry: Responses and Implications for
India

Analysts writing in 2004 stated that it would be difficult for India to maintain

strategic partnerships with both Israel and Iran for a long time, given the

mutually antagonistic relationships these two West Asian states shared between

themselves. The nature of the relationship with both the countries, though,

was different. While India had a robust defence partnership developing with

Israel, there were no defence and/or military links with the Islamic Republic.

Pant also rightly categorized the US factor in the India-Iran bilateral relationship

as a main constraint.128

While the US factor was rightly dominant during the course of the Iranian

nuclear imbroglio—with the US pressuring India to cut down its oil imports

as well as reduce its strategic engagement with Iran overtly, India has not quite

supported Israeli policy preferences vis-à-vis the Iranian nuclear programme.

These policy preferences related to Israel’s advocacy of muscular policies,

including military strikes on Iranian nuclear facilities.

As noted in earlier sections, Israel actively contemplated striking at the

Iranian nuclear infrastructure, to set back its capabilities. Such an advocacy

was in tune with the long-standing policy preference, while dealing with

regional weapons of mass destruction programmes, which it deemed inimical
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to its strategic interests. This was most notably seen in its military action

against the Iraqi Osiraq reactor in 1981 and against the Al- Kibar reactor in

Syria in 2007. Israel has also carried out a series of punitive strikes against key

functionaries of the Iranian nuclear establishment and also allegedly struck at

key Iranian nuclear installations, either on its own or in conjunction with the

United States, as seen in the Stuxnet virus attack on Natanz.

India, meanwhile, was always in favour of diplomatic solutions to address

the long-standing concerns. It welcomed progress in the nuclear negotiations,

be it the JPOA in November 2013 or the JCPOA in July 2015. When these

negotiations did not produce any tangible results for many years—having

begun in 2006, reports flagged the possibility of Israel attacking the Iranian

nuclear infrastructure. In the immediate aftermath of the Iranian nuclear issue

being referred to the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) in February

2006, there was talk about the possibility of Israel using military solutions to

offset Iranian capabilities.

The Ministry of External Affairs affirmed that the ‘the threat or use of

force can only exacerbate tensions in a region which is of vital importance to

India, and must therefore be avoided at all costs’.129 Later in July 2008, the

Spokesperson of the Ministry of External Affairs, Navtej Sarna, told reporters

that a military option to deal with the Iranian issue was ‘unacceptable

international behaviour’.130 Sarna further added that ‘a military strike on Iran

would have disastrous consequences for the entire region, affecting the lives

and livelihood of five million Indians resident in the Gulf, and the world

economy’.131

India, even as it was against military solutions, was emphatic about the

negative implications of a nuclear Iran, for regional stability and for its own

security. India’s votes against Iran at the International Atomic Energy Agency,

were proof of this fact. As noted earlier, even countries like the Russian

Federation and China did not vote in favour of Iran in these votes. Moreover,

the linkages between the Iranian nuclear programme and the A.Q. Khan

proliferation network were too stark to be ignored for India’s policy makers.

Iran-Pakistan connections in the nuclear realm began in the 1980s.132

Iran informed the IAEA in October 2003 that it had procured centrifuge

drawings with the help of a ‘foreign intermediary’.133 Pakistan also gave Iran
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‘bomb-related drawings’ and suppliers list for nuclear-material procurement.134

Iran’s Foreign Minister Kamal Kharazzi, visiting the Pakistani capital after the

1998 nuclear tests by the South Asian neighbours, appreciated the fact that a

‘fellow Islamic nation’ knew how to make the atomic bomb.135 As

K. Subrahmanyam wrote in 2005, ‘a vote for Iran’ was a ‘yes vote for Khan’.136

He emphasized that if Iran went nuclear, it would destabilize West Asia, stoke

Saudi Arabian proliferation and provoke a counter-vailing Israeli reaction.137

Iran also opposed the 2008 Indo-US nuclear deal.138

When India voted against Iran in the November 2009 IAEA resolution—

passed in the aftermath of the disclosure of the Qom enrichment facility, in its

Explanation of Vote, India affirmed that the conclusions drawn by the IAEA

DG in his report submitted to the BoG were ‘difficult to ignore’. The

Explanation points out that the IAEA DG noted that Iran’s ‘late declaration’

of the Qom facility ‘reduces confidence in the absence of other nuclear facilities

under construction in Iran which have not been declared to the Agency’.139 At

the same time, India affirmed the importance of negotiations to find a mutually

acceptable solution to the issue, even as it upheld Iran’s ‘right and obligations’

as a member of the NPT on peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

The then Joint Secretary (Americas) in the MEA, S. Jaishankar—and

currently India’s External Affairs Minister, had described India’s position on

the Iran nuclear issue vis-à-vis the US as that of a ‘man in the middle’.140 It

would not be amiss to characterize India’s position on the issue vis-à-vis Israel

on similar lines, as even as India actively opposed Israeli policy preferences, it

took principled positions opposing Iran at the IAEA and urged it to more

fully cooperate with the international nuclear regulatory authority.

After the JCPOA, Indian analysts pointed out that it would expand the

scope for Indian engagement with the greater Middle East and provide

opportunities on a range of issues like Afghanistan and energy security.

Rajamohan, for instance, noted that while India’s engagement was ‘heavily

tilted towards the Arab Gulf and Israel’, with the US-Iran nuclear

rapproachment, it would have to devote greater attention and break away

from viewing the region through an ideological prism and domestic political

constituencies.’141 He rightly flags the possibilities of Saudi Arabia and Israel—

America’s traditional allies, taking steps to deal with the consequences of Iran’s
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new found status in the region. The new US administration, though, went

back on America’s commitments negotiated as part of a multi-lateral agreement

over the course of a decade. As pointed out in the previous sections, after the

Trump withdrawal, India’s regional policy options became constricted—on

aspects of energy security and connectivity.

India, though, continued with its dynamic regional engagement. After

the Modi government came to power, for instance, there has been a heightened

political engagement with the region, as evidenced by the visits of Prime

Minister Modi to the United Arab Emirates (UAE) in August 2015 and

February 2018, the historic visit to Israel in July 2017, visits to Palestine and

Oman in February 2018. After hosting Prime Minister Netanyahu in January

2018, India also hosted President Hassan Rouhani, in February 2018. Just

prior to Netanyahu’s visit, India had also hosted the Iranian Transport Minister

Abbas Akhoundi. India’s Transport Minister, Nitin Gadkari, went to Tehran

to attend the swearing-in ceremony of President Rouhani. Modi had also

visited Iran in May 2016, in the aftermath of the JCPOA, for signing the

Trilateral Agreement on Chahbahar with Afghanistan. During Rouhani’s visit,

India and Iran had pledged to enhance energy cooperation, including reaching

an appropriate agreement on Farzad-B gas field. As noted earlier, however,

Iran gave the contract for this field to Petropars in May 2021.

When Netanyahu visited Delhi in January 2018—which was in the

aftermath of Trump refusing to certify Iranian compliance with the JCPOA

in October 2017, it was expected that he would publicly make his case against

Iranian regional policies in general and its nuclear programme in particular,

to the Indian media and political leaders—as was his wont in foreign capitals.

After all, the then Israeli prime minister’s main burden while interacting with

foreign media or political leaders—especially while in P5+1 countries like

Washington, is to drive home the point about the negative implications of the

JCPOA and Iran’s malign regional influence. In New Delhi, however, there

were no public utterances on Iran by Netanyahu. Israeli media reports cited

the Israeli prime minister as stating that the Iran issue was discussed in closed

door meetings with the Indian leadership.

This could be explained, at one level, as an acknowledgment by the Israeli

prime minister of the fact that India does not have a role to play in the Iran
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nuclear negotiations, as it is not a member of the United Nations Security

Council. At another level, perhaps, it is also an acknowledgement of the limited

options for India as far its energy security relationship with Iran concerned,

given that it would in any case be negatively impacted due to the lack of

sanctions waivers by the Trump administration on Iran’s oil exports. Foreign

Secretary Vijay Gokhale, while briefing the Indian media on the January 2018

visit of the Israeli prime minister, told them that ‘there was no specific discussion

on the Iran nuclear deal in any specific manner’.142 It is important to highlight

that critical and opposing views held on Iran’s regional role or on the process

to address Iranian nuclear concerns have not significantly impacted in a negative

manner the burgeoning India-Israel strategic partnership.

India, though, was not immune from the implications of the Israel-Iran

geo-strategic rivalry on its soil or on its citizens residing in the West Asian

neighbourhood. This was most evident in the bomb attack on the vehicle of

an Israeli Embassy vehicle carrying the wife of an Israeli diplomat in February

2012. This attack was blamed on Iran by Prime Minister Netanyahu, who

charged that Iran was the ‘largest exporter of terrorism in the world’.143 The

attack in New Delhi coincided with similar attacks in Georgia and Bangkok.

Four Iranians—Houshang Afshar Irani, Mohammad Reza Abolghasemi, Syed

Ali Mahdiansadr and Sedaghatzadeh Masoud, were identified as suspects in

the New Delhi attack and Red Corner notices were issued for their arrest.144

While Sedaghatzadeh was arrested by Malaysian authorities after the attack,

the other three persons are ostensibly in Iran. A two-member team of the

Delhi Police visited Iran in August 2012 but did not make progress.145 An

Indian national, Syed Mohammed Kazmi was also arrested in March 2012

but was later granted bail by the Supreme Court in October 2012. Two Iranians

were convicted in early 2014 for the attack in the Thai capital, Bangkok, an

attack that took place a day after the New Delhi incident in February 2014.146

While analysts noted that the India-Israel bilateral relations were strong

and such indents were a reflection of the Iran-Israel ‘Cold War’, the fact that

the attack took place within a few meters of the residence of the prime minster,

was audacious.147 It is significant to note that the attack on the Israeli Embassy

vehicle, by a magnetic bomb attached to the vehicle by a two-wheeler borne

assailant, took place a few days after an Iranian nuclear scientist, Mustafa
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Ahmadi Roshan, was killed on the streets of Tehran in a similar manner.148

Roshan was a Deputy Director at the Natanz uranium enrichment plant.

On January 29, 2021, meanwhile—the 29th anniversary of the

establishment of diplomatic relations between India and Israel, another crude

bomb went off outside the Israeli Embassy. Four students from Kargil were

arrested for the act, with prosecutors arguing that the accused were supporters

of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) and that they had posted

objectionable material on Israel on social media. Reports noted that the Judge

told the prosecutors that the IRGC was not a ‘terrorist’ organization, and

granted bail to the four accused persons.149 A letter was found at the site of the

bomb blast, which vowed revenge for the death of IRGC-Qods Force

Commander Qassem Soleimani and Abu Mehendi Al Muhandis—both of

whom were killed in a US drone attack in January 2020 in Baghdad, and for

the death of nuclear scientist, Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, killed in Tehran in

November 2020.150 Foreign Minister S. Jaishankar assured full protection to

the Israeli diplomats while Prime Minister Modi also had a telephonic

conversation with Prime Minister Netanyahu.

India, therefore, was the setting for targeted attacks against Israeli diplomats

and the Embassy, by alleged Iranian agents/sympathisers, in the immediate

aftermath of the targeted killing of key Iranian nuclear scientists, allegedly by

Israel. The sharp exchange between the new Israeli Ambassador, Naor Gilon

and his Iranian counterpart in November 2021, after Gilon described Iran as

the ‘biggest destabilizer’ in the region, was another manifestation of the Iran-

Israel strategic rivalry occupying newsprint in New Delhi. The Iranian Embassy

described the remarks as the ‘childish’ remarks of an ‘evil-minded Zionist

entity’.151

Indian citizens living in West Asia have also been victims of the regional

geo-strategic struggle between Iran and the Arab Gulf states. In January 2022,

for instance, two Indians were among those killed in a drone attack near an oil

facility in Abu Dhabi, blamed on the Iranian-backed Houthis. Earlier in July

2012, two Indian sailors were killed by the US Navy, after the boat in which

these sailors were ignored warnings to slow down.152
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6
THE PALESTINE DE-HYPHENATION

A significant feature of India’s Israel policy under the Modi government is

what has been termed as the ‘de-hyphenation’ of its policies with Israel vis-à-

vis Palestine.1 Just ahead of Prime Minister Modi’s historic visit to Israel in

July 2017, the Palestinian National Authority Chairman, President Mahmoud

Abbas, visited India in May 2017. This was his fifth visit to the country. He

had earlier visited India in May 2005, October 2008, February 2010 and

September 2012. The 2015 visit, apart from the 2008 and 2012 visits, were

State visits. In the Press Statement during Abbas’s visit, Modi reiterated India’s

‘unwavering’ support to the cause of Palestine, and expressed the hope that a

‘sovereign, independent, united and viable Palestine, co-existing peacefully

with Israel’ will be realized.2

Analysts pointed out that the prime minister’s statement differed from

India’s then extant policy positions on Palestine in bilateral and multilateral

settings, in not explicitly stating that East Jerusalem will be the capital of a

future Palestinian state. As was expected, Prime Minister Modi did not visit

Palestine while visiting Israel in July 2017 but made a standalone visit to

Ramallah in February 2018. This further strengthened the notion that India

was following mutually beneficial policies with the two antagonists, without

the bilateral interactions being impacted by its policies towards the other.
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At the same time, it is pertinent to note that even if India has not reiterated

the policy formulation of East Jerusalem as the capital of a Palestinian state in

a bilateral setting, in multilateral settings, India has supported resolutions

which explicitly state so. This is visible in the resolutions passed by the United

Nations General Assembly (UNGA). In December 2021, for instance, India

was among 156 countries that voted in favour of the resolution ‘Permanent

Sovereignty of the Palestinian people in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,

including East Jerusalem, and of the Arab population in the occupied Syrian

Golan over their natural resources’. Only seven countries—Canada, Federated

States of Micronesia, Israel, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Palau and the US, voted

against the resolution, while 15 countries abstained.3

The US, in an Explanation of its Vote, justifying its opposition to the

resolution, termed it an ‘unbalanced resolution that is unfairly critical of Israel,

demonstrating a clear and persistent institutional bias directed at one member

state’ and affirmed that it ‘will continue to oppose every effort to delegitimize

Israel’.4 It is significant that India continues to vote in favour of a resolution

that Israel’s closest ally, the US, views as an attempt to delegitimize it.

India’s voting behaviour at forums like the UNGA, therefore, has been a

point of contention between Indian and Israeli interlocutors. One of the first

resolutions in a multilateral setting that the Modi government had to deal

with after it assumed power was at the United Nations Human Rights Council

(UNHRC) in July 2014, which voted to establish a Commission of Enquiry

on Israel’s military operation in the Gaza Strip, Operation Protective Edge,

and investigate alleged human rights violations. A year later, India abstained

on the resolution at the UNHRC which welcomed the report of the

Commission of Enquiry. Israeli analysts saw this as a big change in India’s

positions.5

Others, though, rightly pointed out that the resolution related to the

Hamas, which was designated as a terrorist organization by the US, among

other nations, and that India continued to vote against Israel on most other

resolutions. These include resolutions at the UNGA on the human rights

situations in the Syrian Golan, the right to self-determination of the Palestinian

people and resolutions criticizing Israeli settlement activities. India has expressed
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long-standing opposition to Israeli settlement activities, for instance, with

Indian representatives at the UN calling them a ‘stumbling block’ and

detrimental to the very premise of a two-state solution.6

In May 2021, India abstained in a vote at the same UNHRC on a resolution

which called for an international investigation into human rights violations in

the most recent Israeli military action in the Gaza Strip, Operation Guardian

of the Walls. The Palestinian Foreign Minister Riad Malki is reported to have

written to the Indian Foreign Minister S. Jaishankar criticizing the decision as

one which ‘stifled’ the rights of the Palestinian people. The MEA Spokesperson,

however, maintained that the Indian position was ‘not new’.7

Earlier in October 2009, India had endorsed the Goldstone report, the

fact-finding report of the enquiry commission led by South African jurist

Richard Goldstone, on Israel’s 2008-09 military operation in the Gaza Strip,

Operation Cast Lead. Israel’s Deputy Foreign Minister Danny Ayalon criticized

the Indian decision as he contended that the Goldstone report denied ‘the

right of self-defence’ to democracies’.8 The report criticized both the Israeli

government and Palestinian militant groups for their actions during the military

confrontation.9 In the special session of the UNGA in November 2009, the

leader of the Indian delegation, Member of Parliament B.K. Hariprasad,

though, stated that India had ‘reservations’ in making ‘unqualified endorsement’

of some the recommendations and procedures adopted by the Goldstone

report…’. Hariprasad, at the same time, urged all concerned to take stern

action against those responsible for human rights violations.10

The UN continues to an arena where India’s policy positions on the

Palestinian issue run counter to Israeli policy preferences. Among the significant

Indian support to Palestinian-related resolutions at the UN have included the

November 2012 resolution, which changed Palestine’s status to that of a ‘non-

member observer’. Israel’s military actions in the Gaza Strip, though, have

been the main source of contention, in so far as they have generated pressures

for the Indian government for appropriate responses. India has consistently

maintained that it opposed rocket fire on Israeli civilian population centres,

even as it has supported Israel’s right to defend its people.

This was most evident in July 2014, when there was an unprecedented
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demand in the Indian Parliament for a resolution critical of Israel for its military

action, Operation Protective Edge. The government countered by stating that

no such demand was raised in the previous instances of military action in the

Gaza Strip. Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj even urged Rajya Sabha Chairman,

Vice President Hamid Ansari not to allow the discussion on the conflict and

subject as it refers ‘discourteously to a friendly foreign country’.11

The debate, though, eventually took place in the Rajya Sabha on July 21,

with twenty Members of Parliament taking part in the discussion, with three-

fourths of them belonging to regional and communist parties. The other five

belonged to the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and the Indian National

Congress (INC). Members belonging to the regional parties pointed out that

no such demand for a critical resolution was aired against Sri Lanka, for

instance, for its treatment of the Tamil minorities. Only two members,

Asaduddin Owaisi of the All India Majlis Ittehadul Muslimeen (AIMIM) and

Sitaram Yechury of the Communist Party of India-Marxist (CPI-M), called

for an end to the defence relationship with Israel.

Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj, in her remarks, asked the Parliament

not to politicize the country’s response to the Gaza Conflict and reiterated the

government’s stand that it continued to support the Palestinian cause ‘whole-

heartedly’ even as it will continue to strengthen the country’s relations with

Israel. Interestingly, Member of Parliament Tarun Vijay of the BJP, reminded

the members that India cannot be seen to be ‘more Arab than the Arabs’, in

their support for the Palestinian cause. He made this remark in the light of the

fact that Israel was fighting the Hamas, a militant organization that was shunned

by the Arab world itself.12 His comments also shine light on the fact that the

Palestinian issue has been relegated lower down in the list of Arab priorities,

given their own domestic socio-economic churning and regional strategic

dynamics.

This has been especially so in the aftermath of the Arab Spring and more

so, after the Abraham Accords. The fact that the UAE and countries like

Morocco, later, established full diplomatic ties with Israel in August 2020,

despite the 2002 Arab Consensus, which mandated that full ties would only

be established with the Jewish state after the formation of the Palestinian state,

is reflective of the changed regional consensus. Israel’s Ambassador to India,
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Naor Gilon, while speaking at the Manohar Parrikar Institute for Defence

Studies and Analyses (MP-IDSA) on September 21, 2022, acknowledged that

the Modi government’s successful compartmentalization of its Palestine and

Israel polices was an inspiration and example for Gulf countries to take similar

policy positions and pursue overt, beneficial relations with Israel.

Saudi Arabia and its regional allies, though, continue to view the Islamic

Republic’s regional policies with apprehension. Iran and the Saudi-led camps

are pitted against each other in regional hotspots, ranging from Yemen to

Syria. The Iranian nuclear contentions, meanwhile, have been exacerbated in

the aftermath of the 2018 withdrawal from the JCPOA by the Trump

administration. Groups like the Hamas, with which Israel has been having

violent conflicts in the Gaza Strip, are also viewed with concern by countries

like Saudi Arabia, given that it is seen as an offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood,

which poses a domestic concern in some of these countries.

India’s developmental and political support to the Palestinians, meanwhile,

has continued and increased. Apart from Prime Minister Modi in February

2018, President Pranab Mukherjee and Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj visited

Ramallah in October 2015 and January 2016, respectively. During Modi’s

visit in February 2018, he became the first world leader to visit the newly

constructed mausoleum of Yasser Arafat. President Mukherjee emphasized

that ‘India’s empathy with the Palestinian cause and its friendship with the

people of Palestine have become an integral part of our foreign policy’.13 Even

as the Modi government refused to support an anti-Israel resolution in

Parliament in July 2014, it reiterated the governments’ continued support to

the Palestinian cause.

As for developmental support, India gave $27 million in grants to the

Palestinians, till 2008.14 India’s annual contribution to the United Nations

Reliefs and Works Agency (UNRWA) was increased from $200,000 to $1

million, in 2009. This was later increased to $1.5 million, and subsequently

to $5 million in 2018—in the light of the Trump administration’s decision to

stop funding to the Agency. Nearly $60 million of grant projects were being

implemented in September 2020.15 Major projects that India has helped build

include schools, vocational training centres, and technology parks.
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India also continues to urge both the antagonists to work towards

establishing the two-state solution. Foreign Secretary Harsh Vardhan Shringla,

at the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) meeting on the Middle East

peace process in August 2021, reiterated this core position.16 The possibility

of this core principle being realized, though, is shrinking, due to continued

intransigence by both sides and unwillingness to come to a compromise on

core issues relating to borders, status of Jerusalem, refuges, among others.

Public opinion polls, though, as conducted by the Israel Democracy

Institute, for instance, show that while the percentage of those who support a

two-state solution has reduced over the years—from around 70 per cent in

2007 to 40 per cent currently, the option of a two-state solution still garnered

the most votes as an optimum solution to the intractable conflict, among the

polled Israeli public.17 A June 2021 poll by the Palestinian Center for Policy

and Survey Research—conducted after the latest round of fighting in the Gaza

Strip with the Israelis, found that 39 per cent of Palestinians still supported

the two-state solution, down from 71 per cent in 2006.18 Israeli analysts also

note that the two-state solution was still Israel’s best option, to reserve the

Jewish majority status of the State of Israel.19
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7
GOING FORWARD

Even as the India-Israel defence partnership is set to grow and solidify in the

coming future, India’s defence self-reliance drive will impact, to an extent, the

quantum of the relationship. India’s defence modernization needs are huge, as

well as the need to effectively meet the growing security concerns across the

internal and external spectrum. The all-encompassing Pakistan-China defence

cooperation, which equips Islamabad with sophisticated equipment and

platforms, is too stark to be ignored for India’s security planners.

As seen in the above sections, India and Israel have developed an all-

round defence and security partnership, with increasing focus on joint

development and production. Exports of Indian-manufactured Israeli

equipment like UAVs to countries in Southeast Asia is taking place, and both

sides can further explore similar arenas of cooperation where the two countries

could focus their efforts, especially by the private sector companies. Joint

ventures in the category of small arms and ammunition, for instance, have big

plans not just to supply to the requirements of the India armed forces but also

to export markets.

India’s defence relationship with Israel is being sought to be leveraged to

improve the country’s defence exports profile. The electronics major, BEL, for

instance, has expressed an interest in having a tie up with the IAI to boost the

DPSU’s exports profile. Way back in 2003, HAL had a tie-up with the IAI to
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market the Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH). The country’s central public

sector enterprises (CPSE) were tasked by Prime Minister Modi in 2018 to

ensure that at least 25 per cent of their revenue should be from exports by

2022-23. It remains to be seen how the two entities can pursue this further.

The IAI has a well-established international profile and marketing prowess,

an element that Indian DPSUs as well as private sector companies can study

and take advantage of.

A critical arena of focus has to invariably be the effort to produce cutting-

edge equipment, which can also stand the test of quality and reliability. The

plethora of steps taken by the MoD in recent past are expected to make the

Indian defence eco-system more vibrant and dynamic. Such an eco-system

will no doubt, going forward, help in realizing the country’s indigenization as

well as domestic manufacturing and export targets. As noted in Chapter Two,

a strengthened Indian defence industrial eco-system, coupled with measures

like the Srijan defence indigenization portal, could cumulatively reduce the

volume and quantum of defence imports from partners like Israel.

Given the extraordinary range of cooperation in terms of procurement

and joint development of equipment ranging from missiles like LRSAM,

MRSAM, radars, UAVs, assault weapons, among others, we may not see an

immediate drastic reduction of the quantum of the India-Israel defence trade,

in the immediate to short term. The Israeli defence industry is also well placed—

given its long-standing exposure to the Indian market, to take advantage of

the government’s various measures to help in domestic manufacturing. These

include relaxed norms for foreign direct investment (FDI), in case the foreign

OEMs agree to transfer of technology.

Going forward, as and when India’s indigenous capabilities in areas like

AWACS or UAVs mature, dependence on foreign suppliers can be expected

to reduce. India’s big indigenization focus in critical areas of aero engine,

materials and electronic chip technology is expected to only witness higher

volumes of procurement from indigenous sources—including niche equipment

like AEW&C aircraft, AESA radars, among other equipment. These are the

kinds of equipment that India has imported from Israel.

Domestic procurement of such equipment, therefore, will result in

concurrently lesser quantum of imports from strategic partners like Israel.
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Even if Indian capabilities come up to speed in areas where there are deficiencies,

it is also a fact that it is not economically viable or strategically prudent to

build each and every weapon system in a country’s defence inventory

indigenously. Israeli defence industry strengths in such niche technological

areas can continue to act as ‘force multipliers’ and add critical value to India’s

defence inventory.

India’s defence market is one of the biggest in the world and there is space

and scope for cooperation with critical strategic partners like Israel to continue

to grow to fulfill the varied requirements of the Indian armed forces. India

expects to spend significantly on defence modernization in the near future.

Strategic partners like Israel, even as they continue to occupy an important

place in fulfilling the modernization and upgradation requirements of India’s

armed forces, will be expected to continue to work more closely with the

domestic defence industry—both the defence public sector units and the private

sector, to fulfill the critical requirements of India’s armed forces.

As for border/internal security cooperation, Chapter Three has delineated

in brief the formidable reputation that Israel has built regarding its counter-

terror and border security tactics. The Israeli experience has proved to be

successful in mitigating the loss of Israeli lives. Israel follows a range of tactics,

including military responses to rocket strikes and targeted killings. The country

swears by the importance and efficacy of such tactics. India has indeed benefited

from closely reading the Israeli experience as well as trying to emulate its

technological solutions, especially with regard to border security.

India’s border guarding forces, while acknowledging the importance of

learning best practices from around the world, flag the enormous complexities

involved in securing thousands of kilometres of the country’s borders. It is

also acknowledged that the sources of threat are different for both the countries,

as indeed the nature of the sanctuary, in the form of safe havens, provided by

Pakistan, as against Israel—which largely faces Palestinian terrorism and the

Hezbollah, which is a significant domestic political force in Israel’s neighbouring

country, Lebanon. While Israel accuses Iran of supplying the Hezbollah and

Gaza militants with rockets and financial resources to target it, the long-

standing and wide-ranging institutional as well as direct support to jihadist

elements to wage war against India has been far more insidious.
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Israel’s long history of using punitive military strikes to take out enemy

capabilities before they can cause damage is another feature closely studied

around the world. Israel, in recent times, has launched air strikes in places as

far away as Iraq, on the basis of its well-endowed intelligence capabilities that

inimical actors supported by countries like Iran were using that territory to

process weapons and ammunition targeted against it.

In August 2019, for instance, Israel launched air strikes against alleged

weapons depots in Iraq, being used by Iran to supply weapons to armed groups

like the Hezbollah in Syria. India’s Balakot strike, where specialized Israeli

weapons systems were used, has led analysts to opine that India too was

following Israeli tactics to respond to blatant aggression on its territory by

militants supported by Pakistan. India can continue to benefit from the Israeli

experience of using active defence measures, punitive strikes, perimeter security

solutions, targeted killings, among a range of choices, to ensure the security

and well-being of its people.

On the Iranian nuclear issue, India has adopted positions largely in

opposition to the preferred Israeli policy preferences, vis-à-vis the optimum

manner in which to address the nuclear contentions. India has also actively

defended the role of the IAEA, and has urged that the nuclear regulatory

authority’s role be given prime importance in the efficient discharge of its

duties. The India-Iran trade and energy security relationship has been severely

impacted as a result of the US policy positions on the Iran nuclear imbroglio,

both prior to the signing of the JCPOA and after the Trump withdrawal.

India has also made it clear from the beginning that it was opposed to the

possibility of a nuclear Iran, given the negative repercussions for regional

security and stability as well as due to the Iran-Pakistan/A.Q. Khan proliferation

linkages. India also actively pursued its Iran policy keeping in mind its larger

regional interests relating to connectivity. These efforts, however, came under

pressure due to the uncertainties surrounding the Iranian nuclear programme

and administration-contingent US foreign policies on multilaterally negotiated

agreements like the JCPOA. The Chahbahar port, apart from energy security

considerations—including the issue of Indian investments in Iranian energy

infrastructure, faced headwinds. While the Shahid Behesti terminal is still

being run by the IPGL, Indian officials have reiterated the importance of the
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port for Afghanistan and have highlighted the connectivity advantages the

port can offer to Central Asian countries.

In the aftermath of the signing of the Abraham Accords between Israel

and the UAE in August 2020, meanwhile, the regional geo-strategic divide

has gained an added definition, more clearly marking the rival camps. The

first meeting of the West Asian Quad—when Foreign Minister Jaishankar

was in Israel in October 2021, signified the making of a new and potent

regional grouping, with the potential to usher in new vistas of development

cooperation. As in the case of the East Asian Quad, it remains to be seen the

extent to which the West Asian Quad members engage with each other on

issues of regional security and stability.

The first ever I2U2 Summit meeting between the leaders of India, Israel,

the UAE and the US, when President Biden visited Israel in July 2022, clearly

indicates the geo-economic focus of the unique mini-lateral made up of critical

nation states of South Asia, West Asia and the US. The focus areas of

cooperation, as noted in earlier sections, relate to water, energy, transportation,

space, health and food security, with cooperative projects relating to food

security set in motion.

As of now, the I2U2 are therefore confining themselves to areas of

developmental cooperation. India will be expected to jealously guard her

independent foreign policy, guided by national interests and the interests of

its vast regional diaspora. It is difficult to see India being actively part of a

regional military undertaking/alliance structure whose sole aim will be to

contain Iran. To that extent, India’s policy positions could continue to pit her

against the policy preferences of a close strategic partner like Israel. This despite

India and Israel sharing the same objectives vis-à-vis the Iranian nuclear

programme, even as both sides differ on the process to achieve those

objectives—with Israel continuing to privilege muscular solutions to set back

the Iranian capabilities.

That being said, India’s overt identification with the West Asian Quad

members—Israel, the UAE and the US, is in contrast to Iran’s increasingly

close partnership with China—a growing major power opposed to the US’s

and India’s regional role. Iran and China signed a 25-year strategic partnership

agreement in March 2021. Iran’s Foreign Minister Amir Abdollahian, while
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visiting Beijing in January 2022, stated that the agreement was being

implemented. Reports note that the agreement envisages Chinese investments

of over $400 billion in Iranian infrastructure projects, among other areas of

cooperation.

During the visit of President Xi Jinping to Tehran in 2016, both sides had

set an expansive target of $600 billion of bilateral trade to be achieved by

2026. Bilateral trade between the countries was around $23 billion in 2019,

up from $10 billion in 2005. During January-December 2021, though, it was

around $15 billion.1 Xi’s 2016 visit was in the aftermath of the beginning of

implementation of the JCPOA (in January 2016), which led to sanctions

relief, among other economic benefits for Iran. After the Trump withdrawal,

however, even as reports note that China is continuing to import significant

quantities of Iranian oil, the volume of bilateral trade has reduced.

Apart from economic interactions, reports note expanding military

cooperation between the two countries. Chinese Defence Minister Wei Fenghe

visited Tehran in April 2022, with both sides pledging to expand cooperation.

China, Iran, along with Russia, held a trilateral naval drill in the northern

Indian Ocean in January 2022, the third time the three navies met since 2019.

Iran signed a MoU to join the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) in

September 2022. While China has mostly supplied anti-ship missiles to Iran

in the past two decades, in the aftermath of the expiry of the UN conventional

arms embargo in October 2020 (imposed in 2010), Iran-China arms trade

can also be expected to increase. Around 20 per cent of Iran’s arms imports

were sourced from China (as per SIPRI Trend Indicator Values), as against 60

per cent from Russia, during 2000-21.2 Apart from the Iran-China dynamics,

Beijing is also rapidly expanding its Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf naval

footprints.

India’s regional choices and opportunities, therefore, for the foreseeable

future, seem increasingly to lie in benefiting from greater collaboration with

the West Asian Quad members. India’s organic linkages with the region, robust

and expanding bilateral interactions, the country’s diaspora, energy linkages

and increasing participation of West Asian states in India’s growth story, will

hold it in good stead as New Delhi navigates near to mid-term headwinds

flowing out of the US-Iran and Israel-Iran conflictual dynamics.
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India’s Palestine policy, meanwhile, will continue to be guided by its core

principles on the issue, even as the possibility of an independent Palestinian

state, living side by side with Israel, looks difficult to materialize in the near to

mid-terms. This, even as the schisms within the Palestinian national movement,

look set to expand in the post-Mahmoud Abbas era.

India-Israel relations, therefore, have traversed a dynamic path in the past

three decades and have attained a higher orbit, after the coming to power of

the Modi government. Bilateral relations have been strengthened, in areas of

defence, developmental and high-technology cooperation. New vistas of

cooperation can be expected to be exploited by both the sides, to expand the

scope of cooperation to involve third countries—including in West Asia

specifically, as well as in Southeast Asia and/or Africa. India and Israel, for

instance, have robust developmental partnership programs with many countries

in Africa. An India-Israel enhanced strategic partnership, can be a win-win

proposition, bilaterally and across regions.

NOTES

1. ‘Iran-China trade reaches $14.8b in 2021’, Tehran Times, February 5, 2022, at https://
www.tehrantimes.com/news/469820/Iran-China-trade-reaches-14-8b-in-2021 (Accessed July

20, 2022).
2. SIPRI, ‘TIV of arms exports to Iran, 2000-2021’, Importer-Exporter TIV Tables, at https://

armstrade.sipri.org/armstrade/page/values.php (Accessed July 22, 2022).
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Table 1:  India-Israel Memorandum of Understandings (2014-2022)

Subject Ministries/Institutions Involved When signed

Economic Double taxation avoidance agreement October 2015

Memorandum of Intent between Invest India and
Invest in Israel January 2018

Culture Cultural exchange programme, for years 2015-18 October 2015

Education JNU-BGU October 2015

Hebrew University and IIT (Kharagpur) October 2015

IIT (Kharagpur) and Ben Gurion University October 2015

JNU and Hebrew University October 2015

IIT (Kharagpur) and University of Haifa October 2015

University of Delhi and Ben Gurion University October 2015

Hebrew University and University of Delhi October 2015

University of Delhi and IDC, Herzliya October 2015

Science and India-Israel Industrial R&D and Technological Innovation July 2017
Technology Fund (I4F)

Letter of Intent between Indian Oil Cooperation Limited January 2018
(IOCL) and Phinergy Ltd. for cooperation in the area of
metal-air batteries

Letter of Intent between IOCL and Yeda Research and January 2018
Development Co Ltd for cooperation in the area of
concentrated solar thermal technologies

Bilateral Strategic Partnership; Strategic Partnership in Water July 2017
Framework and Agriculture

Water National Campaign for Water Conservation in India July 2017

State Water Utility Reform in India, Uttar Pradesh July 2017

Agriculture Declaration of Intent Between the Ministry of November 2016
Agriculture and Rural Development of the State of
Israel and the Ministry ofAgriculture of the Republic
of India
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Three Year Work Program in Agriculture 2018-2020 July 2017

Space Plan of Cooperation Between ISRO and the ISA July 2017
regarding cooperation in Atomic Clocks

MoU between the ISRO and ISA regarding cooperation July 2017
in GEO-LEO Optical Link

MoU between ISRO and ISA regarding cooperation in July 2017
Electric Propulsion for Small Satellites

MoU between Indian Institute of Space Science and January 2018
Technology (IIST) and the Technion-Israel Institute
of Technology

Plan of Cooperation between ISRO and ISA regarding April 2020
cooperation in Electric Propulsion for Small Satellites

Cyber security To develop, promote and expand cooperation in the January 2018
field of HRD through training programmes, skill
development, and simulator based hands-on training

MoU between the computer emergency response team July 2020
(CERT) of India and Israel

Oil and Gas sector MoU between Indian Ministry of Petroleum and January 2018
Natural Gas and Israeli Ministry of Energy

Air transport Protocol on Amendments to the Air Transport January 2018
Agreement (on issues like code sharing etc.)

Film production Agreement on Film-co-production, to further develop January 2018
cultural ties

Homeopathic MoU between the Central Council for Research in January 2018
Medicine Homeopathy, Ministry of AYUSH and the Centre

for Integrative Complementary Medicine, Shaare
Zedek Medical Center

Defence Bilateral innovation agreement between DRDO and 2021
Israel’s Directorate of Defence Research and
Development (DDR&D)

Source: Ministry of External Affairs, www.mea.gov.in (Accessed January 30, 2022).

Subject Ministries/Institutions Involved When signed
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Table 2: India-Palestine Memorandum of Understandings (2014-2022)

Subject Ministries/Institutions Involved When signed

Cultural Relations MOU between Indian Council for Cultural Relations October 2015
(ICCR) and Ministry of Culture, State of Palestine

Information Technology MoU on Palestine-India Techno Park, Ramallah October 2016

Diplomatic MoU on Visa Exemption on Diplomatic and Official May 2017
Passports

Youth Affairs and Sports MoU on Cooperation in Youth Affairs and Sports May 2017

Economic National printing press, Ramallah February 2018

Agriculture MoU on Agricultural Cooperation May 2017

MoU on Information-Technology and Electronics May 2017

Healthcare MoU on Cooperation in Health Sector May 2017

India-Palestine Super-Speciality Hospital, Beit Shahour February 2018

Social Welfare India-Palestine Centre for Empowering Women February 2018

Education MOU between Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU)
and Birziet University October 2015

MOU between JNU and Al Najah National University October 2015

MOU between Jamia Milia Islamia and Al Quds October 2015
University

MOU between Jamia Milia Islamia and Al Istiklal October 2015
University

MOU between Jamia Milia Islamia and Hebron University October 2015

School at Muthalth Al Shuhada Village February 2018

School at Tamoon village in Tubas Governorate February 2018

Additional floor in Jawaharlal Nehru School for Boys February 2018

Source: Ministry of External Affairs, www.mea.gov.in (Accessed January 30, 2022).
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Table 3: India-Israel Defence Procurement Deals (2014-2022)

Equipment Signed/Procured/Delivered/Deployed

Barak-I missiles 2014

SPICE smart bombs 2015

Tadiran combat radios 2016

Barak-I missiles 2017

Spyder Low Level Quick Reaction Missile (LLQRM) system 2017

Heron TP UAVs 2018

Spike ATGMs
2019

SPICE smart bombs

Negev NG-7 LMG
Spike ATGMs 2020
SPICE smart bombs

Sky Striker drones
Heron Medium Altitude Long Endurance (MALE) UAVs 2021
Masada pistols

Source: Press Information Bureau, www.pib.nic.in (Accessed January 30, 2022); Media reports

Table 4: India-Israel Joint Development Programmes (Missiles)

Weapons System MoU signed Weapon Inducted Partners

LRSAM(Navy) 2006 Feb 2021 Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL);
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI);
DRDO; Rafael; Larsen and Toubro

MRSAM (Air Force) 2009 Sept 2021

MRSAM (Army) 2017 Successful maiden
launch conducted
in December 2020

Source: Ministry of Defence, Annual Reports, www.mod.nic.in (Accessed January 30, 2022)
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Table 5: India-Israel Defence Joint Ventures

Indian partner Israeli partner Contracts executed/ Being Executed/ JVs
formed to Explore Opportunities

HAL IAI Boeing passenger jets to conversion to
cargo aircraft

Gulf Stream G-50 Fuselage

Boeing main deck cargo doors

HAL Elbit Systems-ISTAR Division VTOL UAVs

HAL Elbit Systems Digital head up displays

HAL, Dynamatic Technologies IAI UAVs

Tatas Elta Systems Limited EW; Homeland security

Adani Defence and Aerospace; Elbit Systems UAVs
Alpha Design Technologies Pvt Ltd.

Kalyani Group, Larsen and Rafael Advanced Systems MRSAM missile kits
Toubro (along with Bharat
Dynamics Limited and
Bharat Electronics Limited)

PLR Systems Israel Weapons Industries (IWI) Small arms and ammunition
(Adani Grp has a stake)

HBL Power Systems Elta Systems Radar technology

Tatas Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) Radar applications

Alpha Design Elbit Security Systems Sky Striker UAVs

Mi-17 helicopter upgrades

Wipro Israel Aerospace Industries Composite aero structures

Mahindra Aerostructure Elbit Systems-Cyclone Aerostructures

Dynamatic Technologies Private Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) UAVs
Limited and Elcom

Kalyani Strategic Systems Limited Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) Air defence systems, radars, among
other opportunities

Mahindra Telephonics Shachaf Engineering Strategic Electronics

Bharat Forge Elbit Systems Artillery systems

Source: Media reports, Company statements
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Table 6: Port Visits of Indian Naval Ships to Haifa

INS Mysore Guided missile destroyer 2004
INS Godavari Guided missile frigate
INS Ganga Guided missile frigate
INS Shakti Fleet tanker

INS Mumbai Guided missile destroyer June 2006
INS Brahmaputra Guided missile frigate

INS Mumbai Guided missile destroyer August 2012
INS Trishul Stealth missile frigate
INS Gomti Guided missile frigate
INS Aditya Tanker

INS Trikhand Frigate August 2015

INS Mumbai Guided missile Destroyer
INS Trishul Stealth missile frigate May 2017
INS Aditya Tanker

INS Tarangini Sail training ship September 2018

Source: Ministry of Defence, Annual Reports, www.mod.nic.in; Ministry of External Affairs, Annual
Reports, www.mea.gov.in, Media reports, Press Information Bureau, www.pib.nic.in
(Accessed January 25, 2022)

Table 7: Key Institutional Interactions (2014-2022)

Area Framework/Participants When

Coastal Security Indian Coast Guard and Israeli Navy July 2018

Homeland/Internal/ 1st Joint Steering Committee meeting between September 2014
Border Security India andIsrael on HLS cooperation

2nd Joint Steering Committee meeting between February 2018
India andIsrael on HLS cooperation

4th meeting of JWG on border management November 2018

3rd Joint Steering Committee meeting between January 2020
India andIsrael on HLS cooperation

14th JWG meeting on counter-terrorism February 2020

Defence 11th JWG on defence June 2014

14th JWG on defence July 2018

15th JWG on defence October 2021

Staff Talks (Army, Navy, Airforce) Annual

Foreign Ministry Foreign Office consultations Annual

Source: Ministry of Defence, Annual Reports, www.mod.nic.in; Ministry of External Affairs, Annual
Reports, www.mea.gov.in, Ministry of Home Affairs, Annual Reports, www.mha.gov.in;
Media reports, Press Information Bureau, www.pib.nic.in (Accessed January 25, 2022)
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Table 8: Visits of Service Chiefs (2014-2022)

Army Navy Air Force

India 2014 Gen. Bikram Singh

2016 Air Chief Marshal Arup Raha

2017 Adm. Sunil Lanba

2018 Air Chief Marshal Birender
Singh Dhanoa

2021 Gen. M.M. Naravane Air Chief Marshal R.S.
Bhadauria

Israel 2015 Adm. Ram Rutberg Maj. Gen. Amir Eshel,
Commander of Israeli Air
and Space Forces

2017 Maj. Gen. Herzi Halevi,
Chief of Defence
Intelligence and Chief
of Ground Forces,
Maj. Gen. Kobi Barak

2019 Maj. Gen. Amikam Norkin,
Commander of Israel Air
Force (March 2019)

Maj. Gen. Amikam Norkin,
Commander of Israel Air
Force (August 2019)

Source: Media reports; Ministry of Defence, www.mod.nic.in; Ministry of External Affairs, Annual
Reports, www.mea.gov.in (Accessed January 25, 2022).
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Table 9: High-Level Visits (2014-22)

Year India Israel

2014 Rajnath Singh, Union Minister for Home Affairs

2015 Devendra Fadnavis, Maharashtra Chief Minister Agriculture Minister Yair Shamir

President Pranab Mukherjee to Israel and Palestine Defence Minister Moshe Yaa’lon

2016 External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj Agriculture Minister Uri Ariel

Radha Mohan Singh, Union Minister for Agriculture President Reuven Rivlin

Prakash Javadekar, Union Minister for Human Space, Science and Technology
Resources Development Minister Ofir Akunis

2017 First All-Party Parliamentary Delegation Agriculture Minister Uri Ariel

Prime Minister Narendra Modi

2018 Manohar Lal Khattar, Chief Minister of Haryana Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

Subodh Uniyal, Uttrakhand Agriculture Minister

Pandurang Fundkar, Maharashtra Agriculture Minister

Purushotam Rupala, Minister of State for Agriculture

Vijay Rupani, Gujarat Chief Minister

Amarinder Singh, Punjab Chief Minister

2019 Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Union Minister for Jal Shakti

2021 External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar
Prime Minister Modi met Israeli Prime Minister
Naftali Bennet, Glasgow
(Sidelines of COP 22 climate summit)

2022 Narendra Singh Tomar, Minister of Agriculture
and Farmer’s Welfare

Source: Media reports; Ministry of Defence, www.mod.nic.in; Ministry of External Affairs, Annual
Reports, www.mea.gov.in (Accessed May 15, 2022)
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Table 10: India-Israel Bilateral Trade 2012-22

(In USD Million)

Source: Ministry of Commerce and Industry, ‘Export Import Data Bank’, at https://
tradestat.commerce.gov.in/eidb/default.asp (Accessed July 10, 2022).
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Palestinian Terror Groups, 46
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Persian Gulf, 95
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Popular Resistance Committees (PRC), 44
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